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flappy Surprises
cMother j

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Eattern Tratt Bldg.. Bangor
Eet, 1907
Fidelity Bldg., Portland

AT OUR EXPENSE
1400 garaggg to help you
300 attorneyg to defend you
'
10 officei to aeeiet you

X.

L. A. Green Book Included.
Only
610.00 Annually. Sand name, addreae,
make oT car and year ot manufacture.

MOTHERS’ DAY

Local Repreaentatlve Wanted

"Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the CourleT was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Care is no cure, but rather cor- •••
•- roshe for things that are not to bo •••
••• remedied.—Shakespeare.
•••

SUNDAY,
MAY 10
I 7

•••

MOTHER’S LOVE it boundless, everlasting, deep—the most
beautiful thing in the universe. Only the most beautiful gift
within the power of man is worthy of a Mother’s love. FLOW
ERS ARE THE PERFECT GIFT. In honor or in memory of
Mother wear a Carnation. Send to Mother a flowering Plant,
some Roses, Daffodils, Sweet Peas—and thus make Mothers’
Day a sweet memory for her throughout the year.

THEIR ANNIVERSARY
Knights of Columbus Attend
Communion Service and
Have Banquet.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
s i l s b y *'s
Rockland

399 Main Street

IT’S MAJOR BROWN

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK

AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION

Why is he so successful?
We’ll tell you why.
Every successful man knows
enough to stay inside his income.

He is smart enough to build up
a surplus that is later expressed
by independence.
You w’ould be surprised If you
knew how many successful men
have savings accounts here.

They know that our Association
is safe.

They know, also that to have
you must save.
You oupht to know it. too.

ROCKLAND

*

LOAN & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION

FLOWERS

54Ttf

: : for : :

The 30th anniversary
of the
Knights of Columbus was appropri
ately celebrated by Limerock Coun
cil Sunday.
The members attended in a body
the communion’ at St. Bernard’s
Church at the 8 o'clock mass and
then adjourned to the Karragnsett
Hotel where a communion breakfast
was served.
David L. McCarty presided over
the banquet, at which brief speeches
were made by Rev. Fr. .1. A. Flynn.
State Deputy Carroll of Lewiston and
others. Covers were laid for 72.
Included among those at tlie banquet
were four charter members—Martin
Donlan, Timothy E. Mc.lnnes, Patrick
.1. Burns and George E. McLaughlin.
Later in the day the Knights gath
ered in their own hall and enjoyed a
smoke chat.
Tlio committee in charge of the an
niversary observance comprised Wil
liam P. Walsh, William Sweeney and
Fred Cnrini.
The iegular meeting of King Sol
omon's Temple Chapter will be held
Thursday night with work in the
Mark Master degree.

FRIENDSHIP

MOTHERS’ DAY

TRUCKING CO.
Operating between Rockland and
Friendship. Prompt and careful
service guaranteed.
51-63
Call Rockland 437

SUNDAY, MAY 10
What more symbolic
gift could you bestow
on Mothers’ Day than
well-chosen blooms or
a hardy plant from—

GOING

TRAVELING?

GLAENTZEL,The ***
Strand Theatre Building
341 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Greenhouses—CAMDEN, ME.

MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
Member Florists' Telograph Delivery Association

The handy and safe
way to protect your
funds is by using Trav
elers’ Cheeks. We issue
them in denominations of
$10, $20, and $60. Shall
we fit you out?

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

4% INTEREST PAID

•n
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

the

CHEVROLET

We have in stock for immediate delivery all of
the several different models at the following
prices delivered:
Roadster .......... ................ $907.00
Touring ...............a.............. 607.00
Coupe ................................... 805.00

Coach .................................... $827.00
Sedan ..................................... 920.00
Ton Express Chassis ........ 628.00

We also have the following used cars at prices to
suit you
1922
1923
1923

Ford Touring
Ford Touring
Buick Touring
Dodgs Touring
1924

1921 Chevrolet Touring
1922 Chevrolet Touring
1923 Chevrolet Touring
1924 Chevrolet Coupe
Chevrolet Sedan

We have one new TUDOR FORD SEDAN,
Never<Used, which we will sell at a discount.

SEA ST.VIEW GARAGE
689
MAIN

ROCKLAND

TEL. 837-M
24-T-tf

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

BRAND NEW

CRUISER

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

FOR SALE

In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

THIRTY FOOT

Would also make a very desirable
Lobster or Fish Boat

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE

RAILWAYS

Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS
36-tf Telephone 702-W

BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
38-tf

■

North
5

am

STORAGE

BATTERIES

U

'

DOLLARS THAT TRAVEL
e

Some dollars are tremendous travelers.
They say "hello" and “goodbye" in the same
braath. They don't stay put long enough for
you to get acquainted with them, and they
never earn < cent for you.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository

We Recharge ftnd Repair All Makes of

-

United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.

Member of Federal Reserve Bank

Batteries

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

E. 0. PH1LBR00K & SON
632-4 Main Street

Rockland

’ WILLARD SERVICE STATION

•

Q

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIE8
THOMASTON. MAINE
TuAS-tf

IS YOUR CAR
READY FOR
SUMMER?
How About Your
Ignition?
IsItO.K.?

a
v C

We’ve never claimed
that the Mansfield 19 the
best tire in the world—
’

—buttherearealot of
Mansfield users who do.

H. H.CRIE&CO.
456 Main Street
ROCKLAND

MANSFIELD

Remember-rwe sell the

1 SmTTEIXReTAlNER

Hang on to some of them and bring them
into this Bank, where they can be put to
work to your advantage.

•

A strong preponderance of senti
Artillery are very pleasing to friends ment in favor of daylight saving
of tlie Rockland National Guards manifested itself at last night’s
men affected, and constitute de meeting of the City Government and
served recognition of the faitlfful by a vote of 5 to 2 the aldermen de
cided to again have that system the
ajid capable service they have been, coming summer. The clocks will be
rendering. Major Brown—to give set ahead one hour next Sunday
him his new title—has been with morning and will continue on day
the Guard many years, and Is one of light saving until Sunday morning
the best versed men on military af Sept. 13. The system will automati
fairs in the State.
cally cease July 9, however, if the
Special Orders No. 43. issued from necessary number of
signatures
the office of Adjutant General J.,W. j have not been received throughout
Hant»n, by order of tiie Governor, ] the State for a referendum on the
contain this information:
Harriman Anti-Daylight Saving law
1. In accordance with the provis which was passed nt tlie last session
ions of Section 37. The Military Law,i of Legislature. This Is extremely
tiie following promotion of officers improbable, however, for the ma
in tlie Maine National Guard are jority of the signatures have al
hereby, announced:
ready been received, and new ones
Capt. Ralph W. Brown. 240th Ar are coming In from Eastport to the
tillery as Major Coast Artillery to New Hampshire border and from
rank from May 22, 1824, assigned to the sea coast to Canada.
'2nd Battalion, 240th |Arti!lery, vice,] The proponents of daylight sav
Major Henry W. Gwen, Jr., promoted ing last night presented the petition
paragraph 1. S. O. 144, AGO, Maine, I of George B. Wood and 958 others,
Sept. 10, 1924 witli station at Rock asking for daylight time. This was
land. Maine.
one of the largest petitions ever
1st Lt. Harrison P. MacAlman, presented to a Rockland City Gov
240th Artillery as Capt. Coast Ar ernment—possibly the largest. The
tillery to rank from April 16, 1925, remonstrants, with a petition head
assigned to Battery a 240th Artil ed by Col. E. K. Gould mustered
lery, vice Capt. (Ralph W. Brown, only 300. Tlie spectators were over
promoted with station at Rockland. whelmingly in favor of the law. and
Maine.
cheered the daylight speakers to
1st Lt. Henry A. Peabody, 240th i the echo.
Artillery as Capt. Coast Artillery to 1 “Daylight saving appeals to me
rank from March 19, 1925, assigned personally,”
said
Mayor
Snow,
to Battery A 24011, Artillery, vice “but I am only one unit, and I make
Capt. Roy M. Somers, transferred to no recommendation. It is my desire
the National Guard Reserve by i that botii sides have an opportunity
paragraph 1 S. O. 34, AGO, Maine,' to express their wishes."
March 18. 1925 with station at Port"- j The order, as above outlined, was
land. Maine.
then read.
e e e e
2nd Lt. Francis R. Savillle, 240th i
Artillery as 1st Lt. Coast Artillery to] Orators, pro and con, appeared
rank from April 16, 1925. assigned very bashful, and nobody spoke until
to Battery G 240th Artillery, vice Alderman Ulmer called upon ex1st Lt. Harrison P. MacAlman, pro Mayor A. C. McLoon.
“I think we ought to try and keep
moted with station at Rockland,
Maine.
abreast of the times,” said Mr. Mc
2. Major Ralph W. Brown 240th Loon. "il can well remember when
Artillery will transfer as soon as men worked 10 and 12 hours a day.
practicable ail military property and and some say that my grandfather
funds of Battery G 240th Artillery used to work 24. But recreation
for which he is accountable to Capt. has come more and more to be h
Harrison P. MacAlman, Battery G part of our liveH. Stores used to
keep open nights and part of Sun
240th Artillery.
The transfer of property and days. Daylight saving was tried
funds and the disposition of the out during the "World War and
forms 257 P & S receiving reports proved very satisfactory. Some of
will be made In accordance with the largest nations In Europe ure
provisions of paragraph 874, Na now having it: The Southern New
England States have lt. but North
tional Guard Regulations, 1922.
3. Under the provisions of Sec ern New England is a bit more con
tion 37, The Military Law, an exami servative. 'It is not against the law'
nation of candidates for appointment to have daylight saving now', be
to the grade of 2nd Ut. Coast Ar cause the hill is not yet a law’." Mr.
tillery will be held at Rockland. McLoon said that the law is a bene
Maine. April 28, 1925 at 7.30 p. m. fit to the working people, because it
or as soon thereafter qs practicable gives them a better chance to enjoy
to fill tlie existing vacancy in Bat life, and the industries have signified
tery G 240th Artillery. All enlisted 'a desire to have (he system. "There
men of the Company or nny non is no law," he added, “which would
commissioned staff officer will he npt Inconvenience somebody.”
Alderman De Rochemont, speaking
permitted to appear before the hoard
for a competitive, practical Hiid the in behalf of the remonstrants, said
that their petition was signed by
oretical examination.
both
hotel proprietors,
All candidates must meet the age lawyers.
! requirements set forth by the Na- merchants and a lot of working men.
Grangers had gone on record for
I tional Guard Regulations, 1922.
flic scope and manner of conduct standard time, business interests
ing the examination will be left to would be benefited by it, and in his
’ the discretion of the board taking opinion the Kennebec Bridge would
into consideration that all commis be jeopardized by dochying for day
sions arc issued subject to the ex light saving.
George L. Quinn, who said ho ap
amination prescribed by the Secre
tary of War. After the examination peared in behalf of one of the indus
I the board will render its report to tries, declared that most of the pro
the Adjutant General,
Augusta. ponents of daylight saving were men
who did’t go to work anyhow until
Maine, with recommendations.
The enlisted man whom the board after 8 o'clock, and that what they
considers best qualified will he ap really wanted was a chance to go to
pointed or if none successfully pass ball games. He scouted the idea of
the examination the Governor will their wanting a chance to work in
make the appointment to fill the va their gardens.saying that the average
working man does not have a garden
cancy.
Detail for the hoard: Major Ralph large enough but that he can easily
] W. Brown, 240th Artillery. Capt. handle it. "The nearest that we have
Harrison B. MacAlman, 240th Ar ever eome to having a controversy in
tillery and 1st Lt. Francis R. Savllle, 240th Artillery.

W. P. STRONG

sea"view

DAYLIGHT

TELEPHONE RATES

And It’s Likewise Capt. MacManager Spear
Explains
Alman—Three Rockland Board of Aldermen Thus Votes, 5 To 2, and Schedule
Why the New England
Starts Next Sunday—Other City Affairs.
Promotions.
Company Must Have In
crease.
Recent promotions In tlie 240th

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

Dodge Battery $24.50

Volume 80................. Number 54.

ROCKLAND FOR

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

Kum the . 31 gn "p'O.lfii
!North National BanKa

Nation a.

PRICES REDUCED ON ALL SIZES

A strictly mutual savings
bank

Rockland
National
Bank

NASH

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
Issue

Famous for its power and dopendablo service.

While most batteries have ad
vanced in price PHILCO remains
the same.

Ford .

$14.50

Dodge

22.50

F. W. FARREL CO.
643 MAIN ST.

TEL. 661

ROCKLAND, ME.

SOLE SAVING IS
DOLLAR SAVING
We have all the latest ma
chinery for rebuilding shoes and
putting dollars in your pocket.
AUTO TOP REPAIRING
Done by Our Expert
F. M. FARMER

MS
! : TRY US : :

Rockland Shoe
Repairing Co.
SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
Odd Fellows Block

—r-

my family." said Mr. Quinn, "was
over daylight saving."
Tlie New England Telephone and
IxHly Cross, who had been one of Telegraph Company have filed with
the most active agents in securing the Public Utilities Commission at
signer^ to the petition for daylight Augusta the proposed rates for 86
saving, said that he had found very exchanges in Maine. These rates ap
bitter opposition In his rounds. "We pear elsewhere in tills issue as an ad
consider the law’ greatly to our ad vertisement. Manager Spear of the
vantage." said he, “because it gives local exchange says:
us an opportunity to enjoy recrea
“The new rates were established
tion. It is a selfish man who would, after careful study of all the ex
not be willing to give us that chance.” changes in the state, with their vary
“I move the order have a passage,"
ing classes of service, in order to
said Alderman Ulmer.
provide an average increase for the
"I would like to hear from H. W.
state of approximately 18 per cent
Keep.” said Alderman Chase, be
which is urgently required. It lias
fore the motion could be seconded.
been our endeavor to fairly apportion
"I have nothing to say," remarked
the burden among subscribers on the
Mr. Keep. "If I advanced, an ar
gument at this time It would' he said basis ot service value, so as to give
that I was working for a concern that us sufficient money for proper tele
phone development, enable us to fur
wanted standard time."
Alderman .Richardson objected to nish good telephone service, attract
the passage of the order until both new money from investors with
sides had been given a full oppor which to extend our business by pay
tunity to express their views. "It's ing reasonable interest and divi
a hig question.” said he "and I want dends.
"For rate purposes the 86 exchang 
to hear what they have to say on
es in Maine have been divided into
IL"
Josiah Norton was called upon by eight groups and the same rates for
local service have been established
Mr. Quinn.
"It means a hardship to me per for ail the exchanges in a particular
sonally." said Mr. Norton, "and I group. Tlie classes of service In tlie
don’t think it would be a good thing new schedule will adequately provide
for the. varied needs of all telephone
this year."
Dan Munro, speaking from the users.
“Obviously, business service Is
standpoint of a restaurant man who
had to cater to those coming in by more valuable to telephone users
train, registered opposition to day than residence service, and for that
reason the increases arc relatively
light saving.
"I would suggest," said Mr. Quinn, higher.
"Tlie Interchange of service with
“tliat tliose who want daylight time
set their clocks to suit themselves, out toll charge between subscriber!
hut not have the city declare day in the Rockland and Thomaston ex
light time officially."
changes is discontinued in the new
"The question has been thorough schedule. Tlie toll rate is to be five
ly threshed out at the polls," said cents for each five minutes. This is
Willis I. Ayer, "and th« vote speaks In lino with the treatment of sim
for itself."
ilar conditions In other parts of the
Figures were
then
presented, Company's territory and which is
showing that the city In 1923 cast being made uniform.
1657 votes for daylight saving and
"There are instances in the sched
960 against, bast year It cast 2128 ule where subscribers, by taking a
votes for and 910 against.
different class of service, may be
The aldermen proceeded Immedi served at little or no increased cost.
ately to ballot, with this result:
We shall be glad to talk matters over
For daylight
saving—-Aldermen with our subscribers, and there will
Ulmer, Richardson, Hanscom, Dun be ample time to do this because,
can and Holmes—5.
while the new rates are supposed to
Against daylight saving—Aider- become effective on June 1. the prob
men Chase and De Rochemont—2.
abilities are that they will be sus
• * • •
pended to give the Public Utilities
"We have a big gallery tonight.” Commission opportunity to Investi
said Mayor Snow when the meeting gate tlie reasonableness yf the new
opened, “I presume you are here to rates.
hear the city reports read.”
"It costs much more to give ser
And the audience listened not only vice today than it did ten years ago.
to the reading of the statistical data, i yet the rate increases since that time
but heard City Clerk Keene read a ) have increased the average revenue
hilt longer than the moral law, ap , per telephone only 15 percent. One
pertaining to certain expenditures ■ dollar, even with 15 cents added, wiil
on the Public Landing. The bill was not -buy for us what the dollar of
read nt the request of Alderman ten years ago would, hence the need
Chase, who took decided exceptions of some equitable readjustment of
to it.
telephone revenue.
Tlie April roll of accounts showed
“The new plant we add to take care
a total of $16,701. Tlie expenditures' j of new subscribers costs twice as
of the Highway Department amount much, on the average, as It did prior
ed $1876. Treasurer -Morey report to ten years ago. So does tlie new
ed the month’s receipts as $42,473 plant put in to serve present suhand expenditures as $41,229. Mar J scrihers, iwplacing plant built at
shal Davis reported five arrests, all pre-war prices.
for drunkenness.
Tax Collector
"As a consequence of all the ad
Collins garned In $11,240.
ditional costs of providing service
Tlie New England Telephone Co. the company lias not fully earned its
was granted permission to make dividend during the past year, and
pole changes on Lindsey street.
has had to dip Into its surplus for
A petition for the laying out and
] part of the dividend expense. This
acceptance of Maple street extension
may bo Justifiable In An emergency.,
was referred.
but. of course, it cannot continue
To the commissioner of public
very long. Investors expect to be
works went petitions headed by B.
paid for the use of thelV money, just
E. Simmons, Mrs. James Aylward,
as employees expect to be paid wages
George W. Phillips and John G.
for their labor. Both of these pay
Stevens, asking that no decaying
ments are proper charges against the
matter he deposited on the city
dump at the Public Landing be- expenses of giving service and should
come out of the rates paid by the
tween May 1st and Sept. 30.
S. Nilo Spear was granted a per users of the service.
"We are going to need new money
mit to erect a building 24x32 feet,
and 22 feet high, on Unlbn street, right uiong, In order to provide ser
between Granite and Willow streets. vice for new subscribers, and also
The structure Is to be used as an for present subscribers moving from
uutomobtle repair station. Aider- one location to another. Our con
man Richardson who recently built struction estimates for the state of
a new residence alongside the site Maine tor the next five years Is over
of the proposed structure, said he $11,500,000. Before we can get the
had the assurance of Mr. Spear that new money to expand our service to
the place would not be a nuisance. meet this growing demand, we must
"He has already Improved the lot." assure investors of our ability to pay
said Alderman Richardson, "and Is for It.
"It Isn't the pleasantest duty In
bringing more and more business
the world to ask our subscribers for
Into town.”
The week of May 11-16 was set Increased rates, hut we have the sat
aside as Clean Up Week in acord- isfaction of knowing that we would
ance with tlie custom of the past have had to do this three or four
few years. The city teams were years ago If all along we had not
authorized to make the usual rub been aide to work out various econo
bish collections.
An
Interesting mies, 1>\ Improvements In construc
question was raised by Alderman tion and In operating methods, that
Chase with reference to the legality partially counterbalanced the effc, t
of the appointment of officer Well of rising costs. The time has come,
man and Special Officers Berry and however, when It is no longer possi
Griede. the point hinging on the ble to maintain the necessary bal
wording of the revised ordinances ance of expenses and revenue with
as whether the City Marshal "may” out help from subscribers In the form
or “shall" appoint tlie officers. City of increased rates."
Clerk Keene, who assisted in the
---- \---------preparation of the new charter,
Steamer Belfast laid over in Boston
stated that it Was clearly the inten
last night, and will arrive here this
tion of the commission that the
afternoon about 4 o’clock, returning
mayor should appoint all police of
ficers subject to confirmation by the to Boston Wednesday night.
'______________
board. INo action was taken.
A hydrant order for the corner of
iMaple and White streets, presented YOUR FAVORITE POEM
by Alderman Richardson, was sup
If I had to live my life again I would
ported after an argument. The have
made a rule to read sonje poetry and
White-Case property, damaged by listen to some music at least once a week.
fire several years ago and since The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
then allowed to become a fire haz- ness.—Charles Darwin.
ziird, was condemned as a nuisance
ASPIRATIONS OF YOUTH
and a hearing ordered for June 1 In
Highe- higher will we climb
City Council rooms.
BURNS WERE FATAL

Everett Marston, 55. who was se
verely burned April 24, on board the
tug J. C. Morrison ait Stonington
when a boiler burst, died yesterday.
Mr. Marston was a native of Machias
and Is survived by five children—Mrs.
Eva White of Machias, Everett. Jr.,
a teacher In Machlaspont, Eugene of
New York, John and Franklin of Ma
chias port.

A Ford sedan owned by F. E.
Sawyer of Ocean street, was stolen
from Grace street Sunday night. Pa
trolmen Phllbrook and
Wellman
found it at the Lincoln street school .
grounds.
1

Up the mount of glory.
That our names may live throughMlme
In our country’s story;
Happy, when her welfare calls.
He who conquers, he who falls.

Deeper, deeper let us toll
Iu the mines of knowledge:
.Nature’s wealth and learning's spoil
Win from school and college;
Delve we there for richer gems
Than the stars of diadems.

■Onward, onward may we press
Through the path of duty;
Virtue Is true happiness.
Excellence true beauty.
Winds are of celestial birth.
Make we then a heaven of earth.
Closer, closer let us knit
Hearts and hands together.
Where our tlreslde comforts Mt,
In the wildest weather;
Oh, they wander wide who roam
For the joys of life from home!

. —James MontgMna

HMManai
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affidavit
Rockland, Maine, May 5. 192"
Personally appeared *Franx S Lyddle who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of ’.he
the Issue of this paper of May 2, 1925,
there was printed a total of 6.512 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazeitte, Tuesday, May 5, 1925,'
PARKER T. FULLER
Death of Former Postmaster
—Had Served In Maine
Legislature.

laMb

TRADE IN
YOUR OLD

Former Postmaster Parker T.
Fuller died Sunday morning at his
home on Main street, in his 67th year.
He* had long beer* a sufferer from
rheumatism and some years ago took
We wilLtake your
a treatment at the celebrated French
old stoves as
Lick Springs in Indiana, from which
he appeared t ^derive considerable
first payment
benefit. His final illness was of com
paratively brief duration.
Parker Thurston Fuller was born <r.
He that by usury and unjust pain
Join the
increaseth his substance, he shall Southwest Harbor June 24, 1858, a i
gather it for him that will pity the son of Thomas S. and Elizabeth »
poor.
A faithful man shall abound (Lufkin) Fuller. He was from Pur- ‘j
Oil Stove Club
In blessings: but he that maketh itan ancestry on both sides, and was I
haste to be rich shall .not be innocent. 10th in direct descent from Dr. Sam- 1
—Proverbs 28: 8, 30.
uel Fullei, who was the physician of
the’ Mayflower expedition.
$1.00 weekly
His j arents moved to Castine in 1
President Coolidge has a way of
the fall of 1865, in order that lie I
presenting the claims to considera
might be afforded better educational .
tion of the various peoples who advantages, the Castine schools he- !
A reduction 'in price
make up our country’s varied popu ing at that time considered equal to
to club members
lation, that goes to the root of the any in the state. In 1873 the family
moved to Thomaston whVre the
matter in highly convincing fashion.
and pay the balance
young man remained a year, and his
At the laying of the cornerstone of frequent visits to Rockland and the
a Jewish Community Center in acquaintances formed during that
Washington, Sunday, the President, time proved the magnet that in later
YOUR CHOICE OF THE SIZE YOU NEED
recalling the part played by Jews in years drew Jiim hack to his native
State.
the struggle of the colonies for in
After attending the graded schools
dependence, said it was easy to he received a commercial education,
understand why a people with the and at the age of 16, went to Boston
historic background of ' the Jews and learned the drug business with
I I l.’\!H PE CO.
Henry A. Choate, one of the most
should overwhelmingly and unhesi
ROIKI.-WD — MAINE
v ■
prominent druggists of that city.
:.’:n»ct.’C.::’BBar
tatingly have allied themselves with Five years later he formed a connec
the cause of freedom. From earli tion with the firm of Page Spaulding
Every stove is delivered and set up
est colonial times, America has been & Co., commercial stationers and
Take advantage of our Exchange Department
printers, wliere he worked his way
a new land of promise to this long
from a clerk in the store to full
persecuted race. Whatever the ori charge of the business—a position
gin of the Jews, the President con which led to acquaintance with the
TIPPY FEEHAN HOT TAMALE
tinued, “they have always come to leading bank, railroad and insurance
us eager to adapt themselves to our men in and about Boston.
In 1882, the old firm dissolved and
institutions, to thrive under the in his health requiring attention, he re Starts the Season In the Same Old Way—Castine Normals
The suite above pictured is a tempting, deep seated one, with soft sofa, wing chair and arm chair, upholstered in real mohair. The cushions are
fluence of liberty, to take their full signed his position, and after a
Attend a Camden Surprise Party.
removable and spring filled. All upholstery is made by hand on webbing.
. ,
part as citizens in building and sus Southern trip of several months
taining the nation, and to bear their came to Rockland and once more
connected himself with the drug
The opening game of the Knox an 1 > Thomaston in Newcastle. Rockland
part in its defense; in order .to make
business.
«
Lincoln league was filed at Vinal- does not nlay at home until May 23.
a contribution to the natioanl life,
In March. 188C. he was appointed
•
* • * ♦
haven Saturday, and sounded very
worthy of the traditions they had Assistant Post Master un^er* the
much like the shot that was heard
Camden 1, Castine 0.
Cleveland
administration,
ajnl
held
inherited.” And he added:
around the world. With most of its
The supporters of Camden High
Our country has done much for over during the Harrison administra seasoned men back in the lineup, Schoo', were greatly heartened Sat
the Jews who have come here to ac tion. Under the second administra and with Feehan on The slab Thom- urday afternoon when that team de
cept its citizenship and assume their tion of President Cleveland he was iston High is evidently planning to feated ( astine Normal School 1 to
share of its responsibility in the appointed to the postmastership, tak keep the flag in the Home of Knox 0, on home grounds. The victory
world.
But 1 think the greatest ing charge of the office April 15, The standing:
was an unexpected onp, for the “Nor
thing it has done for them has been 1894.
P. C. mals’’ were all older players, and in
Won
Is
Mr.
Fuller
made
a
line
record,
both
to receive them and treat them pre
Thomaston
.... • 1
0
l.OOt) | the preliminary practice had looked
cisely as it has received and treated as assistant postmaster and post Vinalhaven
.... 0
1
.00.» j
if they could eat the Camden lads
master,
and
personally
assisted
in
all others who have come to it. If
Rockland ...
— and not suffer from indigestion.
the
distribution
of
the
mail,
at
which
our experiment in free institutions
Camden .....
—
The Castine pitcher * had vastly
A
has proved anything, it is that the he was an adept.
Lincoln ......
— ! more speed than his frpponent, and
He
served
in
the
City
Government
greatest privilege that can be con
! the latter is handicapped by a woodferred upon people in the mass, is in 1886 and 1887, being elected from
| en le.*> (the result of an unfortunate
Thomaston
22,
Vinalhaven
4.
a
ward
which
was
normally
Re

to free them from the demoralizing
automobile accident) but when the
In
the
language
of
the
street
there
publican.
Later
be
was
his
party
’
s
influence of privilege enjoyed by the
i fray was over the honors had gone
was
“
nothing
to
it.
”
Feelian
had
17
nominee
for
mayor,
but
the
city
was
few. This is proved by the experience
I to plucky Leonard. The Camden lad
here, not alone of the Jews, hut of still so strongly Republican that his strikeouts Saturday, and then being ! not only held the Normal School to
This handsome pair of beds would make a very artistic effect in
little
hit
fearful
that
he
was
not
all the other racial and national ele candidacy was largely a matter of
Here is an attractive living room suite. The seats are removable
three singles, but fielded his position
The pendulum eventually xioing his duty turned in a home run
your chamber. Finished in the red mahogany color, they are beau
ments that have entered into the form.
spring
cushions.
Reed
furniture
is
always
durable
and
attractive.
, in fine style, having seven assists and
double and a single. Sanborn had
making of this nation. We have swung from Republicanism to Dem■ no errors.
ties.
Finished
in
French
Gray.
found that when men and women ocraey and Mr. Fuller was chosen u>kll strikeouts, hut nullilied hi; goo.I
Both teams Lad many players
The
are left free to And the places for one of the city’s representatives to work by is-suing 11 comps.
I stranded on the sacks, and it was a
Which they are best fitted, some few Legislature, lie was staunch in his score:
credit to sharp fielding that they did
Thomaston High
I'
of them will indeed attain less ex Democracy, but never failed to at
not score. In the 6th inning, for in
alted stations than under a regime tract Republican suppbrt, and his
bh tb pc
stance, ““Buck
Buck” Ogier led off with a
of privileges: but the vast multitude party always welcomed his name on Grafton, 3b ......
nned, Davis filed
triple Manning
will rise to a higher level, to wider its ts<.et.
jCondon, c ........
to Downs and
Thomas fanned
horizons, to worthier attainments.
In recent years Mr. Fuller had been Feehan, p ......
Consequently '
k” remained on
r t.uss.
connected with the Hewett Bottling ■Vinal, cf ..........
third and han: ed.
City subscribers cheerfully bore Works. He was one of the four pro Stone, 2b ..........
The'sdlitary score of the game wast '» / p T . 7' ■
<"•.
"
the delay in receiving thelP papers moters of the Central Club, a busi
— THall, If ..............
made in the 1 inning. Leonard was
ness
men
’
s
organization
not
now
in
Collaniore, If ..
Saturday afternoon, when they un
out. Billing to Whitmore: Dailey
------ •J.'.Vfc4
existence, but which for a long pe Lindsey, ss .....
singled. Plaisted was out Whitmore
derstood that to have had the paper
riod ranked as one of the city’s lead
Elliot, lb ..........
to
To
bey
;
Gu
n
n
.
i
s.
»n
was
patched
and
at the usual time meant that the ing social organizations. It erected Creighton, lb ..
Dailey scored o n Ogier’s single
carrier boys must forego the joy of the building on School street now Brasier. rf .....
Tobey ended the Camden rally’ by
O.
taking part in the famous "scramble.” owned by the New England Tele ,L. Smalley, rf
-CN
striking out Manning. Camden had
phone Co. Another organization nov Barry, rf ..........
anoth-'? fine chance in the 7th, but
It was an enthusiastic hunch of
defunct, but which was prominent in
Castine showed snappy fielding by
youngsters who reported for duty at its day was the Penobscot Yacht
45 22 16 25 27
retiring. Dai If
at third and T.
the end of the afternoon, eyes shin Club, and in this Mr. Fuller was al
Vinalhaven High
Thomas at the plate.
ing and hearts beating high with so an influential member.
ab r bh tb po a
The score:
Always the “hail fellow, well met
Anderson, 3b
knowledge of the glorious occasion
Camden High
Parker Fuller has gone to his re Sanatos. ss ....
ab r bh tb po a e
in which they had shared, and go ward, leaving behind a large circle
Sanborn, p ....
Dailey. If .......... 4 1110 0 0
ing about the business of circulat sorrowing friends, who had gath Nelson, If .....
Plaisted. 3b .... 4 0 1 1 3 3 1
I
XL
ing the papers with a promptness ered inspiration from his sunny Arey, lb .......
Gunnason, rf ..
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
smile
and
buoyant
ways,
and
who
Coombs, cf ....
and zest that testified tlieir appre
Ogier, ss .........
4 0 3 5 0 2 1
had always found him a loyal com Smith, 2b ....
Manning, 2b ..
3 0 1 1 0 4 0
ciation of tile interest which had
panion.
Johnson, rf ....
Davis, lb .........
4 0* 1 1 16 0 0
been taken in their happiness and
The deceased was a member of Tippet, c .......
0 11
F. Thomas, cf
0
welfare. With respect to that group Rockland Lodge, B.P.O.E., and the
. T. Thomas, c ..
3
33 4
6 27
of lads at least we know that the funeral services will l>e held at the
Leonard, p .....
Home tomorrow forenoon at 10 Thomaston
3
0 1 2 0
investment of scramble day was not
o’clock, and the friends of the de Vinalhaven
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2— 1
31 1 8 11*26 18 2
■wasted.
ceased are privileged to attend. ’The
Two-base hits, Grafton 3. Feehan,
Castine Normal
interment will be in Deer Isle.
Stone, Hall, Anderson. Home run.
ih r bh tb po a
A review of the already congested
Feehan. Bases on balls, off 'Sanborn Whitmore, lb .
•» u 4 1
condition of the motor traffic on THE DAYLIGHT SAVERS 9. Struckout by Feehan 17, by San-hie. c .......
« 0 14 2
born
11.
trunk roads leading out of Boston
Perkinr. 3b
Dority cf .......
presents to observers the conclu
Petitions asking for a referendum
If Camden hats and fields as well Down 4, ss ....
sion that traffic for the coming sea upon the Harriman bill, forbidding in the Knox and Lincoln League as
Lunt, it .........
son is greatly to exceed the sum the adoption of daylight saving she did .against Castine Normal
Campbell, If
time,
are
being
very
quickly
signed
School
Saturday,
she
will
have
to
he
mer rush of last year.
If tills
Billings. 2
in Portland and vicinity. On one
proves to he the case the problems petition, which had been in circula reckoned with. Ogier seemed parti Tobey, p
1
cularly at home with the stick, mak
of the road are bound to he of even tion hut a short time, 268 signatures ing two singles and a triple that was
31 0 3 3 24 8 2
a graver character than anything were obtained.
almost good for four bases.
* Lunt ITit by pitched hall on third
Reports from other parts of the
♦ * * *
hitherto known, which is to say i
strike.
State received by the committee are
The Castine team was accompan Camden ......... 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 x—1
good deal, and must seriously inter to the. effect that a large number of
ied by a large delegation of rooters, Castine ............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
fere with the comfort of those who petitions are being circulated and
mostly of the feminine persuasion.
Three-base hit, Ogier. Two-basG
go motoring for pleasure. On the are being signed freely, even in rural They bad lots of school yells, hut
hit. T. Thomas. Bases on balls, off
communities,
where
it
had
been
sup

other hand is presented the outlook
none that apparently fitted the size Leonard 3, off Tobey 1. Struck out,
posed that there was a great deal of
of Castine’s score. William D. H:\b, by Ix'onard 3, by Tobey 13. Hit by
for a prosperous season for those opposition to daylight saving time.
formerly of Rockland, was also with pitched ball, iGunnason.
* * * *
Passed
regions that cater to summer tour
the team in the triple capacity of" ball, Ritclde. Stolen bases, Plaisted
The town of Sanfocd- largest
ist business and we shall he sur
.coach,
scorer
aivl
chaperone.
2. Davis, Ritchie, Perkins. Campbell,
* ♦ * ♦
prised if our own lake, shore and town in the State, by the way—has
Tobey 4. Umpire, Kennedy/
just gone on daylight saving.
in
for
There
will
be
two
games
in
the
river region does not come
Knox and Lincoln I xfag ue Saturday,
ANOTHER ISLANDER
The light cruiser Memphis, which
something handsome in this conExamine the suite shown above. Made by a reliablo factory, so you ar, assured the construction is desirable. Thf finish is excellent, a deep shade
but the schedule makers again
has'been
on
a
shaking
down
cruise
nection.
of brown walnut. The dresser has large plate mirror. Bed is bow-foot. The ehifforobe is very roomy and the vanity dresser hss three large plate
made
the
error
of
not
providing
one
in Southern waters is due at Phila
Who Agrees With Cael’s Views On
on the mainland in Knox county
mirrors.
Sob Stuff Writers
delphia
today,
where
she
will
he
put
The reasons given by the New
in readiness for her final accept Rockland plays in Vinalhaven and
England Telephone & Telegraph Co. ance trial on the -Rockland course.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
JOIN OUR
EXCHANGE
for the increase in rates, printed on The dates assigned for the trial are
To “Cael” of Mabinicus. I take off
FURNITURE CLUB
my
hat
to
you,
“
Uael,
”
whoevei
you
I
May
21,
22
and
23.
department
;
another page, is entitled to careful
■
-. ■
may b«. I’m glaifTo see at least one !
■ ■
■■ -le
reading and frank consideration,
Miss Jennie Trussell is moving
person living on an island who has |
Our Club Plan of pay
If you have eomp
The average man will not object to from Union street into one of the
sand enough to stand up and sa »• . ments will teach you to
pieces of furniture you
paying a little more for his service Bicknell apartments.
something, when one of these sob
would like to trade in
save systematically and
artists get busy on Penobscot Bay. I
if he is satisfied that the increase is
permit
you
to
enjoy
the
towards some new, wl
Vinalhaven gets the same dose khat j
justified.
will take it aqd allow
Matinicus got, once In a while, and j pride of knowing that
the furnishings of your
invariable the natives lay the sin to
ROCKLAND
X
1A!\L
you a fair price.
iNineteen thousand killed and 450,
home are right.
me. I’m willing to pose as most anv
000 injured is the sum of the acci
kind of a sinner, hut its hard to ac
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Catalog,
cept the odium of other people’s ac- |
dents this country has charged up to
Th, Famous Shut Mjislc you see adyertions, and one of those outbreaks
tised In all the leading magazines.
for the asking, lists
the automobile during the past year.
Over 220 selections—send for
simply makes me rage. These wouldconstruction of a bank building. A
| just what you want. I
FOX ISLAND GRANITE
And nearly six thousand of the
catalogue.
be wr.ters come to our town and are
pai l is to Im> hammered and a. part
The K & W dealer,
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.,
Rockland,
Me.
killed were children. A dreadful toll.
treated like other people, and they
in your neighborPursuing its policy of increasing polished. Fox Island granite Is of
get the Idea that folks who live on
pink shades which the contract reeach item for you.
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor
an island will stand for most an/ the se ol Maine granite, even the | (|Uj,.es Jt js |l()|(ed |)y tIw company
Rockland’s success with its first
hood has or can g«t,
kind of insult without showing any kind not taken from its own quarry, that this will mark the beginning of
year Community Chest ought to as
Writo today
MANUFACTURERS
OF CEMETERY WORK
resentment. Ho, I say, 1 take off m.v the Hallowell Granite Company has n considerable business in the manu
DAY OR NIGHT
Kendall & Whitney|
sure a second year of it, And we do
hat
to
you.
I
’
m
mad
too.
facture
of
colorad
granite.
-Hereto-'
:
:
:
.und
Dealers
in : : :
decided to bring in from Vinalhaven^
GO ANYWHERE
Portland, Me.
not doubt that it will.
-Stub of Vinalhaven.
fore work has been confined to the
Stand: Weymouth’s Store
f«25) I
three cars of the well known Fox granit'e from the company’s own
Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
P. H. J’ll join you in raising a
A. E. SAUNDERS
fund io prosecute the next person Island granite which it will finish quarry in Hallowell, which in rec
Arrivals of summer visiting auto
LINDSEY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
«S&TtC
who publishes this kind of rot about at the quarry plant. This is to he ognlzed as being unexcelled for gen402 Main St.
^el 196-M.
mobiles gradually add to the busy
r
.453 *55

OIL STOVE

BURPEE

THIS BEAUTIFUL THREE-PIECE GENUINE MOHAIR SUITE...........

Tapestry Upholstered Reed Suite $78.00

....... $168.00

Mahogany Twin Beds, each....... $29.50

THIS GENUINE WALNUT CHAMBER SUITE

^^^Descriptinn

! :

Rl

IJI»I

I '

■ (

FURNITIJPE CO.

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Rockland Marble and Granite Works

TAXI SERVICE

z

Every-OtheT-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

WANTED

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 6—Roll Call, MJrlaiA Rebekah Lodge.
Ma.v 6—Class 9 entertainment at Metho*
dl.si church.
May 7—Lincoln Baptist Association meets
At Tenants Harbor
May 7-8—Camden- Musical comedy "Kath
leen” presented by Heal-Arey Post, A. L.
May 8—Arbor Day.
May 8—Damgiiseotta Baptist Association
meets at Bootlrbay.
May 9 (League Baseball) Rockland High
In Vhwilhaven; Thomaston High io New
castle.
May 10—Mothers’ Day.
May 11—-Daylight Saving begins
May 15—iMrs. Percival’s dance recital nt
the Arcade.
May 20-21 Senior Class play "The Charm
School,’’ In High School auditorium.
May 20—Annual strawberry supper of Bap
tist Men’s League.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 21-23— Trial of cruiser Memphis on
Rockland course.
June 7 Warren High School graduation.
.lone 18- Buckland High School Graduation
In Neay High School auditorium.
Sept. 13—Standard Time resumed.
Sept. 30 net. 2 state Convention bf W C.
T.U. in Auburn.

Weather Thia Week
Wdnther outlook for the W6ek in
North Atlantic States: Period of
/•bowers toward middle and again
during latter half; moderate tem
peratures. *
Next week is Clean Up Week.

Miriam Rebekah lx>dge has Its an
nual roll-call tonight.
Cobbs Cobblers defeated the Cam
den Locals 1351 «to 1278 at the Star
Alleys Saturday night.
Hairy Roblshaw who has left the
employ oi the Lime Rock Railroad is
clerkln.; for 1. .1. 'Gray, Broad street.

The Hoard of Managers of the
Home for Aged Women will meet
Thursday Afternoon at 2.30 at the
home of Miss Lucy Farwell, Summer
street.
The Knox County Fish and Came
Association meeting scheduled for
Thursday night has been set at Fri
day night through necessity. The
place is the Elks Club.
Sunday morning the Universallst
church contributed to the auspicious
opening of National Music. Miss
Margaret Stahl, organist, giving a
brief recital preceding the service,
Matti Jokl of Pink street waxfhund
guilty on a search and seizure Com
plaint in Municipal Court yesterday
and given the customary sentence.
The raid was made by Marshal Davis
and Patrolmen Fogarty and Wellman.

INDUSTRY IN VIEW

KNOX COUNTY

New York House, With a Knox County Member, Wants
To Manufacture Athletic Union Suits Here.

FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION
The regular meeting of this Association sched
uled for Thursday night has been set over to
FRIDAY NIGHT through reasons of necessity.
The place is the Elks Club, Friday of this week.

E. W. MacDONALD, Sec.

I

SURPRISING VALUES IN THESE

New Shoes
You mult see them to realize
their remarkable quality

s2.88

Black Satins,
Light Tans
Grey'Suedes,
Tan Suedes
All Sizes and Styles

X

Patent Leathers

Low and High Heels

H. C. Moody, vice president of
Risk, Moody A .Robinson, Inc., of
,New York and .Boston, dealers in
underwear and hosiery, was in the
city yesterday, In conference with
the Chamber of Commerce regard I Rtf
what may possibly become an im
portant new industry for Rockland.
The concern has been getting Its
goods In Brdoklyn and Philadelphia,
hut with a desire to avoid Industrial
troubles, and to have the benefit o'
American labor, is now casting about
for a suitable location in which :o\
establish a factory of Its own.
Mr. Moody has In mind a frame
building 60x150 feet, and two stories
high, giving employment at the start
to between 100 and 200 persons, all
of whom would be women, except
the cutters and packers. Men’s ath
lettc union suits would be manufac
tured—light, pleasant work paying
from $15 to $30 a week, according to
the skill of the employe. High grade
goods, American made. Is the aim. It
Is hoped to get underway by Oct.
1st, and to have an output of 2,000
dozen pairs of union suits a month.
The extent of the firm's business may
be Judged from the fact that It tins
paid to one Philadelphia house alone
the sum of $84,000 for one number of
goods since Jan. 1st.
Rent and taxes ape two questions

HUB SHOE STORE

286 MAIN STREET

OPP. STUDLEY’S

THE

K

DANDELION GREENS
I am buying good stock; must be thoroughly
Cleaned

A. M. FULLER
260 Broadway, Head of Summer St.

%
Rockland
51-56
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CHOICE SEEDS
BRING HOME

THE CROPS
VERY package of our
.choice Field and Gar
den Seeds is guaranted to
produce real Blue Ribbon
winning crops. Of course,
there \is a reason—every
Seed is carefully selected
and .must bear our severe
tests before offered for sale.
Your needs are adequately
tmet in these assortments.
All Seeds Warranted

KNOWLTON’S
(Formerly COBB’S)

The late Capt. John Fitzgerald,
whose obituary appeared In last
Tuesday's Issue, was survived by a
sister. Mrs. Mary E. Long of Rock
land, In addition to his wife.

One of the lads who took part ih
the Boys’ Scramble Saturday became
so excited that he left his overcoat
in Supt. Blodgett’s car. The garment
' awaits its owner at the Street Rail
way office.
If you have a spy-glass trajn it on
the planet Saturn, which, with its
three rings, Is now visible under most
favorable conditions.
The planet
rises at sunset, and is on the meri
dian, due south, at midnight.

Capt. George W. Gray arrived
Saturday in New York with the
steamer Rangeley and leaves for
Baltimore tonight to bring the steam
er E. .1. Sommers to Bar Harbor for
tlie Winter Harbor Transportation
Co.
x

Tlie Masonic Grand Lodge ses-*
slons are being held in Portland this
week, commencing today. Among
the local members of that fraternity
wtio early departed for the Forest
City were A. I. Mather. A. H. New-’
bert and Dr. J. A.*Rlchan.

Last night's electrical storm would
have done full credit to a tropical
night. No record of damage Is in
evidence, but for sharp lightning and
loud thunder It certainly "took the
cake,’ as we used to say In the old
days.

—
'
s
Thursday afternoon the members.
1 of the Relief Corps meet apd sewpatchwork. The regular sup|»er will
be served at 6 o'clock with Sisters
, Huntley and Higgins, ns housekeep
ers, assisted diy Sisters Eaton and
l’ettee. In the evening plans are to
be discussed for convention, and Jhc
past presidents also wish to discuss
a dandelion green dinner. Children’s
day plans are to be decided tii>on al
so, so let everyone attend.
In the spring a young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts Of steamboatings. Such, at least. Is the case
of one Raphael S. Hlierman, erst
while insurance man, who listened
to the surf heating against our stern
' and l-ockbound shore until he could
stand the strain no longer. .Back he
hoofed it to Tillson Wharf, where
lie Is again occupying his old 4>osltion as agent of the Eastern Steam
ship Llned% Inc., his benevolent
smile indicating a condition of ex
treme happiness. It was the old
story of the call of the wild. To
morrow Mr. Shermaji goes to Bos| tun to attend an agents’ conference.

Tlie Flint Baptist C. E. will hold
a cooked food sale at the Maine MuJ
sic Store. Saturday, May 9.
52-56
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We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Quick Sales

Small Profits
Tells Price

$60.80

$60.80

Tank Extra

Made in Bangor

V. F. STUDLEY INCTelephone 71 3.

ROCKLAND.

283 Main St.

This Label Protects You

GUARANTEED

OF THE BOY

When the Scramble Exceeded Fondest Hopes Of Its Pro
moters—Much Fun At The Thistles.
Mere words fall to describe the re I-add's pitching).
Tlie younger
markable success achieved by the groups fought it out In baseball and
Boys’ Scramble of Saturday. The then proceeded to defeat the oldsters
screeching
horns and rollicking to the accompaniment of shrill yells
laughter of 'the swift moving- proces of victory. Tug of wan and similar
sion in the morning presaged a Joy- games found the old boys rapidly
tilled day without peer in the annals laying aside thetr last ventage of
of Rockland's boydom. Main street dignity. It was royal, but, oh. the
was thronged as the 78 gaily decked, lame ones o' Bunday.
bravely placarded cars roared past,
Tlie homeward Journey found the
led by City Marshal Davis In the po Joyous spirit unabated in spite of full
lice car with siren screaming. At the tummies. One driver of a closed car
city limit State Traffic Inspector testifies of an ambitious youth wht
Wentworth assumed the pilot’s role. on a bet blew a hoarse voiced fog
Every car told its story of the mean horn 70 times in succession.
The
ing of the convoy and urged all and arrival In this city was signalized by
sundry to “Boost Maine and Support the same shrill orchestration of the
the Kennebec Bridge.” To the mes departure and soon 400 boys were
sage of the posters was added the ndrlft giving Ills ideas nf what a
story told by hundreds of bright bully time it had been.
eyed, eager faced boys who were
The athletic events were run of:'
‘ hollerin’ their heads off” as one apt by Albert C. McLoon and Alden
ly expressed it.
W. Allen as starters
and
A.
The arrival in Rockport and Cam- ' F. MacAlary and W. C. Ladd. The
den and In each of/ the succeeding 50 yard dash for 11 year olds, was
places was the signal for a general won by Barter and BlUings; 12 to
cessation of activity _and an orgy of 13 year olds, Carroll and Wlggtn and
neck-craning and delighted comment. 14 to 15 class Hall and Vito.
All along the tine the procession was At
baseball
the
snappy
little
met by waving handkerchiefs and Freshmen beat tlie Grammar 'School
applause, this being especially true nml later the Rotary-Forty Club on.
in Camden and Belfast. Old and, fit. All went well with the oldsters
young caught the deep significance until the catcher returned a lemon
of the get-to-gether. and It must tie instead of the ball to pitcher W. C.
admitted that' the older boys who Ladd which so rattled him with its
were driving ithe cars looked pretty implied significance that he passed
young in spite of thetr gray hairs.
ihe next 10 hatters, breaking his
Tlie rendezvous was between Bel previous Innings record. The game
fast and Sfea report not far from was tost 3 to 1. The climax cam.*
Sandy Point at a summer resort when it was required that the
called The Thistles. There the ex starters should run the 50 yard dash.
cited, eagerly prowling boys on their When the 50 yard mark was reached
voyages of discovery found two fine the fourth generation was first 1. c.
fields, ideal for athletics; a highly McLoon well in the lead, but some
attractive grove with properly con cruel person stretched the 50 Into
structed trees in It and a dim, yawn 70 yards and the youngest, Allen was
ing, huge mysteriously sprawling pa first and McLoon was fourth.
vilion. The whole was well seasoned
....
With a snapping sea breeze that,
The Scramble was of Rotary Club
coupled with the Joltings 'PC the long origin.
with
most
enthusiastic
ride,'showed a fellow Just how hun support
of
the
Forty
Club.
gry he could be. Sgy. but that din George B. Wood was general chair
ner was an experience. Each car man with A. C. McLoon and W. A.
driver was responsible for his flock, Glover from Rotary. Judge A. L.
even to tee ceea-m, soft drinks, ba Miles headed up the Forty Club
nanas, etc;, which he obtained front unit and did a vast amount of work..
the mess tertt. Come noon, and no George W. Snow was algo a giant
drinks and 800 anxious and hungry for labor.
The pleasing part of th •
young eyes searched the. road for whole proposition as the committee
"Turk” with the “White Rock.” found it was the generous coopera
When John G. Snow’s relief expedi tion ghen on every hand from tlie
tion did arrive there came a scramble
general public, not uny selected
that put many a college "grape rush” groups. INearly 400 boys made the
to 'shame. The truck was literally
trip and the 78 automobiles were
engulfed with - a wave of young
contributed from all parts of the city
America/ Meantime the custodians
and county. “A wonderful experience
6f the bananas, interested In the new
struggle, neglected their own defenses inexpressible worth while" was the
and found nothing but empty stalks linal touch Judge Miles gave to til*perfectly gorgeous day.
on their return.

Mayor Snow announces that the
dedication of the New High School
b'ulldlng lias been deferred until the
’openinz of the new school year In
the fall. This is done because there
still remain many odds and ends to
The sports were weird and wonder
receive attention, and liecause of ful. They included everything from . Keep the Home cigar
such activities as the school play, baseball to blind man’s Muff (W. C. Smoke J. W. A. cigars.
graduation etc., whtcli would Inter
fere at this time.

Can you afford to gamble with
your two most valuable poesesilons—■Life and Health?
iRnrieland Red Cross.

1855

1925

:: Memorials::
E. A. GL1DDEN A CO.
WALDOBORQ, ME. *

Jr. i rvF. mwi

which will he taken Into considera
tion before the concern decides where
to locate, hut according to Vice Pres
ident Moody the real problem is help.
(’an Rockland and vicinity furnish
the requisite number of workers? It
would seem that this question can be
answered promptly in the affirma
tive. taking into consideration the
character of the work and the re
muneration.
Risk, Moody A Robinson have
their headquarters in New York, hut
also have offices in St. Louis and
Chicago. During the season tlie
firm has 16 men on the road and set’s
in every state.
The clientele, as
might be imagined, is very large.
The firm was originally the James
Risk Co. Mr. Risk was in business
40 years, and upon his death the
concern passed into the hands of his
nephew, F. J. Risk; I. J. (Robinson,
who had been with the firm many
years; and Mr. Moody, who ha\P
been at tlie head of H.
Moody
Co. of Boston. Mr. Moody’s home is
in Brookline, Mass., but during the
summer months he likes nothing so
well as to be at his former home in
Thomaston.
The local Chamber of Commerce is
lending prompt co-operation in the
matter, and parties have already
been seen with ref^*rertce to building
a factory.
/

$60.80

ROCKLAND

E. S. Sprague, a former dqputy 1 Florence Cu«hee of Appleton has
sheriff from Vinalhacen, Is now been elected treasurer of the Y. W.
house detective in the Touralne C. A. at the University of Maine.
Hotel, Boston.
, Marsh’s Orchestra fras been en
At the communion service at the gaged to furnish music for the Sen
First Baptist church Sunday morn ior plav “The Charm School,’’ tt» he
ing there was the largest attendance given May 20-21.
of communicants in the history of
the church. In the evening an im
The ynnie M . Brewer house on
pressive baptismal service was fol Suffolk street has been sold through
lowed by a fine musical program by the L. VV. Benner real estate agency
the choir, assisted by Clafence E., 'to Mrs. Mary B. Ames.
___
\
Fish, of Camden, as trumpeter.
Fred Turner of Boston Is employed
Thfs is charter night for Camden's at the Thorndike Hotel barber shop,
new Rotary dub. the exercises be which institution, by the way, is in
ing celebrated with a banquet In Ma the hands of the decorators.
_____
sonic hall, with visiting ftotarians
There will be a dandelion green
from various i»arts of the State. The
Camden club sends word to the Rock-’ supper at (1. A. R. hall Wednesday at
land hotarlans that they are desired 6 o’clock given by tlie Sons of Vet-,
to be present In full force,j»ccoin- erans Auxiliary. The public Is ln, vited.
.
/
panted by their wives.

Through the unavoidable absence
of Dr. Warren Sanborn of Augusta
the second in the series of baby
clinics, planned for yesterday, had
to be postponed to next Monday,
May 11, in G. A. R. hall, 1 to 4 p. m.
Friday evening at the Methodist
Several babies assembled there yes vestry the W.C.T.U. will fterve at
terday however and were weighed 6 o’clock a mother and daughter ban
and measured by the ladies of the W. quet to Its members and tlieir daugh
C.T.P. who are fostering the clinics.
ters. An after-dinner address will
be given by Mrs. Howard Ives ol
Portland At 7.30 Mrs. Ives will
Patriotism and Christian
speak al an open meeting m which
ity are pre-eminently the
all are most cordially invited. Mrs.
Ives is prominently connected with
moving principles of the
many . philanthropic organizations
Kian.
and as a sjlealter was much enjoyed
at an Educational dull meeting last
Ku Klux Kian
year.

DAY

SECOND HAND
RANGES

$60.80

NO MYSTERY IN “T in

burning.
54-59

flt

They do tell of a restaurant customer who failed
to receive a check for his meals and asked the
cashier the amount of his bill.
“What did you eat?” inquired the bobbed haired
lass.
/
To whic| she received the pertinent reply: “I
don’t know; I had hash!”

Really, we imagine many a car owner would be
in the same quandary if he were asked what is in
the oil he uses in his car. For, verily, there are
many compounded oils on the market—and the
ingredients of which they are compounded makes
a mighty difference.

In TOCO Oils there is no ingredient that will
become segregated under high heat of a rapidly
working motor. TOCO is one homogeneous
highly viscous oil that will not break down under
severest conditions of motor operation.
You KNOW what you’re using when you use
TOCO.
We suggest that you change the oil in your
motor every SOO miles for economy.
Tree Crank Case Service.

THURSTON OIL COMPANY
COR. PARK AND BROAD STREETS

BOOKLAVD,

MAINE

used
cars

It*s the
logical
thing to do
—to buy your
Used Ford Car
from Your Nearest

Yes—

they're wild,

This Label
is your
Guarantee
of Value

Authorized Ford Dealer

but you can
step right into

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Telephone 333—Rockland

the Cage!
The manufacture of men’s
shirts, neckwear and hosiery
have gone color crazy this
Spring—

.Rut—even though the shades
are wild and you are mot—
you’ll go crazy over them.

Such boldness in hosiery—»
What daringness of neckwear

Such high shades in Shirts—
Yes—they're as wild as a man
from Borneo—but they’ll be
loved and worn by the men of
Rockland.

He should have used SWP
House Owner: 1 had this paint put on last year and look at it now.
Painter: It doesn’t take long for the weather to show up poor
paint
House Owner: But how was I to know it was poor paint? I’m
no paint expert.
Painter: It doesn't take a paint expert to get reliable paint these
days—just ordinary intelligence. Lor instance, you ought to
know that there is a Company of paint experts that Jiave been
making house paint for over fifty years; making it from accurate
formulas, mixing and grinding it with powerful machinery; manu
facturing every important ingredient; putting in jdst what all these
years of experience have taught them is the best. That Company
is the Sherwin-Williams Company and the paint is known to us
painters as SWP. Wouldn't you be safe in trusting such a paint?

Congress Shirts $2.50 to $3,001
Holeproof Hose, 35c to’ $1.50.

New Neckwear, 50c to $1.50.
Indian Suits, $1.50.

Baseball Suits, $2.00.
Cow Boy Suits, $3*5°-

%

•

The painter is right, as we can prove by scores
of house owners in this town.
If you want
your house to stay painted get SWP from us.

Gregory’s

W. H. GLOVER CO.

born
Week.- -SolonT May 2. to Mr amt Mn
Donald K. Weeks. a aim.
Sylvester Rockland. May 3. io Mr and
Mrs Edward N. Sylvester, a son 4 liar lea
Clifton.
,
.
Williams- Rockland, May 1. to Mr. and
Mrs John M Williams, a son Harold M
Gott- \Mlnturn, April 27, to Mr. and Mrs
Edwin (h.tt. a daughter.
Oaningi Auckland, April 25. <n Mr. and
Mrs. John E (iatn^gc, a son Richard E
Savage Razorvllle, May, , to Mr. and
Mn LcsHi Savage a son.
Crlud MK Rockport. April 25 : » Mr and
Mrs M. L. vrltselous. a daughter. Anna
Belle

,

THE \

THIRD
QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
p

MARRIED
Tompkins ->Sh a (He—«Po land. May 1. George
H Tompkins of Tam.
”*s. and Edna j
M Shadle. formerly of K<» land.
Woh’.gt-Huntley Chin....... May . h.v Rev ,
H. I Holt. Harry K M Lcnit and Alisa Flora .
Huntley, both of Camden.
Jolmson Gardiner Rockland April 25 by
Rev. \Y

S

Rounds, Leonard F

ROCKLAND................. MAINE

I
,

On the Preferred Stock of the
CAMDEN &

WATER CO.

Was Mailed May I st

lohns.m and
Mar i

Vrs Beatrice F. Gardiner, ho.li of
Cnsvllle.

ROCKLAND

This attractive local investment is appealing more

DIED
Staples—Atlantic, Swan's island. April 22,
Minnie (Dunham 1 wife of (’harles Staples,
age 46 years.
Taylor—Appleton, April 24, Llzale (Sim
mons) wilt- of Lucitus Taylor, aged 83 years.
Crcighn n Lynn. Mass.. May
Gvorgd
A frelgnt •»:. a native of W tr.tc, age about
NO years
FulHr dockland May 3. Parker Thiiroton
Fuller, age 66 years. 8 months, 9 days. Fu
nenal Wednesday at 10 o’clock from the Elks
Home. All friends Invited.
(Reason—{’amden, May 3, Katherine H.,
wife of George E . Gleason, aged 50 years.
Fogler—(Rockland, May 3, Laura Pogler,
aged SO years. 4 months
Funeral Wedttes6ay at 2 p. in. at residence of Mrs. Charles
Achorn, 393 Broadway and burial at East
Union
.Marston Rocklapd, May 4. Everett Mars
ton. a native of Machias, aged 55 years.

and more to the investing public.

It should be of

special interest to our customers.
The price is $95.00 a share, tQ yield 6.32%
j

i
'
1
i
J
j

CARD OF THANKS
We. wish all of our kind friends to know
how thankful we were with the sympathy |
they ex.endeil during our bereavement ; fur j
' their many acts of kindness, and for the
flowers si nt for the funeral.
i 'Mrs Francis It. Maddocks and faindly.r
Owl’s Head
• j

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

“Mark Every drove”
A large stock of Cemetery Memorials in Marble or Foreign and
Native Granites; ready to bo lettered for your Cemetery Plot.

Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial Day.

THE CHARM SCHOOL’

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Rockland High Senior Class Play
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection

MAY 20-21

T-tf

EAST UNION. MAINE

Page Four
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<{& lilt. Weetera Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Native ot an aaatern country
7—Pertaining to another eastern
country
II—Caper
14—Kind of large water wheel used
for raising water In Spain
IB—Chopper
17—German for •'Mr."
II—Gleeful
II—Boy's name
20—Fix
22—Famous American race horse,
winner of Kentucky derby
21—Large English city (abbr.)
14—Physical unit of work
26— Joint of the leg
27— Body of water
20—Know (arch.)
10— Girl's name
11— Passageway
It—Defame
17—A bower
II—Inherent
40— All possible
41— Major blood vessel
42—Finish
44—Greek letter
46—Point
41—Pinion
48—Small boat
60—Linger
Bl-<-Blockade of water
B2—News paragraph
66—Ember
64—Front
66—Nickname of a martyred Presi
dent
68—Printing measures
60—Spatter water
64—Smalls
66—Ancient Roman province on
Black sea
71— Pertaining to one ot the British
Isles
72— Freed from soil
74—Possessive pronoun
76— Sailing vessel
71—Insane
77— Knock gently
71—Migrate Inland (chiefly South
African)
80— Same as 44 horlsontal
81— Small flap
82— Belonging to mother
84—Friend (French)
86—Note of musical scale
86—Tropical tree
17—Range of voice between tenor
and Boprano
89— Printing measure
90— Physicist (Italian) from whom a
unit ot electricity was named
91— River running through Paris
98—A negro
94—Inhabitants of a kingdom an
nexed to Japan In 1910

1— Inhabitants of a United States
territory In the North
2— Commercial notice (abbr.)
8— Exclamation of disgust
4—Girls name
6—Measures of land area
6— Gives the courage to
7— Fisherman <I—Member ot Roman senate
9— Persia
10—Assist
11— Tantalum (chcm. sym.)
12— City In South Alberta, Canada
16—City In Ohio
19—Suit of mall
21—Try
24—German river
26—Boy's name
28—Beer
29—Solution
10—Branch of learning
22—First mother
14—State
16—Fish trap
36—Large vehicle
87— Part of body
89— A language
41—Sickness
43—Grim reaper
46— Cognizant
47— Period of time
49—Stir
63—Constructed
,
64— Leafy plant
65— Kind of tree
67— Snake
69—Timid
60— Territory ot Russia.
61— Talk idly
62— Italian monetary unit
68— Request
64—Aged
15—Fix
67—Decay
(8—Any subtle Invisible emanation
69— Any of various syrupy liquors
70— Inhabitants of Far North
72— Taxi drlyer
73— Kind of linen
76—Island In Mediterranean sea
78—Prefix meaning old
81—Toilet powder
83—Mix
81—Hawaiian food
88— Unity
“
90— Very teverend (abbr.)
92—Each (abbr.)

APPLETON

ATLANTIC

Tlio T.OJO.F. observed their annual
Memorial service at the Union church
Sunday p. in. The Memorial address
was by Rev*. Frederick Emerson.
The Willing Workers meet this
week with Mrs. Blanche Davidson.
George Thurston was home a few
days this week with the prevailing
distemper.
Thomas Gushee and son Stephen
of Camden were callers Sunday on
his mother. Mrs. Alvina Gushee.
Mrs. Gertrude Waterman and
daughters of Camden were guests
Sunday of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Sherman.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee of
.North Grafton. Mass., were weekend
guests of his mother, Mrs. Grace
Brown and brother Robert Gushee
Raphael Taylor of Westboro, Mass
was in town called here by the death
of his mother.
Dr. and Mrs. Keller of Thomaston
were in town to attend the funeral
of Mrs. Taylor Sunday.
Miss Stella Bartlett of Hope was
here Sunday to attend the funeral
of her aunt. iMrs. Taylor; also Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Taylor of South Hope
were here for the services.
Miss Jlelilah Ripley has been ill
with the prevailing cold.
Mr. and Airs. Curtis of South
Montville were callers Sunday at
their sisters’, the Misses Ripley.
Leslie Hall has been quite 111 t>ut
is somewhat improved.
Miss Lillian Proctor was the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Proctor tills week returning to West
Pownal Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Mood>’ of
Waltham, Mass., were weekend
guests of hia mother, Mrs. Fred Col
lins.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth is visiting
Mrs. Frances Gushee.
Misses Adna Pitman and Lottie
Young and Mrs. Hazel Perry were
in Rockland and Camden Saturday.
Fred Collins. Veterinary, is very
ill at his home.
Mrs. Lizzie, wife ot Lucius Taylor
after longering illness, died Friday
aged 83 years.. She Is survived by
her husband, two daughters. Miss
Agnes Taylor and Mrs. Evelyn Pit
man who have tenderly cared for her,
and one son Raphael Taylor of
Westboro. Mass., also a sister. Miss
Angelina Simmons of Union, who
has been with her this past winter.
Funeral services were held at her
late residence. Rev Frederick Emer
son officiating. The floral tributes
were many and beautiful. Interment
was at Pine Grove cemetery.
Henry Davidson and Mrs. Annie
Pitcher of Belfast were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davidson this
week.
Owing to the Illness of the teach
er, Mrs. Frederick Emerson, there
was no school in grade school re
cently.
Several from here attended the
dance at East Union Saturday even
ing.

Mrs. Abbie /Rich of Stonington
has been visiting friends in {Min
turn.
Captain William Herrick of Old
Harbor is at Knox Hospital for
treatment.
A. K. (>. iMunsell and Mr. Knowles
of New York have been at Atlantic
planning for the coming summer.
Mr. Munsell has contracted to have
a swimming pool built on bis estate.
Mr. Knowles will have a cottage
erected.
Miss Frances Wilson arrived Sat
urday and will open her cottage for
the season.
Harold Hart of Old Harbor has
taken over the store and wharfage
rights at Atlantic dock, and on May
1 opened for business. He has an
up-to-date store, well stocked, neat
and ■attractive, and is prepared to
cater to the ne4ds of the house
holders, tourists and
fishermen.
Soon his gasoline and oil tilling sta
tion will be installed.
Lester Stanley and family wand
ered up from kind’s End in Minturn
and visited Lester’s brother, Austin
Stanley and his family.
Stinson
Hooper
and,,,, Herman
,
^tallies went Sunday to Ellsworth,
i,rsRobbins ot -Minturn
has been visiting at the homo of
Frcomnn Staples.
Charles Harding o f Gott's
Island lias been visitiny her sister.
.Mrs. Maynard Herrick at the Cove.
Rev. Alfred T. Bradstreet has
been in attendance at the Alethodist conference at Augusta. He lias
completed Ills term of service on
Swan s Island, and lias been assigncd to the Ellsworth charge. He
leaves for Ellsworth tomorrow with
his family.
Air. Bradstreet has
ben very faithful to his duties,
and has merited the respect and
regard of all the people of the
is].,nd \\e shall miss him. but will
be Klad he has won a larger Held,
* • • •

VINALHAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Smith enter
tained the members of the Symphony
Orchestra, and their families Sunday
Solution will appear la next Issnsb
at the Red Lion. A picnic dinner
was served.
The supper dance at the Red Men’s
hall Friday evening was well attend
<$>.
ed. Music by Lane’s Orchestra.
Solution to Thursday’s Puzzle
Angus
Hennigar has recently
OWL’S HEAD
bqught the pool room formerly
Mrs. C. S. Reed and son Carl spent owned by Marshall Coombs.
Sunday with relatives in Ytockland. I A May basket social was held Fri
day evening at the close of the meetGruver (’. Young took a trip.to Vi- ,
fng of the Ladies of the G. A. R.
nalhaven last Sunday to see his
Robert Arey and mother. Mrs. Re
father. T. J. Young. Mrs. Ella Samp
son. Mrs. .lames Bray, Earle Young becca Arey, have bought the Frank
Rossiter house on School street.
and Eugenia Simpson accompanied
Mrs. Scott Littlefield was hostess
□HD BEE
him.
to the Washington Club Saturday
□0
Mrs. J. Malcolm Farrow went to evening.
□□0 □□□
New York on the boat Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. William Stone and
to meet her hushand.
□□HDEB HQGI1Q
children and Chester Smalley of
Miss Isabel Bain gave a birthday Thomaston were guests Saturday of
0 000 QHS 000
party for James Farrell at her home Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dyer.
rad 0' Hon ama
Tuesday afternoon. Those present
Miss Elizabeth Smith entertained
AjL
□00 USE
Virginia and Dorothea Miriam, her Sunday school class at her home
SDEUE[3sJ2CE3EIin G,E were
Warner St. <*lair, Peter Reed. Cor- Frida)’ evening, May 1. Refreshments
nelia Beda. Joan and Lester Emery, Were served.
Mrs. Farrell and baby, Mrs. A. Bain J Mrs. J. R. Swears returned Saturand Isabel Bain.
I day from Boston and Portland where
D. A. Whitmore of Rockport spent she spent the past six months.
Sunday with his daughter, Mrs.' Miss Christine Raymond of North
Haven was the weekend guest of her
Emery II. St. Clair.
Mrs. Frank Emery left Saturday ’ uncle, Alfred Raymond.
for an extended visit with her
Thomas Burke of Nashua, N. H.,
EVERYBODY'S night
was the guest of his cousin, O. P.
sister in New Jersey.
P. K. Reed was home over Sunday ' Lyons, Saturday.
.WEARING 'EM from
Line’s Orchestra held its usual re
a Ashing trip up river.
from
Grover
Young has a new Buick. | hearsal Wednesday evening at the
The prayer meeting this week will | home of Leo Lane. Refreshments
he Wednesday night instead of were served.
i to Ifie oldReliable Thursday on account of the Lincoln
The first league baseball game of
the season was played at <the School
teflex Slickers Baptist Association meeting at street
grounds Saturday afternoon
Tenant’s Harbor.
between Vinalhaven HS^h and Thom
The Timber Hill school had a box aston High Schools. Score 22 to 2.
j
i
supper ami entertainment Friday They arrived on the steamer Cather
'feH MM®
night.
ine accompanied by a large number
Eugene Emery worked a tew days of fans.
last wpek helping Emery II. St. Clair
A. J. TOWER CO. BOSTON
Mrs. Laura Carney entertained the
build a garage at Crescent Beach.
Occident Club Monday evening.
* c ♦ »
Arthur Pears has bought the house
A birthday surprise party was giv fonnerly owned by Robert Arey.
en Mrs. Arthur Bain Saturday. The
The Pals were entertained Friday
Blot out those sleepless nights
evening was spent with music, games, evening by Mire. Addle Miagnuson.
with DR. M. HERMANCE’S ASTH
stories and a pleasing tale of a recent
MA & HAY FEVER MEDICINE.
party held at Owl\s Head lighthouse.
Good for the whole family for
CUSHING
There were two birthday cakes wit*li
Coughs, Colds, Influenza and all
Mrs.
Hattie
Ames visited friends
candles
and
Mrs.
Bain
was
presented
Bronchial Troubles.
with an electric toaster. Those pres in Thon-aston the past week.
ent were Mir. and Mjrs. Parker Mer
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Simmons of
riam, Miss Ella. Maddocks, Mr. and Friendship, Mr.* and Mrs. Clifford
Mrs. Frank Emery. Mrs. Frank Ross, Shuman of Medomak and Mr. and
Wendall Leadbetter, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. F. I> Maloney of' Thomaston
Vilfcl Perry, Capt. ami Mrs. .Holt. were Sunday guests at Granville
Mrs. Harriet (Tarver. Mrs. Levi Lead- Osier’s.
better. Mrs. Emery H. St. (’lair, Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War
Borgerson, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bain ren with friends were at the Vinal
and Isabelle Bain.
(cottage Sunday.
Mr. .and Mrs. Weston Young and
son Albert of Thomaston were at
Di G. Young’s (Sunday.
•Mr. .and Mrs. B. B. Robinson are
(both ill at this writing. They are
uittended by Dr. Hahn of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Geyer of Pleas,ant Point are to move to their homo
’here in a,few days.
yOU’LI. be delighted with
Miss Ella Maloney of Portland
jwas a weekend guest at B. S. Geyer’s.
a dinner eaten t here.
Mr. and IMrs. Stanley Miller spent
Food of proven purity served
‘Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
’McFarland in New Harbor.
jn the style that will please
Mrs. Herbert Moore has returned
you. Appetizing salads and
Ifrom t visit with friends at Crescent
desserts that will cause you
Beach.
Mrs. D. T. Rivers has returned
to talk about us.
from Pepperell, Mass., where she has
‘been caring for her sister, Mrs. Dunn
Get acquainted with aur
and son who have been ill with the
“Bill OTart”
grippe.
John Richards of Thomaston, has
been ai his cottage here the past

FISH BRANDSLICHER*
appyVarsltys

bake it

best

with

DAVIS
BAKING

Newbert’s Cafeteria

•

Every-Other-Day
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POWDER

t
Rockland’* Finest Eatinq Placs

I

1870

Sarony

From School Teacher

To Great Eminence
A young man who was brought up on
a farm in Western Pennsylvania studied
diligently and qualified for district school
teicner. Further pursuing his studies and
teaching, he managed to save up enough
money to put him thru medical college.
After the Civil War. he began the practice
of med'eine in the new oil section of Pa.,
and often rode horse-hack thru the woods
to reach and relieve those who were seri
ously ill. He was a student of nature.
Itnew and could easily recognize most of
the medicinal plants growing in the woods,
Later, he moved to Buffalo,N.Y. where
he launched his favorite remedies, and, in
a short time, they were sold by every dru^gist in the land. Today, the name of this
man, Dr. R. V. Pierce, is known throughout the world. His Golden Medical Discoven- is the best known blood medicine
and tonic. More than fifty million bottles
have been sold in the U.S. If your druggist docs not sell the Golden Medical Dis-

coven’, in liquid or tablets, you can obtain
a trial pkg. of the tablets by sending 10c
Mrs. Charles < Minnie) Stapler,
to the Dr. Pierce Clinic, in Bufalo. N.Y died at her home at the east end in

'

------

-

TENANT’S HARBOR
A pole is being set at Beach av
enue and Main street for the flag
raisin:; that is to take place later.
Mrs. Rose 11 ill is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Albert Elwell at Wal
doboro.

Johnson-Gardiner
Leonard Francis Johnson and Mrs.
Beatrice Ellen Gardiner were mar
ried in Rockland April 25 by Rev. W.
S. Rounds. The bride wore an alice
blue dress, grev hat and teddy brown
coat. The groom was dressed li
dark brown. \ wedding luncheon
was served at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Chaples in Martins
ville. The dining room was prettily
decorated with potted plants an I
white and blue crepe paper with a
large 1 ell in the center. Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson will make their home
in Ma*, tinsville for the summer.

MOUNT PLEASANT
Mrs. Bessie Tolman Wickham of
Washington, D. (’., with her children,
is the guest of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Mason Tolman. She intends
to remain for the summer. On her
way here she visited her brother
Reuben in Bo. ’-m. The party mo
tored down on Saturday. Mr. Tol
man with Miss Margaret Connaugh-'
ton returned to Boston Sunday.
Charlie Whitney has been quite ill
this week..
Grace Carroll was home from Knox
Hospital Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Simmons of
Rockland were guests of Randall
Simmons Sunday.
Walter I.crmond was a guest at T.
J. Carroll’s Sunday.
Cold weather still prevails.
Mrs. Oscar Greenrose has been
confined to the house for some time
with rheumatism.

Atlantic, on April 22 at the age of
46 years, after a long and trying
sickness of over three years dura
tion. She was a woman of upright
character, amiable, and a friend of
everybody in the community, and
she will he missed by all the peo
ple of the island. She was tenderly
eared for during her illness by her
husband nnd by her mother, Mrs.
Lucy A. Dunham. In addition she
leaves a daughter, Mrs, Harvey
Gilley of Southwest Harbor, two
sons, Clifford and Lester, and two
brothers, Horace and Cleveland
Dunham. Rev. F. N. Johnson of
Minturn conducted the funeral serv
ices, and interment was in RoseHill cemetery.

APPLETON RIDGE
The Willing Workers met with
Mrs. Della McCorrison Tuesday for
an all-day session, on account of
so much sickness, several who had
planned to go hdd to he absent, but.
for those who could attend the time
sper.t was very enjoyable. A boun
tiful dinner was served at the noon
hour. The work for the day was
on silk patchwork.
Several men are working on the
roads which are in hard condition
tn many places.
A. H. Moody made a business trip
to Augusta Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl and
Mrs. Chloe Mills were In Searemont
Monday evening.
Mrs. JIazelFerry and sons and Mrs.
Elizabeth Stanley anil daughter at
tended the pictures at Union Thurs
day evening.
Marcellus Hart has

bought

the

farm owned by the late 1*. S. Martin,
sold at auction Tuesday.
Mrs. Hazel Perry and daughter,
with Miss Lottie Young and Adna
Pitman from the village spent Sat
urday in Rofkland.
Much sympathy is extended to our
friend and neighbor. Mrs. Evelyn
Pitman, in the loss of her mother,
whose death occurred May 1.

When Exposed to Air

n
SALADA'

tea loses its strength and flavor.

H

H664

for that reason is never sold in
bulk.
Your g'rocer sells this
delicious blend. Try SALADA.

LIFE WAS JUST A DRAG
SAYS MRS. LeBOURDIAS
Pinallv
Lewiston
W Oman
I many
Takes Karnak and Now
You Wouldn’t Recognize
Her As the Same Person.

'ha* "pre J,,st

unbearable. My

EASTERN STEAMSHIP
L

A

BAYER

Aspirin

7YYW

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

Lve Rockland for Boston 8 P. M.
Lve Rockland for Bangor Si Way
Landings 5 A. M.
Lve Rockland for Bar Harbor Si
Way Landings S A. M.

Lve Rockland for Blue Hill Si Way
Landings 5 A. M.

Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Headache

Neuralgia

Colds

Lumbago

Pain

Toothache

Neuritis

Rheumatism

Commencing about May 11, 1925,
Sailings daily except Sunday.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Accept only “Bayer’’ package
which contains proven directions.
_

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA*
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tnbicts
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

Sspirln is the trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoacettcaetdeater of Sallcyllcaeid

(Subject to change without notioe)
ing every day conditions tend to be IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
8, 1924.
•
worse here than better until new
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundayi
legislation is made effective to rem .at 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
edy these troubles. The local fans Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
(By R. Waldo Tyler)
know that there is- little entertain for Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stonington and
If the static had remained off the ment below Shepherd Stores and that Swan’s Island.
B. H. STINSON,
air Tuesfoy night for the entire even the most dependable stations
General Agent.
evening the local radio fans would on the higher waves are constantly
Rockland, Maine. Oct. 6, 1924.
have unanimously declared that it being interfered with. Of course the
was a perfect night for reception, advent of ultra-selective receiving
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 1
for atmospherics was the only thing sets have done much for separating
Eastern Standard Time
that was against us.
these stations, but now it is getting
Trains Leave Rockland for
I
Augusta.
A
47
00 a. m., 17.45 a. m.. tl 10 p. m. J
I know of nothing spectacular in to a place where the ultra-select lve
Bangor, A§7.00a. m., t7.4;»a. m., tUOp.ni.
the line of programs that was to have sets are being taxed to their utmost Boston. A|7.00a. m , t7.45a. m., tl J?P-ra- »
been put on, nor was I looking for efficiency to keep their good name. Brunswick. A§7.00 a. m., f7.45a. m., 11.10 p. m.;
any particular DX station during the I believe that the next step is up to ?«whtPon,nA|7.00a. m., t’.45a. m., fUOp. tn. J
evening*. hut all the same I was dis the makers of the laws to provide for New York. fl.lOp. m.
appointed in not being able to hear adequate separation of the stations Portland, A §7.00 a. tn., |7.4a a. m., tl.10 p. m.,
one of my favorite broadcasters on so as to make sharp tuning possible Waterville. A57 00a nr, t? 45a.tn . tl.lOp. tn. 1
the air.
or the interest in radio will finally 'W »»lwich. A|7.00a. m., t7.45 a m.. tl.10 p tn.;
Gathered in the roomy back shop fade and die except for those who are t j.35 p. m.
5 Sundays only.
of O. E. Davies’ jewelry store was a located in the neighborhood of the 11Mily,except Sundays.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
small gathering of radio dealers and best stations in the country.
wich.
enthusiasts who had congregated GAL TVW------WITH thq Radio Fans
there for the purpose of listening in.
Mr. Sherman said that it would be
and although there had been no an better to have 20 good powerful sta
nouncements stating that the par tions well separated in merers ami
ticular station we were listening for spread equally about the entire na
was to he off the air we had to come tion ‘than to continue with the hun
to the conclusion that it nni.% he its dreds of stations wo now have, an-1
silent night.
Even our friends with I believe that we all feel the same
the spark coils were silent and our way about it. It is possible that the
chairman concluded that someone *Governmcnt may later sten in and
TESTING
must have let the cat out of the bag make this possible by assessing a
just to spoil our fun.
heavy tax of say $10,000 per year on
' REPAIRING
This particular gathering of radio j every broadcasting station, which
men represented the first effort of would permit only the survival of the
ASSEMBLING
the Board of Local Interference to- fittest artd do the people a double
wards the improvement of radio re- service by improving receiving con
TROUBLE SHOOTING
ceiving conditions in this locality and ditions and at the same time making
the presiding official of the evening the big fellow furnish the revenup for
ANY CIRCUIT BUILTTO ORDER
was Assistant Inspector W. Butter- | increasing the efficiency of the De
TUBES REVITALIZED
worth from the office of Charles C. partment of Commerce, Radio Sec
Kolster, U. S. Supervisor of Radio , tion.
Single Circuits Rebuilt Into
for this district.
iMr. Butlerworth
Mr. Balterworth could give us no
Selective Non-re-radiating Sets
was called here to investigate com- j informa lion on the probable wave
plaints from the Rockland Chamber ! length of the proposed Portland
PARTS TESTED AND
of Commerce and others regarding j broadcasting station but <li<| say that
REPAIRED
what was termed as unnecessary in the station would probably get into
terference with broadcast reception, operation this summer. I bis should
and although we failed to log any de rttean pnetlcally local reception .'o.cisive evidence we had a good con- us with good hopes that loud speaker
genial conference which showed us dependability will he possible on
plainly that the Radio Inspection good two-tube set; also making day
Service is with us to the end in com light reception a certainty. Now if
P. O. Box 359
batting this unnecessary interference. the Portland station will only conOver Express Office
ROCKLAND...................... MAINE
There were present at this meet ckide to join the Bell system chain
ing Ed. Sansom, chairman of our lo vve will certainly have something to
39»f
cal interference board: O. E. Davies. think about.
L. \Y. Fickett of the Maine Music
Mr. Butterworth left Wednesday
BERR\>& SMITH, of Bangor
Co., Austin Sherman of House- for Bangor and Machias hut is likely
SAILMAKERS
Sherman Inc., W. Butterworth As to give us another call at any time.
sistant Inspector and myself.
Successors to
Mr. Butterworth entertained us
George W. Mugridgc
well by giving information on how
AWNINGS,
TENTS.
FLAGS
the Radio Inspection Service handled
TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
similar cases, and laid out a defen
52-tf
sive plan by which we may overcome
our troubles.
He also assured us
that he might visit Rockland at any
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
time, and in fact many times during
106 PLEASANT STREET
Alember »
the year and that the head office
Consolidated Stock Exchange
jyill co-operate with our reports from
PLUMBING, HEATING
• of Mow York
time to time.
During the course of
• ~TEL. 244-W
the evening the tine points of the law
117tf
STOCKS and BONDS
were taken up concerning the use of
spark coils by unlicensed amateurs,
Publishers of the
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
and it was revealed that my warnings
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
to such operators*of these coils in
DENTIST
which
is
sent
free
to
this column were fully justified, and
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS
investors upon request
n
that the Inspection Service is deter U
mined to put a stop to such inter
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
ference.
Elaborate plans were laid
ROCKLAND, ME.
39tf
to locate spark coils in any com- .
munily and if we are to take Mr.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
Butterworth’a word for It there will
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
be some surprised hoys here if this '
practice keeps up which will mean i
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
a forced vacation from school or !
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS. DE
work and a trip to Portland in cus- !
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING.
tody of a Federal officer.

With the Radio Fans

I

RADIO
SERVICE

RADIO
REPAIR SHOP

—1

CHAS. P. DOW & 60. |

I

I

• ♦ ♦ ♦

We were highly entertained hv ;
narratives from Mr. Butterworth’s |
experiences in Boston and other con- '
ge»ted localities and . the methods ;
which were used by the Inspection
Service in running down those who '
did not adhene to the radio laws.
Also of how the <iifferences between
the big broadcasters were adjusted
and how they quarrel between them
selves for monopoly of the air.
The fundamentals of spark trans- '
mission such as creates a large part
of our most troublesome interference
froiq boats operating up and down the
coast was talked over. The trans
mitters on the boats aqe inspected
periodically by the Navigation Serv
ice and the constants of the sets are
recorded and filed in the Boston
< .’ace. It seems that these boats are
operating fully within the law but
the operators are handicapped by
poor or antiquated apparatus which
necessitates overloading the trans
mitters in prder to get their traffic
through to the receiving end. It 1
therefore seems that the operators |
should not he blamed entirely for thi |
existing conditions and that the fault 1
lies mostly with the ownys for not I
supplying the ships with modern and j
efficient receivers and transmitters. 1
However unnecessary testing and i
adjusting covering long periods of ’
time may be the fault of the oper- I
ator, and should therefore be a source |
for complaint from the broadcast
listeners who find hours of their
musical programs blotted out by test
ing. adjustments |and Unnecessary
repetition. Reports on this sort of
interference will be kept up during
the summer and sent in to the Bos
ton office for investigation.

wb(de Bystem Ibecamc no weak and
nd
rundown that 1 had dark rings under
my eyes. I was hardly eating a thing,
and simply didn’t have the strength
of a child. Life was eimply a drag
for me, and I was just miserable all
“j the time.
All over Maine people are daily
My husiiand knew of people in
testifying to the amazing results they I Auburn who had praised Karnak, and
have obtained from the use of Kar I so he stjirted me taking the medicine,
nak, the sensational new medicine ! too. I have taken six bottles now and
which is astonishing the whole city all my friends have noticed my won
by its remarkable health building derful improvement. I just eat any
powers, as its sale at the Corner thing I pleaise now without it causing
Drug Store Readily grows from day me a particle of trouble, and nights
I I sleep like a he i thy chiltf. The into day.
“I have taken six bottles of Kar j digestion has left me completely and
nak now, and one would hardly recog I am looking and feeling better than
nize me as being <110 same person i I have in years. The circles under
■that I was before I got this wonder- j my eyes have all gone, and I have
ful medicine,” der lares Mrs. Mazio so much new strength I can just do
LeBourdais. highly esteemed resident my housework like winging a song,
of 73 Howard sjreet, Lewiston, Me., j One cannot talk with me long with
* • ♦ ♦
a
in reporting her remarkable recovery out hearing about Karnak. It’s simpby its use.
ly the grandest medicine ever made,
Mr. Butterworth admits that in the
“Before I got K.irnak I had indi
Over 500.000 bottles of Karnak sold broadcasting avenues lies’the real
gestion so bad that many times I wae in four States in ten months.
problems of the service with which
afraid to lie down nights. Tne gas
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu he is connected. The hundreds of
would just press up into my chest sively by *he Corner Drug Store; in stations now operating especially on
until I thought my heart would stop Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall the short wave end of the scale are
week.
• Capt. James Fales of Thomaston beating, and I had pains that would Store; In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy not sufficiently separated* to prevent
was a weekend guest of William Sex • extend from the pit of my stomach Co.; and. by the leading druggist In hetrodyning and overlapping one anup under my fftiotilder blades and every city.—adv.
ton at the Rockwell cottage,
1 other, and with more stations openI

BOSTON & BANGOR LINE

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!

___

LINES, Inc.
STANDARD TIME

370 Main Street, Rockland

v e
mind
Mealtime worries will
be off your mind if you
always keep Hatchet
Brand handy. Sunripened fruits and ten
der young vegetables,
canned with timetaught skill and care,
have placed Hatchet
Brand in a class that
knows no competition.

Selected from the best,
they cost no more than
the rest.
Let the Hatchet Brand
Gardens supply your
table the year around.

DR. JAMES KENT
Osteopath
J8 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 323

36-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OffiM Houri: I t, 9 aal 7 to I P. M.

R,,l4,au iiatll 9 A. M. »«4 ky A,„latiMr
Tdtahonr 184

THOMASTON, ME.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Oflteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Talepken, 136
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Graauata of American School of
Oateopathy

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R

ARTHUR L. ORNE

Insurance
Sucreaeor to A. J. Creklni,

a

Co.

417 MAIN .....................ROCKLAND

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner

HATCHET
BRAND
ISO Kinds

WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
S7S MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MB.

Evcry-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 5, 1925.

IN. THE REALM OF

MUSIC

FIFTY YEARS

IN

BUSINESS

» * * •

When life goes along
Just one grand sweet song.
That’s Harmony!
When a frietid yon meot,
And her gentle tones greet.

That’s Melody!

When a frle/ni knocks you

-

(As friends often do I

That's Rhapsody!
* * * *
How inspiring it is to read of Mine.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink, who af
ter 26 years on the concert stage in
this country, is etill clinging glori
ously and drawing as big crowds as
ever—audiences who show no diminishment in their appreciation and
admiration of thin wonderful woman
and singer. In a review of her only
New York recital of the season, this
appeared:
“Her voice remains one of the
really great voices of the world and
came to the ear on this occasion with
much of tlie .power and richness, as
well as’the varied emotional appeal,
if snot quite all the poise and ea.se of
production or t'he smoothness of
phrase that have characterized her
singing throughout her remarkably
long career ”
♦ ♦ • ♦

I re all that one year, when Chap
man war? announcing his artists, he
mentioned a contralto who he was sure
would make a tremendous bit with
her voice of great depth and rich
ness. Someone said: “Give us an
other S-huinnnn-Heink !”
“Alas,”
Mr. Chapman said, “there will never
be another Schumann-Helnk !” 1
believe this is generally conceded by
the critics. Her voice is said to be
a freak, an uncouth word to use in
connection with the magnificent or
gan of this flirger, but I do not use
it disparagingly by any means. Tn
all the years Schumann-Jleink has
been before the public there' has
never appeared another contralto
who has aJl the qualities that her
voice possesses. One may have tin:
richness of tone, but la°k the range:
another may have the range but kick
the depth and opulence,, and so on.

Her voice seems to embody all one
could ask,—depth of tone, opulence,
richness, range, expression,' sweet
ness, technic and. power. She ^can
sing an aria with dramatic
and
in the next minute sing a Jullaby
with ail the maternal denderndgs In
the world, or a love song with haunt
ing hweetness and passion. Once
heard. I think her place is never
completely 'tilled by any other singer.

♦ ♦ » ♦

Lawrence Tibbett, who is to be
starred by Chapman at the October
Maine Festival, and who lei:pod into
fame in ore right at the lALetropolltnn Opera Ib.une, has received a
contract covering several years at a
substantial salary raise and will be
give i s< me leading roles next sea
son. 11 was n. ised about that Tib
bett was struggling along on $60 per
week, but this was denied through
the Mctrojx I tan office, which said
that he had been receiving $100 per
week for some time- However, they
admit that Tibbett wan recognized
financially as he should have been,
but feel that his contemplated con
cert tour will line his pocket with
rubies, and of course bis salary the
next scanon of opera will be in
creased very substantially.

While the De Reskes were really
never out of the public eye, so great
had been their fame, the recent death
of- Jean has brought them into notice
again. It is recounted that the
brothers were a curious couple dur
ing their days in New York. They
shared an apartment, and were
practically inseparable although of
widely temperaments. 'Both were
greatly interested in spoipt qf all
kinds, and maintained a large racIrg stable on their estate in I/oland.
On one occasion their horses, Pick
wick and- He Sorcier, won the Rus
sian Derby and the International
Stakes on the same day at Moscow.
Roth singers were frequently seen
at prize lights and at the six-day
bicycle races in Madison Square
Garden.
Jean retired during the season of
1899-1900. although he returned in
the fall of the latter year, singing as
beautifully a» ever. The following
season, last year, there was some
dickering at the opera house, in
which Grau, who was then general
manager, figured, and the tenor did
not appear until the very last part
of the season, in "Lohengrin.” After
be had sung the Swan-song, flaw
lessly as ever, there was an outbreak
ef applause such as one seldom
hears in German opera, and the
crow’d cheered for fully ten minutesBut he did not return the following
year, and never again came to
America. Edoucrd sang for one
more season .at the Metropolitan,
Many flattering inducements were
made to Jean to appear again in this
country, but he was immovable, say
ing that his time was passed. He
wan then* 62 years of age After his
retirement be lived for the greater
part in Paris, but after the death of
his only child. “Young Jean,” Mme.
de Reske declined ever to live again
in their Paris bouse and after that
they made Nice their headquarters
in the winter and Mont d’Or in Au
vergne in the summer.

*4
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When Better Automobiles Are Built, Buick Will Build Them

No.7

What
^indicates best what
people think of their
motor cars?

iflSWeF: Whether they buy
,

another of the same make when
they come to buy a new one. More
than 75% of the Buicks built each
year are purchased by former Buick

owners.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET

"Through Half a Century” is the I
title ot the handsome gold covered
brochure just Issued by Thurston
Bros., the well known casket manu
facturers of South Union. The il
lustrations include portraits <«f the 1
proprietors, J. D- and I. C. Thurston ,
and pictures of the little 'building
which was occupied in 1875 and the
present factory.
The firm has a splendid reputat'O!'. and the business constitutes
i re , f Knox County's substantial in
dustries.
Hip proprietors offer the follow
ing foreword:
• • • •
To have served one thing faith
fully for over a quarter of a centurv ;
was. in the opinion of Benjamin
Franklin "very respectable evidence
of stability.”
Were that eminent American alive
today we are sure he would agree
that a firm which lias served one in
dustry faithfully for half a century
had even more “respectable” evi
dence to offer
Yet as we look back through half
a century we cannot help but real
ize that any ideals we have achieved,
ar.y growth we have enjoyed, any
prosperity which is ours have 'been
IKissSble not alone through our own
efforts but largely through the help
and encouragement of our friends
and customers.
And on this, our Golden Anniver
sary, we wish to express our sincere
appreciation to you who have made
this occasion possible.
....
The financial panic of 1873 made
work scarce in some of the indus

tries nnd changed the current of the
two lines witli which this story
deals.
Irville C. Thurston had
learned the machinist's trade fn
Massachusetts and
his
brother.
Joseph D. Thurston a few years
later had become an expert cabinet
maker in Augusta.
Scarcity of employment derided
them to engage In a business vent
ure of their own, anil the culmina
tion of their jilans was the firm of
Thurston Brothers, which last week
celebrated its golden anniversary.
In addition to burial goods the
firm at tlie start manufactured
chamber furniture, anil every de
scription of tine cabinet work. This
continued until 1893, when the de
mand for the firm's burial goods be
came so large that the business was
limited strictly to this phase.
The work Is carried on in a mod
ern three-story factory, which has
the necessary adjuncts in the way of
boiler room, dry house, storehouses,
etc.
The top floor of the factory is used
for storage of finished bitrial cases
ready for shipment, and a varie
gated assortment of hardwood outer
cases. In these may he placed Inner
metalic linings of zinc nr copper, all
of which are hermetically sealed.
There is also a large stock of steel
vaults which are sealed after the
c -sket has 4ieen placed within, so
1' t for years to come they remain
a. light and unaffected liy moisture.
. ae shipping room is on the
ground floor. Here tlie finished
product fo loaded from their special
platform directly to the freight cars
of the Knox Railroad.

«

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

Another important improvement is
to )>e made the coming- summer
when tlie firm will erect a cement
building, 23x35, for tlie htiusing of
the water wheel, direct connected
generator, spare
generator, etc.
The foundation will also lie built for
an auxiliary engine, which can he
used in an emergency.
Thurston Brothers own the valu
able water privilege on Crawford
River, connecting Crawford's Lake
with Seven Tree Pond, lit has a fall
of 75 feet, and generates not only
power for the casket manufactory
but for electric lights In North
Union anil ncighlioring communities.
The firm in addition to having on
its payroll two traveling salesmen,
gives employment to 20 men, who.
thanks to Improved machinery nnd
appliances, are able to give a much
larger production than in the old
days.
The territory covered comprises
the States of Maine and New Hamp
shire. part of Vermont nnd Massa
chusetts, and some business in New
York State. A Brooklyn customer,
attracted some time ago by the cali
bre of tlie work turned out by tlie
South Union factory, has continued
to place large orders there—all of
which goes to justify the concern in
the choice of its slogan—"Quality
First. ’
On
their
golden
anniversary
Thurston Brothers received many
deserved congratulations. Employes
sent them 50 carnations, their
daughters sent a large bouquet of
Jacqueminot roses anil other friends
sent a bouquet of carnations.

WALDOBORO

THORND1KEVILLE

SPRUCE HEAD

Miss Grace Walker has returned
to Warren after spending several
days with Mrs. W. A. White.
Hadley W. Kuhn, Maynard H.
Kuhn, William C. Flint and Jesse V.
Benner left Friday for a trip to
Florida.
The Woman’s Club held a cake sale 1
at the new radio store of C. B. Stahl
Friday afternoon. The store itself is
most attractive in new paper, paint
and fittings, and lent a pleasing back
ground to the gocsl things for sale.
The May baskets filled with candy
were a drawing card. About $18 was
taken. Mrs. Emma T. Potter, Mrs.
William Viles. Mrs. H. H. Kuhn and
Miss Marion Clark were on the com
mittee.
....

Mrs. Elsie Crabtree, who lias been
at Knox Hospital for treatment the
past two weeks, returned home Tues
day.
Mrs. Lester Merrill has been In
Warren the past few days, filled l>y
the illness of iter sister, Mrs. Josephine Davis.
Mis. Maurice Hill of Rockland is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Emma Gil
lette and mother, Mrs. Higgins.
Among the callers at A. W. Thorn
dike’s Sunday were: Mr. and Mrs.
AI Mclxiin of Rockport, Ixiulse Dun
bar, Lena Fuller and Mrs. Aubrey
Heal of Camden.
Mrs. Martha Heath of Head-ofthe-lake, Hope, visited her mother,
Mrs. Laura 'Montgomery recently.
John anil Joseph Pushaw are
working in Union doing carpenter
ing.
Mrs. Jennie Folsom of Rockport iboarding at Ernest Demmons.’
Mrs. Giant of Rockport is working
at E . W. Lassell’s.
Several in this place are ill with
the grippe.

Alton Wall hurt his foot hailly at
the John Meehan & Son plant at
Chirk Island Saturday. He is obliged
to use crutches and will be laid up
for some time.
..Mis. Frank Wall lias left Knox
Hospital nnd is with his daughter.
Mrs. Cleveland Harvey, In Rockland.
Mrs. C. I’. Morrill recently enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Ross Evans of
Portland and Mrs. D. W. Mann. A
dainty lunch was served.
Mrs. D. W. Mann left Wednesday to
visit her sister, Mrs. J. A. Qilchrcst
at St. George.
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins of
Camden were nt their cottage, Edge
Rock. Sunday ail’d entertained some
friends.
Phil Warp has a new Chevrolet.
John McKenzie was at A. (1. Cad
dy Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Newhall and son
Rodger motored down from Rock
land Sunday, bringing Mrs. Annie
Burton and Mrs. David Mann home.
A. L. Briggs called on the traders
here Wednesday.
Miss Estelle Caddy Is convalescent
and hopes to he out in a few days.
Patrons of the postofflec will be glad
to see her back.
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff visited her
aunt. Mrs. Elliot, in Camden, Wed
nesday and Thursday.
Mrs. Cassie MnLeod was confined
t to the house several days recently.
The lawns are getting green, roads
arc in good condition with not a mud
1 lnde, planting being done and shrubs
growing.
Oliver M inn returned home Satur
day after spending tho winter in
Camden with his daughter, Mrs. C. A.
Cleveland. Mil’, and Mrs. Cleveland
cnne down witli liiin, returning home
Sunday.
Mrs. Nellie Kinney, daughter Nan
nie, son Earle and his wife and
daughter were visitors Sunday of
Miss C. II. Robinson and Mrs. C. P.

Two more Metro-Goldwyn produc
tions will he seen at the Star The
atre, one tonight and another next
Tuesday night. These pictures have
been giving excellent satisfaction in
connection with the Paramount fea
tures that are shown every week. A
great treat lies 'In store for local fans
Saturday evening when Betty Compson Is coming in "The Dressmaker
From Paris.” This is a big Raoul
Walsh production made by the direc
tor of "The Thief of Bagdad" and
will show beautiful settings and
marvelous gowns. Miss Compson will
be supported by a great cast.
....

Tlie Idaho Daily Statesman of April
Perfect home
27 contains n£ws of Interest to local
dyeing and tinting
friends of Carl R. Gray, president of
is guaranteed with
the Union Pacific Railroad. Boise,
Diamond Dyes.
the capital, had a remarkable cele
Just dip in cold
bration in honor of Mr. Gray and
water to tint soft,
the opening of the main line of his
delicate shades, or
railroad in that city. Airplanes es
boil to dye rich,
corted his special train to the sta
‘permanent colors.
tion where immense throngs wailed
Each 15-cent pack
to hear his speech and the formal
age contains di
presentation. Thb paper is filled with
rections so simple
pictures in which Mr. Gray is a
any woman can Morrill,
prominent figure. One of these shows
Mrs. C. W. McKellar and son Par
dye
or
tint
lingerie,
silks, ribbons;
Mm climbing on top of a stage coach
driven and occupied by citizens of skirts, waists, dresses, coats, stock ker of Warren and Miss Flora Shaw
Boise dresscit in charming old-fash ings, sweaters, draperies, coverings, of Mlarlboifj, Miass., (motored here
I from Warren Saturday afternoon and
ioned costumes. It is characteristic hangings, everything new.
Buy “Diamond Dyes”—no other were guests of Miss Robinson and
of Mr. Gray that he insisted on rid
kind and tell your druggist windier Mrs. Morrill.
ing on top of the stage Instead of the material you wish to color is wool
D. W. Mann has a job on the S. S
Inside. Mr. Gray has a summer home "or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
Roirton which runs from Boston to
at Pleasant Point. Cushing, and is a or mixed goods.
,
New York.
frequent visitor to Waldoboro.
■ Mr. and Mrs. I,esl'ic Thnni|H»nn ami
daughter spent Sunday at Thomas1 ton, the guests of her parents, Mr.
SIMONTON
aml.Ma’s. Robinson.
A good attendance marked t’«»
. M. Grant attended the morning
opening dance of the season in Com
service at the Baptist church hi
munity hail Saturday evening and
Rockland Sunday; took dinner with
enjoyed a fine tlpie to the delightful
Mi-s. Mabel Wiley and then called on
music of Marsh's Orchestra.
Ice
her aunt. Mrs. G. M. Brainerd.
cream and orangeade were on salt
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Waldron and
and altogether it was a very success
children and Miss Mildred Waldron
ful affair. The same music will lit
were recent guests at "H. R. Wal
(Iron’s.
z
offered next Saturday night and a
big crowd is anticipated. The an
The Burnt Island Coast Guard boat
nual meeting of the Association will
with No. 1 in charge were at Sidney
be held Thursday evening at which
Thompson's boat shop Wednesday for
time the officers fot the ensuing year
s a dory which he repaired.
will be elected, lt'is hoped that at.
Raphael Wells has returned home
the members will come out and take
after a few weeks’ visit with her
part.
grandmother, Mrs. ix-e Mann, at Two
Bush light station,
Haro'rt Buzzeli has been 111 with
the prevailing distemper.
Lionel Carr and James Snow are
going back and forth to Rockland
Frank Rollins has returned home
High School on their wheels.
after spending a few days with his
The Community Circle have some
son Gershom In Rockland.
You will be money ahead if
very pretty comforters for sale.
Mr. and IMrs. Merritt Carver of
you do, because (1) paint adds
W. W. Colby has moved his fam
Lincolnville were guests of Mrs. An
to the value of a house; (2)
ily from Rockland for the summer.
paint saves repair bills.
nie Brown Sunday.
, ,
The three oldest children are attend
uuy Annls purchased iycow from
ing school here.
Warren last week.
All tlie sick once are improving and
Cecil Annls is employed in Cam
out ami no new ones reported.
den painting.
Who knows when the old stone
. . • •
house on Spruce Head Island wa
HIGH STANDARD PAINT
Word was received here Saturday
built?
morning of the death of William
Has been noted for its excel
Farnham in Natick. Mass., a brother
lence and economy for more
of Mrs. J. C. Melvin nnd the late
than fifty years. It goes on
Mrs. Blanche Witherspoon. He was
easily, hides perfectly, covers
sick only a few days as he was here
a large area per gallon, and
(fries to a beautiful weather
at the funeral of Mrs. Witherspoon.
proof finish—a finish that v ill
This is a double bereavement for
retain its beauty and protect
Mrs. Melvin, losing sister and broth
your house for years.
er in two weeks. The sympathy of
the community i(^ extended to her.
Let us show you color panels
Fred Buzzeli and crew have been
and tell you how little it will
cost to beautify your home.
making repairs on the highway the
past week, dragging the roads and
raking and carting away the small
H. H. CRIE & CO.
rocks.
It Is a big improvement.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Park and Meadow streets have been
cleaned up from the Camden line to
the junction of the 'State road at the
four corners.

‘Paint't/ou?
Qiouse

uestion:

ft

Daddv~

Gregory

♦ » * *

At the agre of sixty-four Schumann-Heir.k, is to celebrate the
golden anniversary of her debut as
a singer by returning next season to
the Metropolitan Opera Hoiase, the
scene of her earlier triumphs. It is
probable that she will be heard in
leading Wagnerian roles, such as
"Erda” in Siegfried and “Frfoka” in
Die Walkure. “I am happy as a
child,” she declared. Back in the
old dayn the director of the Vienna
Comt Opera told her that she had
"no personality” and would "do bet
ter to buy « sewing machine and go
to work.” Her repertoire covers more
than 150 operas, all of the standard
German lieder and the song litera
ture of many nations. She attributes
the fine state of her voice to perfect
training and healthy living and ex
pects to sing for many years to
come. God bless her, we hope so,
too.

AROUND THE PLANT
A Group of Bullfetinettcs
Concerning Quarry, Kiln
and Railroad.

W!iat Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To ’Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.
The jinx (hat I have heard often
makes his presence felt in a news
paper office certainly invaded my
department in Saturday’s issue when
the name of Miss Margaret Har
rington appears in type as "Esther.”
Cl cannot say how the error crept in.
but surely Miss Harrington’s tri
umph at the Portland recital en
titled her name to be properly ex
ploited in her home town paper ’
Though of course to the great ma
jority of my readers the mistake
was easily discounted, for Margaret
Harrington, who is the daughter of
Eugene Harrington, has been known
to everybody in our city as a singer
ever since her graduation from the
Ro*kland High School in 1918.
• • • •
Although many look askance when
•the name of Elinor G.lyn is men
tioned, these sarnie people would
have been charmed 'by the fine movie
of one of this author’s works shown
at the Strand last week. "Hta Hour,”
with John Gilbert and Aileen Pringle
in. the featured roles. An exceeding
ly colorful story.—and 1 don’t mean
colorful in the sense that these as
kance-people think of anything from
Elinor Glyn’s pen, but colorful from
the standpoint of r>h settings, gor
geous trappings, a farinating mov
ing story', an unusually well chosen
plot and the vivid acting of John
Gilbert as Prince Gritzko. Noarly all
the story was laid in Russia which
gave ample opportunity for color
31 r. Lowell, who substituted for Mr.
O’Hara last week, played credit; b’y
at all the performances, but I wished
that iMr. O’Hara could have played
for this particular picture. There is
such fine Russian music, and there
wae such a call for it in this movie,
that Mr. O’Hara would have known
just what was needed. I think es
pecially <if the New Year’s party,
-wfien a gathering of gypsy musicmakers was brought in to amuse
Gritzko’e gu<*ts—the weird music
one just knew they were playing,
accompanied by rhythmical hand
clapping and singing, and then the
wild gypsy dancers.
•
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Barge Rockville began loading last
Saturday morning.
William Stinshi. formerly of No. 2
kiln, is now employed at the gas
kiine.
Mervyn
Flanders and
Ernest
Grover are ''tilling in” on tlie masons’
crow.
Sam Salina lias given up the coal
wheeler’s Job. WiHard Sanborn is
now on in his place.
Foreman Ralfili Grose is making
•■xtensive improvements to his resi
dence on Spruce street.
Kiln 1 is being repaired and No.
2 filled out for repairs last week.
Seven kilns are now in operation.
Frank TLmpono went to Boston
last Thursday, to superintend the
disposal of a shipment of olive oil
consigned to him from Italy. He will
return this week.
Secondino Ferrero, who went to
Massachusetts the first of this
month, has Obtained employment
and will remain there until fall, when
he intends to return to Italy.
Tony Gustin is out with arm in
jury, received while loading limo on
a flat car. A skid slipped, throwing
the barrel of lime lie was handling
against another barrel, catching his
arm and hand between the two.
Production for the past two weeks
was: April 18: No, 2. filled out. 651:
3. 859ij; 5. 1000%; 6, 805%; 7.912; 8.
Slip a packet inyour pocket
1150%; 9, 816; 10. 909. April 25: No.
when
you go home toni^Sit.
3, 840; 5. 957; 6, 993; 7, 1041; 8, 1164;
9. 990; 10, 1009%.
The tops of the “old Aehorn” and
“middle Gregory” kilns arc being reGive the youngsters fh’s wholesome,
fnoved. so that the new roof exten
sion for tills part of the shed, which
longlasting sweet for pkascre & benefit
will extend to the main wall, will
Use
it yomseif after
when
have no .breaks and be made perfect
ly tight for storage .purposeswork drags. Its a great little freshener/
It was too bad some one shouldn’t
have pulled in a barrel or two more
lime for the week ending A.|iril 25.
for that would have made the aver
age production per kiln an even 1,000
instead of 999%. For the week of
April 18 the average was 926%. No.
8 was the highest for the two weeks,
having 1150% and 1164.
After more or less backing and
filling, regular kiln crrws have been
announced as follows: No. 1. Steve
Daniels, Frank Leo. Sam Timpone;
No. 2, Gaspare Aceardi. William
Haines. Steve Riggio' No. 3. Eu
gene Perry. Flank .Sanprono, Louis
Faucheux; No. 4, Albert Brackett.
THE FLAVOR ✓
Lorenzo Stanley; No. 5, Daniel
Berry. Dominic Cuceeneillo,
Eph
After Every Meal
Lothrop; No. 6. Charlie Liuzxa. Jake
FI
Lombardo, Patsy Lombardo; No. 7.
John J'helps. Antone Delmonlco,
Marian Yvanskl; No. 8, Charlie
Smith. Stanley Frankowlski, John
Cavcrson; No. 9. John Kowalski. Joe
forts of our representative In the
RAZORVILLE
Lagrasse. Morse Hallowell; No. 10,
Legislature she was granted a State
Mrs. Carrie Clark visited Mrs. pension < f $15 a month.
George Merrithew. William McKen
zie, Joseph Vasso; .No. 11, James C. Edith A. Overlock Thursday, and in
Larrabee, Tony Mogila. Tony Gustin. this way celebrated her birthday.
It is true that breaking the Law
Itoad Commissioner W. W. Light
Lime Rock Railroad
has become a sport for some who
John Buttomer, night man at the is making some much needed re were previously lay abiding, hut it
round house, has a three months' pairs in this section of the town.
is eon illy true that many more have
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hibbert and become law abiding who were not
leave of absence, during which he
will recuperate and Test up. He hae daughter who have been very ill with prone to be., so before the days of
been on the job since 1914. working the prevailing epidemic, are better. Prohibition- I. IL Edgerton, presi
Mrs. Julia Gillipsie of Middltown, dent Lebanon Woolen Mills.
12 hours a day. seven days a week,
and he feels that a little rest is duo Conn., is spending a few days witli
her sister, Mrs. Ralph llihbert who
himWhen tlie old four-spot comes is seriously ill.
from the repair shop it will be as a
Mrs. A. E. Ingalls who has bet n
thoroughly uip-to-datc locomotive. spendim the winter with* he»* sister
Besides receiving general repairs, it in Boston, has been home for a short
is to be equipped with the Westing- stay selling some of her household
house *a;r brake, which is being in goods leturned to Boston last week.
stalled under the direction of Mr.
R. C. Moores who has been spend
Insist on Having
Ives, an expert air brake man from ing the winter in Augusta has, re
Lhe Boston department of the West turned home.
inghouse Air Brake Company.
Dr. and Mrs. II. If. I’lumer of Union
Hydrate Mills
and grandc hild of South Pol l la ml
John Anderson and James Lindsey called at W. E. Overlock’s Wednes
day.
are working as spare men.
Ha rvev Moores has moved here
Maynard Young, formerly clerk in
from Augusta and will drive the
the store, has joined a mill crew.
Car shipments for April will cs- stage from AValdolwiro to Liberty
tablii li a new higli record for the through Washington, the next con
tract.
mills.
The many friends of Mrs. Emily
Percy Stanley has returned to
AT YOUR DEALERS
work after being away since last Grotton, formerly of this place, will
be glad to learn that through the ef
fall.
Saturday night and Sunday opera
tion have been had the past two
weeks to keep up with orders.
Alvah Spear is receiving instruc
tion In operating the bag wowing ma
chine. ur.der the tutelage of Fore
man Knights.
Su.pt. Wade resumed duty Monday
morning after an absence of nearly
three weeks, the result of an attack
of the prevailing cold epidemic.
Charlie Wade is reported as mak
ing a good recovery from his recent
serious illness resulting from a
gri'iqie cold. He is up and about the
J
house. He has been out since March
28.

Sealed

LASTS /

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

Save Your Hands
banish

[

dish-washing
slavery

By Products

The board flooring of the Rockport
kiln trestle is being removed and
two-inch plank put in its place.
Barge Rockville made u clean-up
at the Point shed last Friday by
loading 924 barrels selected, anil fin
ished at the Gregory.
Capt Sam Peterson has taken
command of the Ibarge Rockville.
Capt Don ItoiWilne the former com
mander is going to the Jersey coast
to engage In the scallop industry.
The company's group insurance
cheek for $1,000, on account ot the
death of Ralph W. Dolhum. was re
ceived liy the Safety department
from the Portland office of the in
surance company within 36 hours
from title time of death. •
The condition of Lanscom Miller,
driver of the International truck, is
reported as Improving. He has been
seriously Hl with rheumatic fever at
his home on Gurdy street.
Joe
Wn.lker in substituting for him on
the truck.
Harry Slader of the gas kilns re
ceived a painful Injury .Monday of
last week, while 'barring down kiln.
A .mass of lime fell inside the kiln,
striking end of bar. causing it to fly
upward at holding end, striking him
In the noee and tearing away the
cartilage.
Andrew Larsen returned to the
Wa.lsh crob (Monday. He has been
at the Snow yard recently since the
lay-off last fall. George Norwood
of Union is a new man in the crew.
He qualifies as a painter, pa.|»er
hanger, carpenter and general utility
man. Harry Ripley, who has been
out with head injury received while
removing trestle, Is back on the job.

An excellent Pearl Tapioca is now
put up In one pound packages under
Three Crow Trade Mark Brand—
adVt. ,

NLY a housewife knows the
back-breaking task of running
from stove to sink with a heavy
tea-kettle and then have only half
enough hot water for dishwashing.
Likewise, no one but a housewife
can knowhowlukewarm and greasy
water ruins both the hands and the
temper.

O

WitliaPcrfcction Kerosene Water Heater,
you can have an ample supply of hot water
for any purpose,enough for washing dish
es in 10 minutes, for a bath in 30 minutes.

Every onner ofa home ■without gas should
investigate this new convenience—all the
dependability of a gas •water heater, but
burning the clean and economical Socony
Kerosene.

PERFECTION
Kerosene Water Heaters

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

THOMASTON
A trip for fun tourists, May 12.
All can stop at the Baptist church at
7.30 where the Beta Alpha will en
tertain with a farce. Music by Blue
and White Orchestra and action song.
All aboard.
>
Mr. Durrell went to Farmington
Saturday.
Miss Susie Hahn of Warren was
the guest of Miss Mary Bice -Sunday.
The Thomaston High School base
ball nine, with a strong force of loyal
fans, made the trip to Vinalhaven
Saturday and played
their first
league game of the season. Score—
Thomaston 21, Vinalhaven 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts and
children of Belmont who have been
in town a few days returned to their
home Monday.
Mrs. John Sinex of Philadelphia is
in town setting her house in order
for Occupying for the summer.
Mrs. Leslie Turner (Hattie Rol
lins) and children of Lowell have
been here for a few’ days.
Mrs. Marilla Rollins has returned
from a winter’s stay in Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. Elmer E. Studley is better af
ter her sickness. Miss Helen Stud*
ley has been added to the list of
sick ones.
Samuel Reed is unfortunate in be
ing laid aside by sickness so soon
after starting in on a summer’s job.
Mrs. Lucy Tobey arrived by auto
mobile Saturday from Boston. Mrs.
Tobey will l»e in town but a short
time now hut will return in about
three weeks for the summer. While
here she will supervise the opening
of the Allen home.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday Af
ternoon with >lisa Margaret Cran
don, Knox street.
This Tuesday evening at the Con
gregational church Rev. J. W. Strout
will deliver his lecture on "TJie New
Poetry."
Lawrence H. Dunn and family are
motoring to Portland today - for a
brief stay.
Miss Jennie Wilson is at her home
in Waldolioro for a few days' visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of
Avon, Mass., and Mrs. Ernest Jones
of Rockland called ufon Mrs. Lucy
Tobey Monday.
Remember the Senior Class dance
at the Andrews Gymnasium Wednes
day. Good music and a nice com
pany. The class solicit your pat
ronage.
Donald Hanley Is down from Xev.
York for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Marian Haskell have
returneu from J’ortland.
The World Wide Guild entertained
themselves at a supper in the Bap
tist vestry Munday.
C. A. Morse & Son have adopted
daylight saving time.
The Parent-Teacher association
will hold a public supper in the
gymnasium May 11 at 6.30, Mrs.
Matie Spaulding chairman. An oldfashioned dancing party will follow
the supper in charge of Mrs. Ruby
Peabody, Mrs. Mabel Creighton and
Mrs. Ruth Brackett. No admission
will he charged for the dance but a
small fee collected from those woo
dance. The list of housekeepers in
cludes: Mrs. Miguvie WO wo tv, Mrs.
Ella Stackpole. Mrs. Emma Hodg
kins. Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn, Mrs.
Grate Collamore, Mrs. Minnie Sewbert, Mrs. Maude Grafton. Mrs. Olive
Brazier, Mrs. Edith Averill, Mrs.
Lilia Elliot. Mrs. Amy Tripp, Mrs.
Martha Keller, Mrs. Dora Roliinso’i,
Mrs. Oliver Hahn, Mrs. Winnifred
Slader. Mrs. Cora Knight. Mrs. Olive
Sturtevant, Mrs.
Kate Crawford
Mrs. Mae Libby, Mrs. Irma Cook and
Mrs. Katherine 'Stackpole.
Mrs. Harold L. Stetson of Elm
street was greatly surprised Satur
day when several of her friends called
to help celebrate her birthday. Mrs.
Stetson received two very^ pretty
May baskets, one containing 30 gifts
including a check, the other a cake
with candles and pretty decoration
the hand work of her sister, Mrs.
Janies I.. Curtis of Rockland. There
were also gifts of fruit and flowers.
I.obstei stew. Ice cream, cake, punch
and candy were enjoyed. The affair
was made complete by the presence
of Mrs. Stetson's mother. Mrs. Cora
B. Curtis of Detroit, who Is with her
for an indefinite stay.
Lewis Johnson has gone to New
York to Join the Yacht Sonnlca.
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss
Lucy Skinner have returned from a
winter's sojourn in Florida.
Mrs. Fred Lowell was taken to the
Knox Hospital yesterday for exami
nation.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
Episcopal churdh will meet at the
home of Miss Ed'ith Lenfest Wednes
day evening at 7 o’clock. As this is
the annual meeting and calls for re
ports, election of oiftcers and plans
for the coming year, a good attend
ance is required.
There will he a dandelion suppe
served at the Methodist vestty Mon
day evening at G o’clock.

Don't forget the May t.all given
by tlte T. H. S. Seniors Wednesday
night. May 6. in the gymnasium.
Confetti will be among the attrac
tions and good music is promised
Students and balcony seats, 25 cents
others 35 cents.
54-It
If you want to see a great picture
of tbc high seas, together with a 2reel comedy and Pathe Fables, come
to Watts hall, Thomaston Ttiesdi...'
night.—adv,
53-54

Burnt
It Is not the men of letters who
have handled Burns with the surest
touch. Men to whom letters mean
little or nothing are quicker to un
derstand him.
The fact Is that
Burns Is everymun. . . . This
wonderful Instinct for truth and
frankness is the secret of his
genius and of Ids style. Perhaps
It Is the secret of all great style.
. No sermon worth so much
as a tallow dip has ever been
preached on the life of Burns, but
the mere story of his life Is an en
thralling drama. ... It Is true
that at KHIsland and Dumfries he
wrote not a few of his finest songs,
and that “Tam o’ Shanter,” In muny
waya the strongest and niaturest
of all his works, belongs to ids
closing years. ... In “Turn o’
Shunter.” especially, he surpasses
himself; no masterpiece of narra
tive so concise, so various, so tell
ing Is to be founfl eveu in Chau
cer
Is It not a strtnge thing that
the king of poetic story-tellers told
only one story?—Sir Walter lta-

GLENWOOD GAS

n Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE.

AdveUlwwents In this column not to exMrs. Lillian M. Patten of Belfast
cred Hirer lines Inserted once for 25 rents, •
closed her dance classes in Camden
3
times far 50 reals.
Additional lines 5 I
AND COAL .
AUTCHE5S
Wednesday evening after a most suc
rents each for one time, 16 rents for three
times
Hix words make a line.
cessful season with a dancing party
TrquSE^
GOLD MEDAL
in K. of P. hall which had a large at
—At—
tendance of Camden dancer* as well
Lost
and
Found
RANGE
Tenant
’
s
Haibor,
Maine
as many front Belfast who drove
IO1* i Button: 5132 * Rip
L08T— Mamailr rtiami, 31d degree with
down for the occasion. Marty beau
Address
Owner:
This wonderful range take*
Shrine emblem
Reward. J. F. BI'RGESS.
tiful gowns were worn and Dean's
very little room in the kitchen.
391 Main street.
54*56
five-piece orchestra furnished music.
A. W. MONT
It is a perfect coal range and
LOST—tSanali Wack pocketbook contain
Tlte exhibition dancing by members
ing
sunt
<Ff
money
M
J.
FLEMING.
Gen.
a gas range of every up-to20 Auburn Road
of Mrs. Puttee's junior classes in
Del. City,
________________ MHt
2ate feature.
0
Belfast and Camden were enthusi
WEST
HARTFORD, CONN.
LOST
—
Black
leather
hag
in
Rcotfa
Tea
lenwoot^ Club Plln of Pay
astically encored. The Dutch dance
Store
Reward
MRS. WILLIAM CREIGH
53-58
ments
ton, SI New County Road.
Tel. 633-6
by Marian ('aider and Dorothy Kim
33*.V>
ball was too ctrte for words and Deris
Terms only $1.00 weekly
Wanted
FOUN*—Mana blryclf.
Apply Io Mlt.4.
Heald and Naomi Dean in Plerette
BCHKE. .4 Donahue Court.
Tel. 99T W.
WANTED—At once, waitress at OKAY
and Pierrot were particularly good. A
53-55 GULL
CAPE, Littlerock street
54-56
special solo dance was rendered by
GLENWOOD SINGLE
Call
FOUNO -Rubber Boot--man’s size.
WANTED—Girl or woman to care for three
Miss Gretchen Fletcher of Belfast,
51
53
}R
GAZETTE
office.
at OOl'Rl
children day times.
Call at 30 UNION
PIPE FURNACE
who graciously responded to repeat
STREET, after 6 o’clock.
54*56
ed encores. Mrs. Pattee and Eu
WANTED—Table girl at XARKAGAftBOTT
Eggs
and
Chicks
gene Hammond did the Tango and
HOTEL.
54-tf
Hundreds of homes in Knox
were most pleasing. “The Vaudeville
BABY CHIX -WylHe’s S. C. Reds, trapWANTED—Middle aged jor elderly people
County are heated by this
Girls," Eileen Fernald and Clara
nested.
State accredited for white diar to board
For particulars address MRS. K.
rhoea
After May 15th. price 18cts each, F. COOK. Spruce Head, Maine
54*56
Hammons of Belfast, in their attrac
furnace.
postpaid.
F. H. WYLLLK. Thomaston. Rt. 1
tive red and white cosrtumes, re
WANTED—Knights
Templar
uniform,
Tel 199 6_________ _______________ 52-tf
»«.
Most reports claim a sevensponded to repeated encores. Doris
ACCREDITED S. C. R. I. RED CHICKS for please notify JAMES F. CARVER, Tel
54*56
Heald, Camden's talented little danc
sale May 16th. 20th. 26th, 30th. at $20 per
room house uses only
100
FOSTKR-D. JAIMESON, Waldoboro.
WANTED—Two first-class American bar
er, was most cordially received as is
Me.
52-57 bers (none other). Salary and commission. ,
usual and was very sweet In a dainty
New
shop and fixtures.
A. L. ROGERS,
DECOY DUCKS ANO EGfiS for hatching Rockland.
costume of pink. The floor manager
53-55
J M. BARTLETT, South Thotttaatun. Tel.
4 Tons of Coal
was Joseph A. Brewster, assisted by
WANTED-To buy or charter 30-ft Ash
387-4.
«8>f
Eugene Hammond. .Emmerton Gross,
ing sloop. Friendship type
C. F. BROWN,
for a winter’s heating
North Haven, Me._______ ___________ i 53-55
Charles Swift and Beymore White.
VST because you give your trousers long hard
WANTED
—
Experienced
table
girl.
Per
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
Miss Stella Caldwell of Portland Is
wear, you don’t have to sacrifice style.
manent.
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston
the guest of Mrs. Chester Richardson.
52-tf
IF YOU hare a cottajte to let or desire
We Have a Special
The cast of "Kathleen," which the
Choose the materia) you want in your size of
summer boarders, advertise the fact In this
WANTED—Row boat.
Large size suit
American Legion will present in the
paper where thousands will read of It_____
Dutchess Trousers—put them on and take a look
able for outboard motor.
CHARLES T.
Opera
House
May
7
and
8,
is
round

SMALLEY.
417
Main
Rt.
Tel. 128
52*51
Summer
Proposition
TO
LET
—
Cottage
at
Crescent
Beach
for
at yourself. Smart? You'll say so
ing into shape, and from reports
the moaih of August. Apply to C. A ROSE
WANTED—Woman housekeeper for two
And will they wear? Well, for thirty years every
CO
.
Rockland.
Maine.
50-tf
Camden will see one of the finest
Idle aged men. Would not object to child.
Come in and let our expert,
home talent plays ever presented here.
TO LET—Summer cottage on shore of Pen Address HOUSEKEEPER care Courier-Ga
pair of Dutchess Trousers lias borne a warranty
zette.
32*il
obscot Bay. 6 roonrs, electric lights, city wa
One number that will be a great hit
label, guaranteeing the payment of
Mr. Achorn, talk it over with
ter. 5 mIfitites to electric cars, swimming,
WANTED—Established teal estate and In
is a specialty "Deduction." sung by
boating, ttshlfig, view of mountain and sea surance buatprss.
Would consider taking
you
Lem, "Carney" Anderson, Arabella.
combined. $250 for season. G. A. TARK, part Interest with middle aged man. Best of
“10c a Button; $1.00 a Rip”
Box 215,
Rockland, Maine.
SO-tf
15, lock
Ijza Martz." and Hans Swindler,
references and business ability.
Age 24.
Al" Beverage. It is a trio comedy
F0S ■5xrr
SALE—Boutte at Atlantic. (Swan's Address S C. care The Courier-Gazette52*60
BY make good on this warranty. The manufac
Island. a rontTLs. oak finish, well built *, ttlzhtly
number and the Legion will guar
location dps* by shore
Carafe and out
WANTED—Second hand disc harrow, must
turers stand back of us. So you can give a pretty
antee that you will first smile, then
buildings, water in house.
Arre and halt he In fair condition
FRANK BLACKJNGlaugh and then when Hans starts to
fair guess as to whether Dutl-hess Trousers are
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At TON, P. O Box 256. Rockport. Me.
47 tf
tell his troubles, end in a roar. The
bargain.
Address DR I. B. GAGE. At
finely made, as vfl ll as being cut on the latest lines.
co.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
tantlc, Mt________________ __ 57M
comedy ability of “Al" Beverage is
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
For work, for dress, for play we have your size
ROCKLAND —
FOR SALE—Camp all furnished near Lily JOflN R. RANLETT, Rockville, Me.
well known in Camden and as Hans
42 M
Pond.
0#uld hare use of land for garden.
and your style. Dutchess Trousers are fashionable,
Swindler provides much of the com
WANTED—Kitchen girl at the WINDSOR
If wantnA
FRED C. ROBINSON. I'nlor.
edy of the play. The reserved seat
long wearing and the price is right.
HOUSE. Myrtle St
40 If
91. RoeMibrt.
43
We wiU take your old range in trade
chart opened Monday evening and It
WANTED—Will all persons having in their
SUMMER BOARDERS Accommodations for
Every furnace is completely installed
is suggested that every one have
possession pieces of ghe Inside finish of the
eight, fine shore privilege In Cushln.
their seats 'exchanged before Thurs
Maine. Address FAfERY B BART. Thomss- Knox Mansion—mourning, cornice, pilasters,
HASKELL & CORTHELL
ton. Me
40 If etc, or any «her details of finish—kindly
day or Friday.
communicate with the SCERETARY GENMrs. Katherine B. Gleason, wife a very handsome sterling silver bar family of Camden were guests of
KNOX CHAPTER, D A. R., Thomaston. Me
CAMDEN, MAINE
Miscellaneous
of George E. Gleason, died Sunday pin set with sapphires, gifts which Mr. and Mrs.' Everett E. F. Libby
It Is desired to examine these details with
yiew to the architect's exact reproduction of
evening at iter home, 34 Rawson av were greatly appreciated by Mrs. Siinda v.
CASH RAID for old stamp collections, old them in the proposed Knox Memorial 40tf
Mrs. Sue Orheton entertains the stamps
enue. The deceased was born In Libby.
Especially old envelopes or letters
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell of Nitsumsi.sum Club this evening at with stamp attached E. W. GOULD, 24
Camden August 23 1872. Besides het
School
street,
Rockland.
54*59
For Sale
Simonton
and
Mrs.
Annie
Deane
mo

her
home
in
West
Rockport
at
e
husltand she is survived by a daugh
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING and plcot
ter Doris, now Mrs. Earl Dyer. Fu tored to Bangor Sunday where the..* picni^ slipper.
FOR SALE—7 room house; fire place,
edge; also fancy work Mrs. JOSKTH NAS
neral services will be held Wednes were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. 11
piazza, city water, large bam. S hen peas..
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman of SAR. 12 Edwards St
.52*57 % acre land- near town at 72 Beechwood*
day at 2 p. m. Sympathy is extend Walmsley.
Rockland and Mr. nnd Mrs. Edwin
9l Airily at 70 BREl'HWOODS St., ThontAWNING8
MA0E
TO
ORDER,
prices
right,
ed to her family who have been
Misses Ethel and Liny Quinn of Storms motored to Belfast Sunday.- truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains, arton
54*Co
faithful during her long suffering.
Rockland Highlands were guests
flags,
boat
coverings
and
awnings
a
special

FOR BALE—Trawl boat, without engine, 24
IL L. Ames and son Kenneth who
ty. ROCKLAND XWXIXG CO.. F 0 Box feet long, .7 feet wide. In first class condi
Funeral services of Albert F. Rich Sunday of Mrs. L. W. Aines.
were weekend guests at I). A. Whit
tf
tion. Inquire of CBARLES A. MYSTltOai. 5 .
were held Sunday at the residence
■Mrs. Minnie Piper will open a more’s have returned to Vinalhaven 411. RockUnd. Maine.
Winter street place, Rockland.
54*56
I AM RRCRARED TO DO BUILOING or re
93 Chestnut street. Rev. E. M. Hol store in her building on Main street accompanied by Mrs. Ames who has
modelling or ail kinds W A. RIPLEY, car
FOR SALE—No 1 hemlock shingles (4
man conducted the services and in Thursday to be known as “Tlte been sitending a week In town.
penter and builder. Tel. 594 -W. Rockland
per M. htpilre of Rn>VEY HI-WES. Stick
terment was at North Searsmont.
Minerva Shop,” and will carry a line
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS ney Comet. Maine. Tel 6-5 Washington
The "Friendship dub” of Camden
Saturday
afternoon
the
steam

of
percales,
ginghams,
hosiery
an
J
54-59
CITIZENS
promptly. Go anywhere.
C. O HAR
was recently entertained at the home done
roller broke through a small por underweaj.
ADEN.
Tel. r56 -M or 629-J.
1 tf
FOR BALE—Store Counter, sycamore pan
of
Mrs.
-Horace
Coombs.
Summer
ATTENTION!
tion of the Washington street bridge
Rev. John A. Swetnam of Bath
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edg< elled, l‘> Urge drawers: In fine cundlthn;
at a bargain KXICHT BROS MARKET
PHYLLIS jTOL
and was extracted with difficulty as preached at the Baptist church Sun street. The evening was pleoaantl; eoyefed buttons, plaiting
54*59
We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
the left roller was quite securely day morning and evening very ac spent with sewing and the radio. MAN MORSE. 359 Malo St. Tel. 868 M
1
tf
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood. Dry 1
wedged. The town certainly needs ceptably and a unanimous call was Ilefreshments were served.
led.
814
MIKKO
UIFQiAX.
R
F
D
Rot
you. Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
LADIES—^Reliable stock of- hair goods at land. Tel 263-11.
A fine sea picture Wednesday "On
a new bridge at this location and ev extended him to the pastorate of the
54*S!
Rockland-flair Btore,'33$. Main St
Mail
High Seas." htsshles a -two-reel com the
erybody
should
be
a
booster.
church.
At
the
morning
service
orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES
FOR SALE—et.w WILLIAM E. WHIT
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at
edy
and
a
I
’
athe
Flables.
»
l-tf NEY. Rockport, Maine.
Harr/ K. Wolcott and Miss Flora solos were pleasingly rendered by
54*56
Minerva's Shop will open Thurs
M. Huntley of Melvin Heights
Miss Avis Cox and Mr. S wet nan).
ORDER YOUR STRAWBERRY. RHUBARB
FOR SALE—Well rotted manure tor your
253 Camden Street, Rockland
married last week by Rev. H. ^J.
Mrs. Burleigh Feyler of Somer day. a dainty, ^vell stocked store of and horse radish plants now. ' (iLENCOVE garden. 82.mi per load delivered. EAALK
NURSERIES. R. D., Rock
COXAVT Rocklend Tel 95S-R.
54*56
Holt. Camden friends wish them ill ville, Mass., who has been the guest ladies' and men’s furnishings, dry STRAU-BERRY
land
45-tf
■ THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
good will and hope they will enjoy of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ebon and fancy gopds and notions, located
100 ACRES ON ARM OF OCEAN FOR
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING.
For BOARDERS. SUMMER HOME—Or money
Crockett for a few days, spent in Iffper block just as you cross the such
making this their future home.
“SILSBY’S”
work phone 349-M or call at 16 Pleasant making farm; splendid 12-roont while house,
Hervey Alien of Portland was a Sunday with relatives in Thomaston. bridge in Rockport. Call in and see street, Rockland C. C JOHNSTON. 45*.'»6 big pitzza, ntnning water, bath, etc; 4X
399 MAIN STREET.........................................ROCKLAND, ME.
visitor in town yesterday. Mr. Allen
Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Doucett and the neat stock nnd pleasing prices.
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. foot stable, 28 fool garage; on good rwad,.
54tf
was also arranging insurance on
Painting and paper lunging, ceilings whitened near church and store; lot ot wood, valuable
Tel. 534-3.
L. C. F1KLDB. 19 McLOUD ST. timber, atondance or fruit. To settle affairs
the Masonic block after the recent
39 if now 82810 lakes It. Good farm, delightful
snmnwr home--.harming Inland ara resort.
fire.
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of HARVEY It. PEASE, Wiscasset, Mai"" .
NORTH HAVEN
All Masons should remember the
WARREN
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tr
34-35
North Haven Grange held Its reg regular Masonic Assembly Thursday
Mr* and Mrs. Newell Eugley mo
FOR SALE—8-rooaa aouae; hot water b«*t,
tored to Waldoboro Sunday and ular meeting Saturday evening with evening.
cement cellar; modern Improvements; iarn
To Let
C. F. Miller is erecting a new ga
called on their aunt, Mrs. Lizzie a good attendance. The program
garfiea. New grocery bnafnOaa well stocked
M. G. C.UKNKY. 3 Park 8t.. Camden.
37-(f
Levensaler.
was interesting and instructive, es rage at his residence on Cross street.
TO LET—Tenement of 5 rooms at 41 LimeMary Haskell is spending a few pecially the question "What About
A group of Camden men visited
rock strtet
DR BARTLETT. Tel 982
FOR
SALE
—
Double
tenement
bouae
At
I
People always admire well kept property. It s
days as/guest of her niece, Mrs. For- Primary Law and its Operation. Does at inspection of Eureka Lodge in
54-54
Lisle St. Apply to SIIB. V B. SANBORN
8
“
Pleasant
St.
Tel.
903-W'
Fest Spear.
It Insure Gleaner Politics and the Tenant's Harbor last Thursday even
TO LET—^Furnished front room; bath and
a sign of thrift.
Hazel Copeland is spending a few nomination of better men?” opened ing while another group visited
heut.
16 PLEASANT STREET.
53*tf
FOR BALE—No W. F«dw-»1 Kidlo Svt. lnWfl A -fc B batteries. ch*rges for
days as guest of her mother.
by -Past Master H. T. Crockett, fol Searsm tnt Istdge on Saturday even
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light rlttdlng
both
|45
Loud speaker, all absolutely
housekeeping; electric lights
E. N. SYL- guaranteed
Jeruel Hart, Alice Gordon and Car- lowed by Isa Beverage, Worthy ing when work was carried on in the
Would a coat or two of paint improve the ap
as good as new
Including four
•\rE8TER, 23 Cedar Street. Tel. 804 .1.
roll Copeland motored to Rockland Master V. L. Beverage, L. C. Foss, new Masonic hall.
tubes
*11
for
8300
H 51. BOWES, Union.
53*55
pearance
of
your
home?
We
recommend
and
sell*
Saturday.
.52*54
Julia Beverage and Lloyd Crockett.
Mrs. Lockhart and son-in-law
TO LET—Furnished room, modern improve
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis and One application for membership was Walter Klntber were at the Lockhart
FOR SALE—tlrafanols. Divan. Corner
ments. also garage 5 UNION STREET, op Piece.
PRINCE
DERBY
PAINT.
It
has
great
covering
Call for MRS PERRY 134 M.
Ella Davis were in Rockland Satur received.
cottage, Lake Megunttcook. over Ate
posite Depot.
53-53
53*55
day.
Mrs. II. T. Crockett, who spent a weekend
and wearing qualities; 24 good colors, also Wack
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms
BALE OR TO LET—Farm. Inquire of
Little Verna and Avard Robinson, week with her sister, Mrs. Knos E
Mrs.
Evelyn
Tewksbury
and
?-hath, electric lights.
Adults only. Ap S FOR
H. CBEICHTOX, Warren. Me
58*53
who have been ill wfth the grip lie Ingraham at Rockport returned home daughter Ruth are til with a slight
and white, good for outside or inside.
ply to LILLIAN BICKNELL. 19 Myrtle St
FOR SALE—Boat and trailer, juat the
53*53
cold are on the road to recovery.
Friday accompanied by her mother. attack of the grippe.
rig for fishing
TEL. 405-W
52-54
Mrs. John Teague was in Rock Mrs. Louise M. I’pham who will vis
TO LET—Furnished apartment. La Rosa.
Mr. White of Manchester, N. II
If you have an inside job you want to d«? in flat
FOR SALE—At once, complete household
Grove'St.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fttllerland Saturday.
it her for an indefinite time.
was the gueset of Mr. and Mrs. P.
Cobb DstIa52 54 furnishings, Inrludlng furniture and dishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice CunningMRS. MORRIS RUBENSTEIN, 9 WaJer St
paint, use KEYSTONA, 16 beautiful colors.
Miss Blanche Cushing was in G. Willey over Sunday.
TO LET OR FOR 8ALE—Newly recondi
hf«n motored to North Warren Sun Rockland Friday.
52-54
Stanley Frye has returned front
tioned
house
of
six
rooms
on
South
street,
day and called on .Mabel Crawford.
FOR SALE—Child's white Iron ertb com
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Mills spenl Idme Island wh$re he spent a week's
electric lights, garage
Apply to R K
For
the
floors
use
PRINCE
DERBY
FLOOR
Mrs. I. E. Starrett of the Middle a few days in Rockland last Week.
SNOW.
Tel 794t or 490.
52-tf plete with mstiress In excellent condition,
vacation.
Inquire at 236 RANKIN 9T , or rail 365-W.
road called on her daughter, Mrs.
TO LET—Tenement on Masonic fit ; ell
Philip Brown and Herbert Grant
i
PAINT,
1
0
colors.
It
looks
good
and
weftrs
good.
Sophocles T. Constantine has re
52-54
Ralph Spear Saturday.
modern
Improvements,
furnished
or
unfur

were In Rockland Friday on busi turned to Camden after spending
AALA—Two hone mower, anlky ploy
nished. Inquire at EFTTREDGE PHARMACY
Dennis Carroll has bought a Ford. ness.
the latter part of the winter in New
52; 54 and disc harrow, hay rake and dtiltirAtpr. t»
For ceilings and walls where you do not want
Niven C. Crawford spent Saturday
h
y reaaonable price for Ute lot
Miss Ethel Whitmore spent Fri York City.
TO LOT—Furnished room with bath.
L4 H L B0B8A. Friendship. Me.
52*5t
and Sunday at North Warren as day in Rockland.
Dr. Farron, J. L. Tewkslairy and
MASONIC ST
51-tr
to use wall paper or oil paint we do not know of
guest of his brother, Edwin Craw
r?"
b,rber ehstr, white
•North Haven Grange will hold an Harold Ames are among those at
TO
LET
—
Small
furnished
tenement.
L
F.
eelaln. lest her Upholstered ^i. gtutd ct
ford.
anything better than U-KAL-O, easy to apply and
entertainment and sociul at Crock tending Grand Lodge in Portland
CHASE 45 Middle $t. Tel. «65-2.
51-tf ‘>?n: l>rl£« W# tar qukfsaJ
blquli
Little Charles Y. Throne has been ett's hall Friday evening.
MTTBEDQE PHARMACY.
52this week.
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
194
North
Main
St.,
ill with a bad cold.
inexpensive. Mix with cold water; 18 colors,
all modern confenlencea. F. L. HAVENER.
Many people were attracted by the
F°R 'SALE—All kinds or wood detlvefi
A Chevrolet touring car was de
Tel 792-R.
146 tf jnywhere. gjso lumber.
T J. CASftOLl
fire sales Saturday conducted by
WHAT A GRANGER SAW
also white.
livered the latter part of last week
Thomaston. B. F D.
Tel. 263-21 Roeklan
TO LET—May 1st. 2 rooms, kltchenet'e
kltctiei
Boynton's pharmacy and Achorn'a
to Clarence Spear and a Hudson
and hath. Apply at CUTLER-COOK CO
47dry goods store.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette—
46-tf
coach to Mrs. Courtney Hastings.
FOR BALE—All kinds of real estate—FIi
For
Hardwood
FI
oots, Furniture and all interior
P.
G.
Willey
is
rebuilding
At the Knox Pomona Grange meet
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence French
TO LET—Room for light
__ housekeeping, hays in Thomaston and Warien. For pa
modern conrenlencea Xppty at 12
ELM1ST. liculars call DR. A. PEABODY. Tel 36
--------and children of West Warren were Ing h»ld in Warren Saturday there stables and storehouse on the
woodwork use the new Wonder Finish DEGRAH.
<Vifew
street
property.
\
________________________________ «blf Tbomgaton.
Sunday guests of Mrs. C. L. French. were two or three unusual iiappenS. G. Ritterbush has bought a Naan
RftR BALE—In Thomaston
The Mts.
TO LET—Furnished room.
DR REUTER,
A collision between a horse drawn ings that seem worthy of mention.
38 Summer St
37-tf r' r
Paint the auto with MURPHY’S DACOTE.
0,1 rh,ker
vehicle with S. B. Watts, Clayton First we noticed a Grange sister, and Chevrolet through the Sea View
R U. COLLfXS. Real Estate
Agency, 3
Main street. Rockland.
Telephone 77?
Littlehale, Raymond Littlehale and Mrs. Mary It. Graves of West Rock Garage agency, Rockland.
Used
Cars
Boy Alien has resumed his position
Benjamin Harding, Jr., as passen port, who says she is 90 years old,
.
•Al-E-^Xit flowers, hardy pla
gers and*the Ford touring car owned and Miller Davis, who is 91. Both at Carleton Pascal's after a selge
IF ANYONE wants a 1920 Bulck 6 Coupe
,IUes'
’iw*' p>|i<
in Al cotidltion. ready for summer, for
and driven by Allen Cogan, Sat are active and attend Grange reg with the "flu."
$400. call at 246 LLUBROCK 8T.. or TEL
Everything Is in readiness for the
Free deUrery a
urday evening, at the corner by P. ularly. At the same meeting were
622-M.
52*54 shop ?a5".!X.toil“>’
^'LARK'S FLOV
408 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
D. Starrett’s store resulted in dam two Grange brothers who have each Rotary Club Charter Night to be
Is?
\St °PP°s»te Thorndike
NATIONAL TOURING CAR. 4 passenger; 5 lei,
Rockland
Tel.
1036-W.
3
age to both parties. In this case it rounded out a full half century of held this evening. All the comm"/•
new cortf tires. 2 new inner tubes, chains, etc
was the horse that was being reck Active Grange life—Augustus T. Clit tees have been faithfully workliififf
Car in perfect condition, bargain.
R. H • f®,J'MhE—StAAlay Boutte—Haa 16 rot
ANGEL, Rockland. JV1. 274-W
53 5se 2 baUt rooms, hot water heat and all mot
lessly driven rather than the car.
ford of "Bonny View Farm," Rock and with the crowd expected there
improvements; one of the best locations
C. R. Overlook has been building port, and .Rimes F. Woodsum, now should lie a real Rotarians' Get-To
FOR SAL£*~1 ton Ford truck, 1923 Ford
y
c,am coodUlon through
a cement walk for Almore D.. of Rockland, but who still owns a fine gether when the ladles enn assist.
Sedan with electric lights, starter, etc., hay, aStl'/nd
’^0^ 237 J' ” 8ra,N0mowing machine? disc harrow, spring tooth
Broad man.
farm ot more than 170 aqres In Nor
harrow, horse lioe, carts, hay rack, and
Albert Whitmore spent the week ridgewock. Somerset county. There
. E?* ,8**-E—Farm near Rockland, In
other farming tools. Also three cows. MRS.
KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR
'ROCKPORT
end fit his home at Monument were also present three G. A. R. vet
L
HENRY CLOSSON, Head-of-the-Bay. Tel. SilVL*!Ion' re»> money maker.
3«4-3
48
T-54
CHAgK,
43 Middle St.
Tel 665-2
square.
erans whose combined ages totaled
D. A. Whitmore was the guest of
A.number from Warren are plan 255 years. Miller Davis, 91. James
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace all
We are all set in our new store for our annual
House and % acre of land. 184 Camden
ning to attend the Associational F. Woodsum, S3 and F. 8. PhUbrlck relatives'in Owl’s Head Sunday.
Rockland; 5\4 acre field directly acr'oes
tMr.
and
Mrs.
W.
K.
Robbins
of
meeting at Tenant’s Harbor on SI.
Seed Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
Granger.
street front 186 Camden street tutr
Hope were resent guests of their
Thursday.
through to Waldo Avgnue. Nice hduse lot
giving us a call. We have all kinds of seeds in
both streets TEL 2S6 W, Rocktafid ; 22H
aunt Mrs. Nellie WllWtis.
‘•The Promise” is the theme for
THE APPLE MARKET
Camden.
Mrs.
B.
H.
Paul
has
been
confined
the 7 o’clock service at the Baptist
different varieties.
to iter home by illness for the post
church on Wednesday evening.
FOR BALE—To istUe an estate, set
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
used upright pianos, good condition. L
A Studehaker touring car has Holdinj Steady With Prices Un week.
We
give
regularly
until
CHASE,
45 Middle street Tel. <65-2
changed.
—
Potatoes
Slow,
Turnips
been delivered to Chester Spear.
Joseph F. Shepherd and daughter
Seed Potatoes.
'
Improving.
Final Alans have been made to or
Katharine motored from Winthrop,
further
notice
20
PER
All kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautiganize a Warren High School Alumni
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. 8. 1
Mass., Saturday accompanied by his
rolls, wide range of choice. While they
Boston, April 30.
CENT OFF the marked only
Association. A meeting will be hel l
mother Mrs. Ellen Shepherd who
fier. Our own mixture.
25 Crtits each V. F BTUDLEY
The tipple market hold* steady has been spending the winter with
in The chapel of the Congregational
Music Department.
Boxes
for
shipping
baby
chicks.
B-K,
the
best
selling
price
on
every
with
prices
unchanged
and
a
fairly
Church next Thursday at 7.30 o'clock
her daughter. Mrs. Minnie P. Shep
FOR RALE—Residence of
for the purpose of adopting a con good movement, particularly on the herd In Brookline, Mass.
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
article in our Itore, includ Charles K. Ball. Middle fit
better
quality
of
all
varieties.
Po

stitution and electing officers. Ev
Enos E. Ingraham is confined td
THUB
L. ORNK. 417 Main fit..
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death taweeds.
ery person who has ever attended the tatoes slow at prices. Turnips im his home by an injured knee, the re
ing Stoves.
SPECIAL
ORDERS
FILLED
ON
VERY
SHORT
NOTICE
school at any time is invited to be proving some in price.
suit of n fall.
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS, GIVE US A CALL.
Barrels
Boxos
present at this gathering.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bobbins of
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
3
50
to
4.50
1.
25
to
2.00
IDIdwkH, Xu 1 ....
Rockland
were
guests
of
Mr.
and
BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
Baldwins, Un class'd 2.50 to 3.50 75 to
Mrs.
Edgar
Smith
Bunday.
2.50
to
.3.50
Odd Varieties ..........
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.
spy i .................... 4.00 to 7 50
Mrs. Ellzalteth Libby was present
Starks ........................ ,3.00 to 00
ed
Friday
afternoon
with
u
lur,
Ben D.izh .................. 2 50 to 3 75
May basket filled with fruit by. het
.75 to 1.00
Potatoes, lun i i»s ...
L. MARCUS
former pupils of the 5th and fith
Turnips, 100 lbs... 1.00 to 1 50
NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.
TEL. 380
grades, who invited her to their room
ais-sfll MAIN ST.
TEL. 7«-J
PARK 8TREET,
Kingman & Hearty, Inc .
• ROCKLAND
for the occasion and also gave her
“The House Built on the
”r
MAY 10 TO 16

The Mont Homestead

TROUSERS that have
style and immortal wear

J

burpee

FURNITURE

OWNERS AND CARETAKERS
OF SOMMER COTTAGES

R U Proud of Your Home

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

-THE PAYSON COMPANY

8E JESIDS

20 PER CENT

STONINGTON

nil
Week

THE PAYSON COMPANY

FURNITURE

CO.

FREDS. MARCH

Cemetery Menoriab

.2

X
Every-Orher-Dlay

Social Circles
In sddttloa to personal notes ncordtnf de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social liaplenlngs, parties, musicals, etc. .\<tea sent
ij mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................................... 770

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 5, 1925.
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EDUCATIONAL CLUB

LADY KNOX BEAUTY SHOPPE

Mrs. Rich Again Chosen
President and Is Given a
Hand Bag.

Has been leased by

The Woman's Educational Club
rounded out the fifth year of its ex
istence Friday night, and the mem
bers showed their confidence in its
Thomas Hawken Is home from
management. by electing practically
the same board of officers. The wo
Austin, Texas, where he has spent
men who will guide the club’s af
another pleasant winter.
fairs the coming year are:
i
President—'Mrs. iMary iPerry Rich.
of this city who will take
Standish Perry attended the BowVice Presidents—-Miss Clara O.
doin-Colby game In Brunswick Sat
possession
Spalding. Mrs. Rebecca A. Ingraham
urday, and had the satisfaction of
and Mrs. Nettle E. Stewart.
seeing his alma mater emerge on top
Secretary—Mrs. Winnie O. Horton.
of the heap. Bowdoin' has not ha,l
Treasurer—'Miss Alice C. iHovey.
that satisfaction very often this sea
Auditor—Mrs. Anna Stevens.
son, but would feel amply repaid if
Mrs. Rich was in a very large
it could win the State championship.
measure responsible for the creation
of this organization, and In the five
Mrs. Cora Kittredge has returned
busy years of its career has worked
Miss Nutt is a Merton School graduate of consid
from a visit In New York and Bal
unceasingly for its betterment, and
timore.
has given unstintedly of her time
erable experience and will be glad to continue to
and ability. 'During all that period
A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven was
she has never been known to lose
serve
all
friends
and
patrons
in
her
new
estab*
n the city yesterday making the trip
her self-possession as nearly as she
to Rockland with his daughter. Mrs.
did on Friday night, when the mem
lishment,
299
Main
Street,
Rockland.
Tel.
780-R.
Charles Schofield and the grand
bers presented her with a traveling
children.
bag. Her words came gradually,
and showed that she was much af
Miss Martha P. Allen, who has
fected by this evidence of loyalty on
been spending the winter with Mrs,
the iiart of her associates.
Achorn, plndsey street, has opened
The other officials have also given
heh home 170 Rankin street for
the club splendid service, and their
the summer.
efforts, also are appreciated.
The annual meeting was prefaced
The E. F. A. Club will meet with
with a picnic supper, under the effi
cient chairmanship of Mrs, Ida
Mrs. S. J. Jenkins, Myrtle street,
Simmons. • Mrs. E. M. Lawrence
Wednesday afternoon.
gave a witty nnd entertaining tulk
on "How To het Along -With Diffi
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Jones, Jr.,
who have been making tlielr home in
cult People.”
Prof. Orren C. -Hormell’s discus
Rome, N. Y„ are now residing at Ik
sion of the Primary Law was listen
Union street, the former home of
Mrs.Tones, who was Joyce Uttleed to with close and eager attention
by the 89 members present. Mr.
hale. Mr. Jones is in the employ of
Hormell is professor of Government
the Consolidated Baking Co. Tile
at Bowdoin College, served with the
new arrangement is an especially
Army Educational Corps in France,
pleasing ohe to Mrs. Jones’ parents,
and Is the author of several import
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Littlehale.
ant works.
"It Is contended By some." said
The Harmony Club will meet Wed
Prof. Hormell, "that the direct pri
nesday evening. Supper will he
mary has closed Its door to nil but
served at 6.30 and all members who
Ihe ’self-seekers,’ and that there is
are unable to attend are asked to
danger that the
self-advertising
kindly notify Mrs. Geneva Huke,
demagogue will supplant the drafted
telephone 1-W.
statesman. On the other hand it is
suggested that one would have to
Miss Ruth Bisbee is making a
seek far into the annnls of Maine
hree weeks' visit among friends in
This Week Only we will make an especially at
polities under the convention sys
New York.
tem to find a public official who had
tractive proposition on the famous WESER piano.
not sought the place and built his
Mrs. .Ralph Smith of New Lon
Its name alone tells the story of its fine quality.
political fences in order to win the
don, Conn., is in the city, called by
nomination.
the Illness of Mr. Smith's mother,
Call and ask our easy terms
“The added cost to the candidate
Mrs. Susan Smith, Broad street.
under the direct primary has un
They will prove a pleasing surprise
doubtedly deterred, in a few in
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Witliam and
stances, excellent men of limited
daughter Jennie and Miss Nettie
means, from announcing their can
Clark of Nohlehoro were In the city
didacies for such positions as gov
■Sunday.
L. MARCUS, Proprietor
ernor and United States Senator.
587 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 333
Whether the same lack of means
Mrs. Lillian Judkins of 80 Holmes
would have prevented them from re
street had as guests Sunday he •
ceiving a majority of the pledged
father and brother, Smith Carnes
Rehearsals are being held for Mrs.
delegates in a contention is a mat
FORGED
BOK
’
S
NAME
nnd Arthur Carnes of Milford, N. II.
Jennie Harvey Percival’s dancing
ter upon which opinions differ.
The cost of the primary to the
recital which is to he given in the
Opportunity Class
will
meet
Arcade Friday evening. May la. Versatile New York Swindler State and municipalities of 2 to 3
Thursday evening at 7.30 with Mrs.
cents per capita will be considered
She has a most interesting group of
Lola Willis and Mrs. Bertha Spotfar.l
Gets Eight and' One-Half by no one as excessive. If the pri
hildren. including a kindergarten
at 76 Mechanic street.
mary is worth having it is worth
group of three-year olds, and an old
Years In Sing Sing.
while spending that amount upon
er group to present ’’My Lady’s dipp'
Mr. and Atrs. Charles Pana Gib
On the recommendation of Edward it.
son, who arrived last wee* from Eu dolr,” in which each of the children
The experience with the direct
represents some article of the toilet—
rope, are sitending a few days at
as well as many other solo parts an 1 W. Bok, editor, and founder of the primary in iMaine shows that the
their summer home, Seven Hundred
100,000 peace prize, who urged that people will not generally become in
Interpretive numbers.
Acre Island, before returning to New
Victor B. Hedman, a forger, be im terested In nominating men for
York. They have been guests in
prisoned
as a menace to society.'Hed- comparatively insignificant offices.
I. R. Cutler of Cutler & Cook is in
England of Mrs. Gibson’s sister, Ixi-’y
The’ direct primary, it appears,
man was sentenced to the maximum functions less successfully in the se
New Y'ork on business.
Astor.
term of eifht years and a half in lection of candidates for county po
Mrs. Mary Mendell arrived Sat
MY. and Mrs. Walter H. Spenr Sing Sing Friday. The punishment sitions than for -State and Federal
urday from Brooklyn, and is at her have arrived home from a delightful
positions."
Mummer home “Shoreland." Ingra- fortnight's trip wheih took them in came as a shock to the prisoner, who
The club’s financial affairs were
had
asked
to
he
put
on
proliation
afinm Hill, for the season.
to Virginia. They visited Atlantis tei pleading guilty and who had, at outlined in an interesting report by
the efficient treasurer, Miss Alice C.
pity, hut it wasn’t much of a day on
Mrs, E. F. C.lover will entertain the the "board walk" as a 60-mlie gale most, expected a light sentence.
Hovey.
Mr. Bok was one of Hedman'a vic
Charity Club at luncheon at 1 o’clock was blowing i^nd a niisty rain was
-Six new members were admitted—
Thursday at her home on Claremont falling. They were also out of luck tims. tint lie assured Judge Mancusco Mrs. Eunice Winslow, Mrs. James
that he was not influenced by that
street.
in Baltimore whither they had gone fact. It was Hedmans’ offense in H. Record, Miss INellle Sawyer, Mrs.
in the hope of seeing the derby rac swindling women who could not af Fred Ames, -Mrs. Cora Currier, and
Mrs. Myrtle Philbrook Is having a es. In Washington, D. Ci, they met
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore. There are
fortnight’s vacation from the Knox Waldo Gilchrest, who is designer for ford to lose their money which moved three names on the waitlpg list. The
hint to urge a prison sentence, he total membership is now in excess
Book Store.
leading concern which is sending wrote. Hedman, 30 years old, a lingu
of 300. The report of the secretary,
him abroad this summer. In Lake
Eliot Duncan, head of the commer hurst, N. J., they were guests of ist, and a musician, who says that he Mrs. Winnie 'Horton, who has work
cial department in Danvers, Mass., Lieut. (Dr.) Tyler W. Spear, Who is a graduate of Alexis University, in ed very devotedly for the club’s suc
Finland, was described by the court
High School, Is the guest of his fath is instructor tn dentistry there,
cess. shows that six members have
as an "aristocrat of crime.”
er Walter T. Duncan, until tomor
not missed a meeting the past year.
'' •»
Hedmiyi
’
s
latest
activity
hinged
on
row. Mr. Duncan has signed a con
The occupants of this “hall of fame”
a “memorial" dinner which he was
"Hhp"
Gerrish
of
Brownville
was
tract for another year in Danvers, at
are Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Miss
in the city for the weekend, the finest arranging for August Strindberg, Clara O. Spalding, Mrs. Abbie Con
a satisfactory Increase in salary.
of his University of Maine classmate poet and playwright. He obtained ner, Msg. Jennie Dickey, Mrs. Etta
Miskes Dorothy money from many literary persons, Sanborn nnd Mr^JWinnte Horton,
The annual meeting yf the Chapin Donald Hastings.
although the dinner never material
Errors noted nt the preceding
Class -will be held tonight with Miss Lewis and ASarion Smith of Birtgor
ized. On one occasion he wrote to
were also guests there.
meeting were carefully explained by
Maude Pratt, Limerock street.
Mr. Bok, asking fur an autographed
Mrs. Rose Penney.
copy of the editor's autobiography,
The paRt year’s work has been re
The Dorcas Club celebrated yes
Last night the members o*3tl>e and received the copy by return mail.
views of the constitution of the
terday the birthday of another of Its Methodist choir started toward tfieir
Tills signature he copied on a check
members—Mrs. C. I. Burrows—with goal of $200, which pledge they made for $96, which Miss Julia Stewart United States, the Preambles to the
a dinner at the Thorndike and a visit at the annual drive a short time Wfiv, cashed for him. Rupert Hughes, nov Constitution and the Declaration of
to the pictures in the evening.
A supper among this group of folks elist. was a victim, also. Again, Hed independence, studies in Civics,
Citizenship, word study, current
will he held the first Monday of efcfch man posed as secretary to/Emery
Mrs. K. W. MacDonald is In Bris month, the first of which took place Johnson, president of the Film Book events, home and -heart problems,
tol, called by the illness of her last night and a neat little sumf'Was ing Office of America, and said that pronunciation, errors in grammar
and sentence forming nnd these edu
mother.
realized. It was a gay time, after he wanted to employ Mtss Edith
cational lectures: Hon: William T.
all, for much to the surprise qjj-the Burton, a stenographer at the Hotel Gardiner, "Where Maine’s Money
, The home of Mrt and Mrs. Peai i chairman. Mrs. Raymond Ander&ub Navarre, to work for Mr. Johnson.
Tibbetts was the scene of a pretty whose birthday it happened to be she Meanwhile Miss Burton, cashed a $75 Goes;" Dr. George W. Coombs,
“Health Problems/; Mrs.-Howard
|>arty Wednesday evening celebrat
was presented with a most bqwujfl- Check for him.
Ives, "What the playground Does
ing two occasions—a birthday and lul piece of silver matching the, net
for Qood -Citizenship:” Hori. Frank
a wedding anniversary. Cards were she already iiossesses! It WUALW
CARELESS CAMPERS
lin D, Cummings/ “Maine's Water
the feature of the evening, prizes double event also—the annlveMffry
lieing won by Mrs. II. H. Howard ami of Mr. and Mrs.. Anderson. TliiXil't Are Told How To Put Out Fires and Powers and Who Own' Them” and
"The Primary Law and .Who Don’t
W. Ray Foster. Ice cream, cake, was accompanied by a large red l-omHelp Save Tremendous Losses.
Want It;" Rev. Herbert F. Milligan
punch and candy were served. Mr and was presented by Rev. E. V.
"Americanism"; Rev. Charles S.
und Mrs. Foster and Mrs. I’earl Tib Allen, the pastor, in behalf \tSgtii>’
Six rules for the -prevention of Hlchborrt, “Prison Reform;” -Brad
betts were the recipients of very nice choir. A delicious birthday »cn.ke, lilt's in forestis have been preixired
ford C. 'Redonnett, "Building for To
gifts. Those present were Mr. an.l made by Mrs. Leland Hawkins,'was by the United States Forests Se
Mrs. W. A. Creamer of Warren, Mr, placed at the hostess’ chair. After a in connection with American Forest morrow;” Rev. A. L. T. Cummings.
and Mrs. Arthur Tibbetts, Mr. and brief ”1 thank you all" everybody Week -which is now being observed "Help Our Home State" and "The
French -Canadian and HIS Dialect;"
Mrs. Austin Tibbetts, Mr. and Mrs, went at that supper . until it-: tuns The rub's follow:
.
Grube -B. Cornish, "The Care of Our
Ralph Tagdiff, Mr. and Mrs. 11. H completely devoured. The nex£_Wlll
Matches—Be sure your match is Defective, Delinquents nnd Depend
Howard. Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Green be, June 1, with Ml's. Elsie Hnyjklna out; -break it in tavo before you
ents;" and Prof. Orren C. Hormell,
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Tibbetts, Mr. and as chairmarf. Reservations cam be Uub-w it a-wny.
•The Primary."
Mrs. W. It. Foster.
Tobacco
—
-Be
sure
that
-piipe
ashes
mnde by notifying her. An enter
The executive board meets Friday
tainment which will be worth \whif? and eig.ir or dgorette stubs are dead at 4.15 p, m, nt the Court House to
■John Roblshnw and Miss Alice to see in preparation and will be held before -throwing them- away. Never
formulate plans. Mrs. iH-ope Brew
Roblshaw spent Sunday at Damarls in the vestry May 25.
throw them into brush, leaves, or ster, president of the local W. C. T,
needles.
cotta jyils.
>
U„ has invited the club to meet that
Making Camp—(Before building a organization at the Metfibdlst vestry
Charles Wilson, baritone, or \Vhr
A Honolulu letter from Miss Mar- ren, with M!rs. Kathleen Marsjou, fire -scrape away ah Inflammable ma Friday evening when Mrs. Howard
thg Hall, a member ot the Hawaiian contralto, will sing at Park Tfytatrc terial from a spot five -feet in diame
Ives of Portland will speak.
Trust Co., staff, dated April 21 and tonight, in celebration of Nafiftpal ter. Dig a hole in the center and In
The scarfs made by disabled
wrltteh to a member of the Cou Music Week. The program, in dhbllge itibuild your amp fire. Keep your soldiers of the World War are be
rier-Gazette force, says among oth of Mrs. Maryon Benner, on Wednes fire small. Never build it against ing sold under the chairmanship of
er things: "All is well with us and day at 4 p. ni. from the FulleY-tCobb- trees or l:tgs or ncartbru-sH.
Mrs. Etta Sanborn.
Miss Hope
mother seems to lie enjoying her so Davfs balcony: also the program at
Breaking camp—'-Never brea-k camp Greenhalgh leads thus far with the
journ in the Hawaiian Islands. the Strand given by Miss Harrington until your fire is out, dead put.
sale of 14.
Brush Burning—Never burn trash
Just now we are quite excited over and Miss Cross in the evening during
the arrival of the U. S. fieet to take i.'.e Hirst performance, Will be Well wr brush in windy weather or while
phrt in the qianeuvers. The flagship wbrth attending. The program at the there is the slightest danger -that the
■Seattle came in yesleTday, but i sup Fuiler-Cobb-Dnvis stoke tomorrow fire will get away,
llow to Put Out a Camp Firepose the rest of the fieet will stir afternoon will include a piano sOlo by
prise us In the night time. We live Miss Aleada Hall’, vocal .solos by' Miss Stir (he coals while soaking themj
next to a fort and It’s fun wafchln Adelaide Cross, Miss Marjorie ButleK, with water. Turn sma.lil sticko anti
Buy your Seeds at' the oldest’Seed
sides. Wet
the ktoihiu
ground
10141 Slues.
v--‘! Die
'
...
, ..
their doings. Last night they were Miss Phyllis Littlefield and Miss Ad drench both
the fire. If you can’t get /StdNf .rt the city. We have a f^l
around
1 unloading big guns in the dark and dle Kimball (sdprahos), ■ and Mias
stock of AH Kinds of Vegetable
It ween-ed to me that something was Elizabeth Hager and Mis# WilTbla water stir in dirt and tread it down
and’ Flower Seeds, irl bulk or pa
going to happen. I am much inter Richan (contraltos), hrid vocal d(tat until (Kicked. tight over and around
ested ill If alb I suppose the news by Miss Joanna Patterson ana Sfiss the lire. Be -sure the last snark is
pers.
dead.
'
papers will get out special editions Nellie Hall,
wrflle the maneuvers are on ami I’ll
Bear In mlno the Food Sale ,e.t
seid you copies. I hope you were' There will be-a dandelion green
288 MAIN ST. ..
itOCKLAND
all! able to enjoy the winter sports, supper , Wednesday,, Ma^f 6. l>egln- the Maine Music Store. Saturday
Benefit First
Opp. Hotel Roeklttuf
I droultf llinte lilted to slide down my nine af 5 o'clock at Golden Cross afternoon. May 9.

»

MBS/
MARGARET NUTT

A Few Questions
on Local Frieght Service

WEDNESDAY,

F freight service on the Rockland, Camcfep and Thomaston railroad between Rock-

MAY 6

I

lapd and Camden is discontinued can ? ny other means handle the full shipping re
quirements of this community? As well in w inter as in summer? Will it be done at pres
ent rates or lower? Will the rates be filed so that you know what they will be?

If the nswer in each instance is not an unqualified and unequivocal "yes" then this
community DOES need to kep its freight car service.

Yet since April of 1924 the freight bu siness of this road has dropped to such a point

that the company is now considering one of two policies:

WESER

THE

PIANO

.♦±'■

1

-

<

Or to add a truck at Camden to include delivery of freight to the
consignee’s door at no additional expense.

The first course needs no explanation.’
The second course has been sponsored
by prominent Camden business men who
agree, for the sake of keeping year round
fjeight car service, to support the electric
road from now on v/holeheartedly.
The Rockland, Thomaston, Camden
railroad is essentially a part of the social
and industrial life of this community. It
does not want to do anything intentional-ly that will work to the detriment of the
growth and prosperity o this community.

In asking for the support pf all people
providing that a truck is added for door
delivery, it does not believe that if is un
reasonable. It is meeting the situation
more than half way; in the face of con

STONINGTON, FURNITURE CO.

tinual losses it is trying to maintain freight
service so that local people may have it
when they need it most.

In return its rates are as low if not
lower than many other means; it is reas
onable to expect that should its service be
discontinued present rates would be high
er. The railroad pays a large amount of
taxes to this community. It employs
many hands. It gives steady and reliable
service that you can depend upon in prac
tically all kinds of weather.
Can any oth r means of freight trans
portation between Rockland and Camden
fill its place?

You will be called upon to decide this
question yourself.

Rockland, Thomaston, Camden Railroad
Freight Department

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. SYSTEM
SBSB

«
STAGE MANAGER BENNER

Clyde S. Benner of Waldoboro, a
member of the junior class at Clark
College, Worcester, Mass., who has
been stage carpenter of the college
dramatic club the past year, was
elected stage manager at the annual
meeting of the club. Mr. Benner is
secretary-treasurer of the student
branch of the Y. M. C. A. and a
member of the. Theta Kappa Nu fra
ternity.

nil
Week

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

TODAY
“Honor Among Men”
•—Wlith—
—A Iso—

“Galloping Hoofs”
,

flThis is the proper time to sharpen that Lawn
Mower. Call 791 today and have us get your
machine, sharpen it and return it. Don’t wait for
the rush later.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

Edmund Lowe

"KATHLEEN”

Last Episode

408 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Wednesday-Thursday

—At the

Camden Opera House
MAY 7-8

CHARLES JONES

“GOLD
AND THE GIRL”

: : Auspices : :

American Legion
.

SHARPEN ’EM NOW

MAY 10 TO 16

The Romantic Musical
Comedy

MARSTON’S
ORCHESTRA

Course

A Thrilling Drama of the Golden
West

today

, —Also—•

Dancing Friday Night

Anna Q. Nilsson
—in—

MARJORIE DAW and WARD CRANE

A John B. Rogers Production

“Inez From Hollywood”

—IN—

FRIDAY- SATURDAY

WIVES”

“GAMBLING

HOUSE PETERS

The film sensation of the season

—In-- >

“THE TORNADO”
—Also—
“THIEF IN PARADISE”
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30.

TODAY

PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c

/ v. '»

<

f, * .

* » .

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

WILLIAM DE MILLE PRODUCTION

LILLIAN GISH

“MEN AND WOMAN”

In the HENRY KING Production of

—With—

RICHARD DIX
COMEDY

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

F. MARION CRAWFORD S
‘

SACKCLOTH
,

-OF-

SCARLET
—With—

situs
m. Tts&EitrS

i1

'» ,

•2.

SUPREME

c.

4 I
•
Either to discontinue the present freight schedule altogether

1.

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
\

‘XueduiOQ )uci||lug e pue „oq:nouicjeog„ ,o jc,g ‘Xjjo£ oofiV
in the Love Drama of a Girl Who Nearly Wrecked Her Own
Life To Save the Reputation of Her Sister.
COMEPY

COMING—"BROADWAY BUTTERFLY,”

1

•• •

*

••

You’ll get the thrill of your life when you see "THE WHITE
SISTER." It's the greatest love story ever told—of a girl whose
soldier sweetheart would throw away hie honor and make her an
outcast—for love's sake.
You'll see Vesuvias in eruption, a bursting- dam flooding a
whole town, a fight on the desert, and a score of exciting scenes
you’ll never forget !

ALICE TERRY

FABLES

' ''

famous novel in the haunting old-world beauty of Italy

NEWS

SPECIAL CAST

NOTE—To those who may have seen this picture before, atten
tion is called that it will be shown this time to the accompani
ment of the complete music score from New Yortc, played by
Organist O'Hara. You Will not think it the tame picture.

MARGARET HARRINGTON

Sings Wednesday Night

Page Eight

MEMORIES

Evcry-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 5, 1925.

OF

AN

ACTIVE

LIFE

STRAND THEATRE

‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Eoy Who Made Good.
*

Yr

(By Charles E Flint)

(Continued—iBe&an Feb 261
Chapter XV—Continued

Ft was then Ramazan, which is the
great Mohammedan rvli.grr.-u-3 fast.
It continues for forty days. No true
follower may eat or drink between
sunrise and sundown. They there
fore stay up all night eating and
drinking, with the intention of stay
ing in 'bed all day. But Tashian had
been unlucky enough to have to
work this day and he was very miioh
•the worse for "wear.
I explained to him that Flint &
Co. of New York would consider
lending $10,000,000 to the Turkish
government; that I understood they
had (been negotiating for the pur
chase of the Argentine and Chilean
ships; that I knew those ships, and
that I could buy them for Turkey at
a price if she were not exacting on
inspection. I named a sum which I
knew was much less than the price
asked Iby the English syndicate.
He showed as much interest as he
was then capable o showing in any
thing when I mentioned the price.
Apparently he did not see anything
odd about the sudden paission of
Flint & Co. to lend mdney to 'the
Turkish government. No Turkish of
ficial. in those days, or now, would
question the Providence that sentta
man who wanted to lend money and
had it to lend.

wan a dually, although not apparently,
the dominant figure of the Court.
England did not, as I have several
times before mentioned, under any
r iqjnMt-in es want to ‘be put into
the pirition of being called on by
Jajian under the treaty of alliance
to enter the war.
I had no intention of going back
to Turkey; ibut I did want to keep
the matter open, or at least to know
what was going on there, «o I ar
ranged for Baron Cottu to live in
cognito in Constantinople and keep
me informed.
I first met Witte when in response
to his request I celled on him at his
residence in ©t. Petersburg. Before
he entered the room. I 'looked at the
titles of the bo .ks in his library, and
was interested to find that not only
were there many bootas on diplomacy
and governmental affairs, but there
were many more on railroading, en
gineering. and industrial develop
ment. When he entered I was struck
by his impressive 'bearing—he was
over six feet tall.

a

fP

fyou Just

It’s WeltNour baby, too, can laugh
and coo and crow in ihe
best of health

QjOU Just
know it’s
JVOT WellThere is no reason for your
baby to look or feel
this way

CONSTIPATION
means SUFFERING
Poor little thing! It can’t tell when die milk is wrong, or it
has a little cold, or any of the hundred things that might
happen to one so young! Eut nature can—and does. The
baby becomes constipated, it cries, it frets. That is the warn
ing to look out. Danger and disease are lurking in the body.
All the poisons are bottled up in that little frame. Relieve
this condition at once or you may have a very sick child.

He Raid that he kr.cw of my pos
sessing the Rothschild credits for
Dr. Caldwell’s
150.000,000 francs, and was infornled
of my negotiations on behalf of Rusfor the Chilean and Argentine
war vessels. I had expected that in
this connection he would refer to
The Family Laxative
the treaty of alliance between Eng
• • ♦ •
land
and
Japan:
but
"to
nry
surprise
—relieves constipation and brings the little one back to
J
he asked what I thought would be the
But our intentions were somewhat j
health. It restores the bowels to normal activity and so
attitude of the United States to
different from Tashim's interprota- i
gently that the baby joyously laughs. It’s Nature’s relief
wards
tlie
delivery
of
any
of
the
Ar

tion of them The object ot our vis- '
for constipation — Egyptian senna, pepsin and pleasing
it was to cast doubt upon the price gentine and Chilean warships to
aromatics in a pleasant tasting liquid combination pre
that the Englirth syndicate was Russia. I told him that in my opin
scribed by Dr. Caldwell for years in his extensive prac
charging for warships—that is. to ion. the United States Government
aid a suspicious nature In becoming wou(d not interfere with their de
tice and used throughout the country for over 30 years.
livery.
as
it
would
'be
an
affair
en

more suspicious. Having made my
Qentle As Nature—
proposal, which was rece+ved in si tirely between ' those Latin-Ameri
Pleasingly Sweet
lence by Tashim Pasha, I bowed can countries and the* neutrals to
Nor is baby the only one who needs
myself out and immediately went whom the veeselo might be sold. I
it. As effective lor old as lor young.
aboard the Russian steamer that was reminded him that the United States
Your bowels should act at least twice
due to sail early the next morning. Government had not interfered in
my delivery of the Chilean cruiser
daily. Do they? II not, assist Nature
Browiloff was already aboard.
as millions are doing annually. Buy a
We wanted to be on neutral ter Esmeralda to Japan. I informed
bottle oi Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
ritory while our proposal was sink him that I was satisfied that neither
now and use as directed. More than
ing in. Sometimes not a had plan, the Chilean nor Argentine govern
10.000.000 bottles sold annually.
when a monarch has considerable ments would sell any of their war
It is sold ..errwhere mediciM is sold—
power and a deal cf it is abso vesstils to a belligerent
and guaranteed. Try it at our risk. Your
Returning to Paris I met Admiral
lute. to get well out of the range of
drunist will return sour money it it fnib
Abaza
and
Bez<
brazoff.
who
were
to do as prumised.
that power if the monarch shows
signs of being inquisitive about noteworthy individuals in that their
PEPSIN STEUP COMPANY
Monticello, 1111 note
something you do not want to tell desire to take land in Korea for ex
ploitation
was
one
of
the
major
- .
I ----him. That was Broussiloff’s idea in
causea
of
the
Japanese
war.
Abaza
having us get aboard a Russian
was
on
a
secret
mission,
called
him

steamer immediately after my con
ference, and since Broussfloff had self Monsieur Yalbert. and was trav heads
that
delegation will be we wanted to read every* morning
lived a gx>d many years in Turkey, elling under a Belgian passport damned if he does and damned if the news from Russia and a chapter
They
were
both
inveterate
enemies
I thought his advice well worth
from the hist< ry of the French
of Witte, who I think, was the ablest he doesn't "
taking- Lt proved .to be.
On Abaza's return from his au Revolution
man Russia ever had.
We got under way early the next
dience ct Peterhof the next day he
Brisbane said. “Don’t read Car
♦ ♦ * ♦
morning, and our first stop was
curtly remarked to me:
lyle. Read a history by someone
After a time I again returned to
"Witte will be appointed.”
Smyrna.. I wont ashore, hut no
who was in sympathy with the Revo
sooner had I entered the hotel than Russia to dose up' my affaire and to
A few days after I asked the Min lution.” He named Tom Watson,
the proprietor a^ked me if there was lock a little more closely into busi ister of France. Kokovtzeff, fresh wh<.se history we read, and found
a Mr. Flint on board and said that ness opportunities. I called on Witte from his day with the Emperor, who making comparisons interesting and
Governor-General
Taliem
Pasha at his dacha on the Island of Yela would head the Russian delegation instructive.
wanted to see tlie 'gentleman, and gin. He frankly told me that Rus to the Portsmouth Conference, and
When I wound up my affairs with
that he should immediately return to sian . conditions were quite too un he answered exultantly: "Witte will the Russian government, the Em
settled
to
make
it
prudent
for
any
Constantinople. 1 did not inform
•be appointed and he will Ibe damned peror. on the suggestion of the
him as to my identity. Instead I man to venture has money in Rus if he doen and damned if he doesn't." Minister of Finance, presented to
sian
enterprises
and
that,
although
j
started back for the vessel and in
Evidently that part of my argu me an exquisite charka of rock
a little while Said Bey, an aide-de- he was President of the Council of ment had struck home ! But Witte crytal bearing the imperial coat of
the
Empire
and
supposedly
the
most
camp cf the Sultan, <-ame out in a
was a far aibleT man than they gave arms and trimmed with vines of
splendid eight-oared barge to per powerful man in the country next to him credit for, and he got honor in gold with b‘-rries formed of rubies
the
Czar.
he
had.
as
a
matter
of
fact,
suade me to return to Constanti
stead of damnation out of the con and diamonds. The charka is what
very little power or influence
ference.
It may (be remembered might be called the national dish or
nople.
Wftte
was
extremely
anxious
to
♦ ♦ * •
that at this time the sentiment in cortaineT of the Russians. Every’
forward every legitimate Russian the United States was in favor of Russian home has in it an icon, a
He was gracious enough to place interest- He wanted foreign capital
the Japanese. Witte cleverly eounthe telegraph lines at my disposal brought in. He wanted to raise the teracted this by making himself ac samovar, and a charka.
The pi» s-ntution was made at the
for any wire that I might desire to whole standard of the country, and 1
cessible to the newspaper men. He Russian Consulate in Washington
send to the Sultan, and so Broussi- have not the least doubt that had
let himself be the real Bounce of the Square , on the Czar’s Saint’s Dayloff and I. being thus liberated from his ideas been adopted the present
news of what went on in the secret St. Nicholas. There were. present
the expense o»f cable tolls, concocted terrible situation 'in Russia would
meetings, and thus he very shortly memlbers of the Russian Embassy
a long telegram to Tashim Pasha, not have come about, 'for his plans
appeared to be, at least to the rep who had attended the Russian
•the first Secretary of the Sultan.
involved the investment of money resentatives of the press, the only church that morning: also promi
We had a deal cf fun doing it. It
and the development of enterprise real human being at 'tlie confer nent New Yorkers, including Judge
contained no end of stately words'
that would have erected a great in ence !
Gary and Benjamin F. Tmcy.
and threw a monkey wrench into the
• • • •
dustrial bulwark against Bolshe
In memory of Nicholas U. I feel
plans being engineered by the Eng
vism. Bolshevism cannot thrive ex
The Russian army officers wanted that it is fitting that I should quote
lish syndicate to well to Turkey Ar
cept in a community where the to continue the war. They were not from my ^pe^ h/of that day my re«fgentine and Chilean warships. At
larger number of the people have anxious for peace.
The Japanese, erenep to His- /Majesty. 1 -snid. “In
the same time, by special messenger,
nothing to lose and everything to
having temporarily the upper hand, all the capitals of Europe the great
I gent a telegram to Mrs. Flint at
gain by a change. The -Russians were not anxious for ipeace unless national* monuments are symbolical
an address in Paris where I knew .
went into the Resolution thinking they were to gain all they were of war. Be it said *to the glory of
there was sro possibility of iti3 reach- ,
they had nothing to lose and all to afteT. At the same time the rank Russia that her national monument,
4ng her, asking ’her to take the
Orient Express for Constantinople gain. Most cf them by thi« time and file of the Russian'army were the great**ft f all. is surmounted by
have discovered that while they
not e^o much interested in war as the emblem »»f peace and good will,
and spying that I would meet her at ;
gained nothing, they did have some were the gpnerals, and revolution thus foreshadowing that grand con
Bucharest.
thing to lose.
was brewing. At one time the af ception and chievement of the FknTlie Turkish Government reads all
The Czar, too, was in favor of im fairs of the conference reached so pbror, the Iligue Conference.”
■wires that have a bearing on any provements and of welcoming for
• « • •
matter in which it is interested, and I eign money and brains; but h*» did critical a situation 'that peace hung
by
a
hair.
The
Russians
had
ar

The
Czar
’
s
Ambassador
to France,
felt sure they would thus discover an not have the force to have his ideas
ranged a single code 'word for the Nilidof. 'was the first President of
apparent intention on my part to go executed. John
Hays Hammond, announcement that the peace ne the Conference. During my visit to
•back to •Constantinople. We were 1 on behalf cf a group of capitalists,
still in Turkish waters, and I wanted wrote to me offering to spend $20.- gotiations were off, which was to be Russia I m< • many officials of the
to leave the whole situation open— 000,000 in Russian developments if caibled to St. Petersburg at a given Government. I attended the opening
Then St. Petersburg would and many matings of the Ih’.ma. I
to keep the Turks fishing in the be I obtained favorable mining c-onces- signal
lief that there were some fish in 'the sioris. I am satisfied that the Czar, flash the news to General Dineivitch talked with the Prime Minister
pond. In Athens 'the Turkish (Min in view of what he had said to me in Manchuria, and he would at once Goremikine, on the day the Czar re-t
ister sent word that he wanted to in our audience, would have ap go into action: for, if the war were ceived the members of the Duma at
see me on a matter of importance, proved the very reasonable terms to be continued, the Russians want the Winter Palace. Goremikine told
no I took an early train to the ruins proposed by Hammond: but the Im ed to’ get the jump on the Japanese. me as lie was leaving for the Toride
The agreed signal was arranged Palace: “W» are making -histqry.”
of Olympia, and there, flushing a perial Cabinet, which had charge of
woodcock. I decided to spend the day the Imperial domains, favored “Rus thus. Witte was to look out of the In the light of ali.l saw and heard.
in shooting. At Patras the Sultan’s sia for the Russia ns’’ and refused 'to door of the conference room. If he I am strongly of the opinion that
Consul-General boarded the steamer grant the mining concessions for a«-ked hig secretary tc fetch him Nicholas II desired to transfer tho
cigarettes, the war cable was to power of Government to the peo
to see me. but I could not be de which I had applied.
flash.
If the verdict were “peace,” ple of Russii as fast as they could
terred from my announced intention
• • ♦ •
then Witte would announce the fact- wield it intelligently- .Subsequent
of going overland to Turkey, and by
Promptly at 11:50 a. m., which was events have shown what great diffi
After President Roosevelt had ex
•the particularly devious route which
led me by water to Brindisi and tended an invitation 'to Ibe Russian the time agreed''on, Witte stepped culties he ‘had to meet in an attempt
Government to participate in a out of the room, hut inateid of ask to carry out that purpose.
(thence to Genoa and Paris.
In 1910 I 'went to confer with
In Athens, Br^ussiloff and I made peace conference at Portsmouth, I ing for cigarettes,* he said simply:
Count De Witte at Viohy«. On meet
some endeavors to persuade the went dire'tly frem Witte’s dacha to “Gentlemen, peace!”
After • the conference had ad ing me he said: “Mr. Flint, we have
Greek Government to act as a neu Admiral Abaza. who knew that I
journed. I was invited, at the sug whitened up a bit since we first
tral in the purchase of war vessels knew him. so we talked freely.
I opened the conversation by say gestion of Mr. Morgan, to a dinner met.”
for (Russia- Queen Olga was a
He was accompanied by Dr- E. J.
daughter of the Grand Duke Micha ing: "At your audience with the em at the iMetropo.litan Club of New
el. and naturally possessed consid peror tomorrow you will ha\V the York given by George Harvey to Dillon Who was- writing the Count’s
biography.
Dillon recently told me
erable influence, but here again Eng oppertunpty to show 'him that you Witte, Rosen, and the other Rus
land had made certain of herself and are thinking in the interest of the sians who took part in the Ports •that the Germans got possession of
it, and for that reason it has never
Empire instead of seeking 'personal mouth Conference.
Harvey, as host, commandeered been published. 1 told De Witte’d
advantages.”
“IIow?” a<sked Abaza.
ample words appropriate to the oc niece of imy secret mission to Con
“By suggesting.’’ I went on, “that casion. The diplomats were as dis stantinople on behalf of the Russian
Baron tRosen. who at an Government. She. In a kindly spirit
His Majesty appoint Witte head of creet
the Russian peace delegation to the early period in his diplomatic career said: “You make a great mistake in
in this country. Speaking at a (ban telling that.”
Poutsniouth Conference.”
‘tWhy !” 1 asked; and f^he then
“But Witte is my vindictive ene quet, comftnenced -his speech by say
Get rid of that languid, tired fee'ing. my”
ing that the first time he arrived in used an expression which was new
“Yes. I knew that.” I amswered, the United States was the day after to ime but which was certainly ap
It’s biliousness or constipation. The
prepared propriate: “You thereby -cross the
bowels must act rrrry ^ty or there will “and that wlJ1 'be the best evidence the great (blizzard. Well
of your sincerity in suggesting him. for the snow, he had ventured into future. By so doing,” t?he continued,
be absorbtion of poisonous matter in the
Shall 1 state 'to you my reasons fur the street dn his Russian coat and “you make yourself less eligible to
intestines, and then you’re in trouble. so doing?”
boots. Walking along he came to a go on another secret mission for the
An old-fashioned home remedy is giv
“It 'will be a wa»te of time,” re great pile of snow on the top of Russian Government.”
-My next service was an attempt to
which was a sign tha.t had been put
ing new life and energy to many of plied Abaza, “bu-t I will listen.”
"I shall state them concretely. up by some street urchins, and which make some contribution to road
your townspeople today. It’s that hun
First, if Witte is unsuccessful in read: “Keep of the grass.” Rosen democracy in Russia, and I endeav
dred percent good old “L. F.” AT bringing to a conclusion a treaty of: observed: “I, as a diplomat, have at- ored to enlist the support of our gov
ernment. I organized and became
WOOD Medicine which will aid Na peace on a reasonable ‘basis, he 'is so ways followed that advice,
Witte and Rosen bath kept off the chairman of a committee to encour
ture quickly in restoring the stomach and popular with the people that there
age the first provisional (government
bowels to normal action. Buy it, try it, after the Japanese wi'll have to fight grass at the Harvey dinner. There of Russia, which work I will describe
the Russian people as well as the were present 'many prominent New
continue one month. Follow directions. Russian government. Secondly, he Yorkers.
Whether they were si in the next chapter.
[To Be Continued]
Your money back if not benefitted. All is very influential with the Jews, lent by inclination, or as a matter of
who are backing Jai>an financially. diplomacy, I know not.
dealers have it. Big Bottle ;o cents.
I told Arthur Brisbane, <who sat
If Selected Pearl Barley is wanted
Thirdly—and this argument will
f ' * Only 1 cent a dose
doubtless have great weight with opposite to me at the dinner, that it can be had at all stores in one
you and possibly with the Bmperor Mrs. Flint and I were about to re pound packages under Three Crow
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me. —it is aihnost certain that whoever turn to Baris, and that while there Brand.- adv.

Be Energetic

SYRUP PEPSIN

What would you do If you were a
young married woman nml fotm.l
out that your husband was drifting
away front you ensnared by a beau
tiful siren of the fashionable half
world? Would you sit by quietly
and wait for fate to work out your
problem” Or would you take a band
In the (’ante and endeavor, to regain
your husband’s love and maintain
your home? Such Is the problem
which confronts .tlarjorle Daw, who
portrays the part of Ann Forest In
"Gambling Wives.” which has Its
(Inal showings today
The Henry King production oT
"The White Sister,” starring Lillian
Gish, which conies for Wednesday
and Thursday stands as one of the
truly great motion pictures. It Is a
perfect visualization of F. Marion
Crawford's widely read story, told ta
all its dramatic intensity and filmed
irt Italy against the beautiful back
grounds described in the original.
Miss G!.-h rises to supreme heights
in the remarkable photodrama. Her
portrajftl of Angela places her in a
class by herself—the one, real thrill
ing genius of the screen. The actual
eruption 'of Mt. Vesuvius is shown.
Molten lava, flowing down tlie sido
of the mountain is pictured with the
mouth ot the crater belching forth
its deadly fumes and fire. On top of
this comes a flood, with an entire
town beipg wiped out. “Tlie White
Sister” is a picture that nobody
should miss.
"The White Sister” lias been seen
by some of Rockland’s picture lovers,
but this presentation will be notable
for the reason that with lt Organist
O’Hara will render the complete mu
sic score, direct from New York.
The music is the making of tills
picture, as it is many others.
Miss Margaret Harrington will
sing Wednesday night.—adv.

To Telephone

Following are the proposed rates for exchange telephone service
in our Maine exchanges
Tertland
BUSINESS SERVICE -Unlimited
Individual Line, $7.00

BUSINESS SERVICE

PARK THEATRE
“Men and Women” closes today.
Richard Dix, Neil Hamilton, Claire
Adams and Robert Edeson head the
cast of the picture in featured roles.
Tlie story is laid in New York City
and tells of a young bank cashier,
who steals to make his wife happy
by keeping her in pretty clothes.
Clara Beranger wrote the screen play
from the Henry C. DeMille-David
Belasco stage success of the same
name.
The Henry King-Paramount pro
duction, “Sackcloth and Scarlet,”
from the popular novel of the same
name by George Gibbs and featuring
Alice Terry, Dorothy Sebas^an and
Orville Caldwell, comes Wednesday
and Thursday. The story is one of
two orphan sisters, one the homeloving kind, the other jazz-mad.
thoughtless. The picture has to do
with the trials and sacrifices of the
older girl watching over, caring for
and catering to her sister.—adv.
STATE OF MAINE
To the Honorable, the JudKe of the Pro
bate Court in and for the County of Knox.
Respectfully represents Romney it Collamore of Friendship, in said county of Knox,
Guardian of Albert G. Collaniore. minor, or
said Friendship.
That said minor Is the
owner of certain Real Estate, with the build
ings thereon, situated in said Friendship,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at an iron pin driven Into the
ground in the southeasterly side line of 'lie
State highway in said Friendship and at the
northwest corner of land of said town of
Friendship; thence south 37 deg. 20 m'n.
east and- by land of said town of Friendship,
58 8 feet to an iron pin driven into the
ground: thence south 59 deg 30 min. west
and by land of said town of Friendship and
kind pf .1 C .Simmons, 7X.8 feet to an iro.i
pin driven into tlie ground at ’and of said
.1. C. -Simmons: thence north 37 deg 20 min.
west and by land of said Simmons and two
feet distant from the house of said Simmons,
58.7 feet to an iron pin ^it*the southeasterly
side line of said State highway ; thence noftii
59 deg. 30 min. cast and along said highway,
78 8 feet to the point of beginning, the sajii?
being tlie store lot owned and occupied by
the late George A. Collaniore, tlie said A'h'.rt
G. Collaniore being his son and sole heir at
law
That it would lie for the benefit of said
minor that said Real Estate should be su’d
and the proceeds placed at interest Where
fore your petitioner prays that he may be li
censed to sell and convey said Real Estate
at private sale for the purpose aforesaid
Dated at Friendship, Maine, this twentyfourth day of April. A. D 1925.
ROMNEY R COLLAMOBK.

Rural Line, $?.50

4%

VICKS
w VapoRub

o—r IS Million Jan UtoJ Xm*(f

Unlimited
Four Party Line. $2.25
Rural Line, $2.25

Individual Line. 00 Messages, $5.75.
A lditlon.il
Messages Used W'th'n the Contrac Month. 5 ccr.ts
each.

Panrcr and Lewiston
BUSINESS SERVICE—Unlimited
Rural Line, $3.25

Individual Line, $6.25

RESIDENCE SERVIC E -Unlimited

BUSINESS SERVICE- Measured

Individual I.inc. $3.25
Two Part) Line $2.75

Individual Line, 70 Messages, $4.25
Additional Messages Used Within the Contract Month
First 130,
cents each; next 100,
cents each:
all others, 3’^ cents each.

$2.25

Waterville

Rcck’and

Biddcfcrd

Augusta

Four, Five, Six Party Line,
Rural Line, $2.25

BUSINESS SERV
ERVICE- Unlimited

Rural Line, 52.75

Individual Line. $5.00
Two Party Line. $4.25

RESIDENCE SERVICE—Unlimited
In 'ividual Une. $ *-.90
*Two Patty Line, $2.50

BUSINESS SfeRVICE- Meaisurcd
Individual Line. 65 Messages. $4.99
Additional Messages Used Within the Contrac* Month
First 135, 4'i.cents each; next 100, 3.!; cent- each,
all others, 3J2fCents each

Individual Line, $4.50
Two Party Line. $3.75

RESIDENCE SEP.VlCfc

Fairfield
Kennebunk
Kesnebunkport

Camden
Dexter
Ellswcrth

Individual Line.$4.00
Two Party Line, $3.25

Deer Isle
Freeport
Gorham
Lisbon Fall.;
Mechanic Falls
Millinocket

Blue Hill
Bowdoinham
Brooksville
Castine
Eddington

S?.bat‘n3
Sea! Earbor
Hcaropcrt
Sedgwick
Steven’s Ccrner

Limerick
Idiceln
Monroe
Penobscot

Franklin
Fryeburg
Goodwin’s Mills
Harpswcll
Lebanon

Povral

Tenant’s Harbor
Winter Harbor
Winterport
W’iscassct

Individual Line. $2.25
Rui al Line, 51.75
Foiii. i l .c S x Pariv I. ne. 51.75

Rural Line, $2.25

East Millinocket
Garland

Georgetown

Orrington

Hermon

Phippsburg

Westport

*

RESIDENCE SERVICE -Unlimited

BUSINESS SERVICE—Unlimited
Four Party Line. $2.00

Vinal Haven
Waldoboro
Wells
Windham
Yarmouth

r.ECIDrr.’Cr ? RRV ICE—Unlimited

BUSINESS SERVICE-Unlimited

Alfred
Carmel

Rural Line. $2.00

$2.00

Individual Line. $2.50
Rural Line, $1.75
Four. Five. Six Party Line, $2.00

Rural Line. $2.59

Individual Line.$3.25
FotiF Party Line, $2.59

$2.00

RESIDENCE SERVICE—Uallmlted

BUSINESS SERVICE—Unlimited
Individual Line, $3.50
Four Party Line. $2.73

Four. Five. Six Party Line,
Rural Line, $1.75

Richmond
Scarixjro
South Berwick
Sciithwcst Harbor
Sullivan

Newport
North Betwick
Northeast Harbor
Cr.k'r.rd
Old Orc’ ard
Orjno

j

Thomaston
York

OldlouuP?.tsFc!d

Individual I.ine. $2.75
Two Party Line $2.25

Rural Line. $2.50

Boothbay Harbor
Bucksport
Corinth
Cornish
Cumberland
Dark Harbor

Four. Five, Six Party Line.
Rural Lin-. $1.75

RESIDENCE EERVICi: - Unlimited

BUSINESS SERVICE—Unlimited

$2.09

Unlimited

individual I^e. $2.75
Two Party len*-, $2.25

Rural Line, $2.

Bar Harbor
Belfast
Bridgton

Four, Five. Six Party Line,
Rural Line. $2.00

Westbrook

fc'anford

Gardner

Brunswick

Bath

BUSINESS SERVICE—Unlimited

Four. Five. Six Party Line. $6.75

Rural Line, $1 75

As you have been previously informed, there are compelling
reasons for seeking an increase in rates.
I shall be glad to give you further information concerning
these reasons or explain the proposed new rates in detail.
New England Telephone
& Telegraoh Company

E. R. SPEAR, Manager, Rockland.
Z2E3aBaraayJM««

SUCCESSFUL FIRM
Robbins

&

Son Complete

BOOST MAINE
BUY MAINE MADE FERTILIZER

Quarter Century of Insur
ance Activity.
The Courier-Gazette has ’received
a copy of the Santa Ana (CaJif.)
Register of April 17. containing an
elaborate article on the insurance
business of Rotbbins & Son. who
have just completed their 25th year
of activity In that city. The senior
member orf the firm is, O. M. Rob
bins, an uncle of the late Leonard
H. Snow of Ingraham Hill. He vis
ited relatives In this vicinity, three
years agp. From the California news
paper hrtiele the following
is
quoted:
....
• The firm is a father and son or
ganization. O. -M Robbins 'being the
senior member and Mac O. Robbins
the junior member.
Twenty-five
years of successful operation, with
the total value of policies handled by
the organization increasing each
year, tells tlie story of service to the
public and the personality of the two
men who comprise the firm.
Wliile O. M- Rdbb|ps Is not ac
tively identified with the business,
his reputation and his influence have
had their bearing upon the exten
sive Increase in the business since
Its first policy was written. April
IS. 1900. with Robbins as the founder
—founder^in the sense that the Rob
bins name at that time became as
sociated with an organization 'from
which the agency has developed.
Mao O. Robbins, is a man of
strong personality—a
personality
that attracts and holds friends and
inspires confidence. It is within the
period of his .personal manage
ment that the great growth has
come in the buniness of the concern,
and it is within the period of his
management that the great expan
sion in Santa Ana has occuredIt may Ihe said that the agency to
day is one of the largest In thq coun
try, in |>oint of the volume of businesa written in all forms of fire, ma
rine and casualty insurance. When
the agency was founded by O. M.
R, hbins. on April 18, 1990 on which
date the first policy was written, it
represented but one company, tne
St Haul Fire and Marine, and wrote
fire insurance only. The office now
Is agent for 26 different fire and
casualty companies, with combined
assets of over $400,000,900.

WARREN HIGHLANDS

Every few hours swallow
slowly a quarter of a
teaspoonful of Vicks. Also
melt a little in a spoon
or a tin cup and inhale
the vapors arising.

Individual Line. $'..25
Two Party Line, $2.75

BUSINESS SERVICE~<k>In Box

KNOX COUNTY —
In Probate toirt held at Rockianl on the
twenty-seventh day of April, A D. 1925.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered. Timt
notice be given, by publishing a copy of
said petition, with this order thereon, once
a week for three weeks sue eMsively. prior to
the third Tuesday of May next, in The Cou
rier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland,
that all persons interested may attend at
a Court of Probate then to be held In Rock
land. and show cause, if any. why the
William Barrett is stopping at E.
prayer of said petition should not be granted B. Clark’s.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
L. W. Butler made his weekly trip
A true copy,—Attest :
51 T-57
IIEWY H PAYSON. Register.
to Thomaston AprH 20 on runners.

c OUGHS

RESIDENCE SERVICE

Measured

Individual Line, 70 Messages, $4.25.
Additional Messages Used Within the Contract Mcnth
First 130,
cents each; next 100, 3’4 cents ca.h;
all others, 3G cents each.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Today completes the run of "Honor
Among Men," starring Edmund Lowe.
Harding Davis novel, "The King's
Jackal." The picture is distinguished
ITiis picture Is based on a Richard
by beautiful i«hotography, against
which is imposed the royal grandeur
of a tiny kingdom and the exciting
action of revolutionists who attempt
to restore an exiled King to his
throne.
The last chapter of "The Galloping
Hoofs" will complete the program.
“Gold and the Girl" will I,# seen
Wednesday and Thursday. It is a
picture ot life west of the Rocky
Mountains, and stars Ruck Jones. Uic
popular cowboy actor. Elinor Fair
has the leading feminine role. Silver
Buck, the famous white horse of the
Jones films, again figures in daring
races and rescues.
In addition to the above feature
there is Anna Q. N’ilsson in "Inez
From Hollywood."
Miss N’ilsson
plays in this picture the part of a
woman who has won notoriety as a
home-wrecking “vamp," but who, as
soon as (her work is done, throws off
her mask of meretricious appeal and
becomes a very human and likeable
young woman.—adv.

Subscribers:

Mrs. I,. W. Butler called on Miss
Sophia Mathews at the village Fri
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliot, and son
Junior of Rockland were callers at
E. B. Clark's Sunday.
Ralph Miller of Massachusetts, was
here for a week recently and board
ed at T. P. Carroll’s. Mr. Miller came
to burn his land for blueberries, and
to get his place in readiness for
summer.
Mrs. Owen Athern of Rockland
called at L. W. Butler's Sunday.
Mrs. Emily Butler visited in Thom
aston and Rockland recently.
The people in this place have been
kept quite busily engaged the past
week fighting grass fires.

WHY NOT?

YOU CAN DO BETTER IN MAINE
f\

PORTLAND ORGANIC FERTILIZERS arc very-high
grade fertilizers. They suit* Maine soil to a T, and
get RESULTS. Made by Maine folks and sold at prices
that are economical to you.

A

WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF ALL GOODS NOW
IN OUR WAREHOUSE

C:me in tomorrow and haul ycurs home. 17 you can
not do that, why, run in to teo us; place your order and
thus make sure of your fertilizer WHEN YOU WANT IT.

r

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.

A

REAR 456 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND ME.
Portland Rendering Co., Manufacturers

ORGANIC
* Enrich The Soil

L. >
A

‘X

Permanently

Telephone
Directory
CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVIC
LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
Shirts, Collars.

OILS AND GREASES

J*
4

HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Telephone 205

GRAFTING WAX
BEES V/AX
ROSIN

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

Call 12?
THURSTON OIL CO.

Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purposes

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Sts.
MONUMENTS

9
a

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest

Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS

